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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to determine the
problems of public secondary commercial education in
Louisiana, and to search for objectives and reliable
data which will serve as a basis for its improvement.
The development of secondary business education
in the United States and in Louisiana is briefly
traced, and its present status in Louisiana is shown.
Objectives and criticisms from the viewpoint of school
administrators, commerce teachers, and representative
business men are presented.

Conclusions and recommen

dations are derived from the data collected.
The evolution of secondary business education in
the United States and in Louisiana is briefly traced
in order to determine the relationship between the
trends in objectives and the curriculum in the country
as a whole on the one hand, and the trond.3 in objec
tives and the curriculum in Louisiana on the other.
A detailed survey of secondary commercial education in
Louisiana is made to determine its actual status in
the state-approved public higjh schools.

The statistical

data do not Include the Parish of Orleans.
ing topics are considered:

The follow

high schools offering com

mercial subjects; commercial subjects offered and
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enrollment In these subjects; teaching combinations of
ootarseroe teachers; supervision of high school business
education; commercial teacher training; deraand for and
supply of cora&eree teaebers; qualifications and tenure
of oouaeree teachers*
Records and reports on file in the state depart
ment of education were used in tracing the history of
public secondary eomerolal education in Louisiana and
shoeing its present statxxs*
Objectives and criticisms of secondary business
education in Louisiana from the viewpoint of school
administrators and commerce teachers sore determined
and compared with alms and objectives as stated by
leaders and administrators in the field of secondary
business education In the country as a whole*

The

objectives and criticisms of high school business
education in Louisiana from the viewpoint of represen
tative business men In the state were also determined*
A cheek list and questionnaire were sent to one thousand
representative business men in all parts of Louisiana
representing a vide distribution of businessesv and to
the principals and commerce teachers of 95 high schools
teaching three or more units of commercial work*

Re

plies were received from 415 business men and 55 high
schools*
*!ho raaaber of public high school© in Louisiana

X

offering commercial courses has increased from six in
19X0, to 148 in 1937.

Approximately 25$ of the public

secondary school population in Louisiana are enrolled
in commercial studies#

The traditional subjects,

shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping are the core
of the commercial curriculum, and about 90$ of all
enrollments in commercial subjects are found in these
three subjects#
There are 185 teachers who devote either full-time
or part-time to teaching business subjects#

Only seven

of these teachers have less than a bachelor's degree#
Commercial teacher-training facilities are now ade
quate to supply the demand for new beginning teachers
and replacement turn-over#
The general supervisory control of secondary
commercial education in Louisiana is exercised directly
by the State Department of Education which functions
under the State Superintendent of Education#
Both business men and school administators are
practically unanimous in believing that there is a
need for vocational business education on the high
school level#

However, they believe that vocational

guidance must play an increasingly important part in
business training if it is to have either real voca
tional or educational value#

They are of the opinion

that there are certain commercial courses that have a

xi
personal use value and should appeal to all high school
pupils, hut that there should be definite segregation
of vocational students and non-vocational students.
Business men and educators also state that the present
commercial curriculum is not meeting the vocational
objectives, nor the general, the cultural, and the
personal use values that should be obtained from these
subjects*
The most significant deficiency of the curriculum
according to business men in Louisiana Is the lack of
integrating all educational activities in the develop
ment of employable persona11tiea.

They recommend that

more emphasis be placed on the fundamental tool subjects
and that more emphasis be placed on teaching the nature
and purpose of business*

Business men and educators

believe that the present commercial curriculum is too
narrow and the technical subjects included in it are
not adequately mastered for job efficiency.

They believe

that the vocational business curriculum in the high
schools of Louisiana should include training for general
clerical Jobs and for the distributive occupations, and
that practical cooperative training should be provided
for vocational commercial students.

They urge that

prospective high school teachers of commerce be required
to have actual business experience as a part of their
training*

It is the belief of educators and business

xil
men that all students In secondary schools should be
given information about business and economic relation
ships as a part of the training for intelligent citizen
ship.
The changing emphasis in secondary business educa
tion reveals many unsolved problems.

In fact, this Is

a most fertile field for educational research.

One of

the problems that is in urgent need of solution is that
of providing both academic and professional training
for prospective commerce teachers In keeping with
modern trends In high school business education.

PRODUCTION

High school commercial education is that part of busi
ness education which is appropriate for boys and girls be
tween the ages of fourteen and twenty, which may be given
in all-day secondary schools, and which has for its primary
purposes the preparation of boys and girls for socially use
ful and personally satisfactory living and, more particularly,
for entrance Into commercial employment with reasonable pros
pects of succeeding In their work by ^reason of the possession
of (a) social Intelligence and right social attitudes; (b)
an initial occupational skill; (c) a reasonable amount of
occupational intelligence; (d) a fund of usable general
knowledge of

sound business principles; (e) a proper atti

tude toward a life work; (f) high ethical standards In ac
cordance with which their business careers are to be devel
oped; and (g) supporting general education of varying but
substantial amounts.^
The same authority defines business education ”as a
type of training which, while playing Its part in the
achievement

of the general aims of education on any given

level, has for Its primary objective t' e preparation of
people to enter upon a business career, or having entered
i
P. G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High School,
New York: D* Appleton-Century' Co.,
pp. 55-56.
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upon such a career, to render more efficient service therein
and to advance from their present levels of employment to
higher levels.
Hichols places the major emphasis on the vocational
objective in his definition of commercial education*

The

dominant note is training for business occupations.

During

the past few years there has been a gradual recognition of
the non-vocational phase of commercial education not only
as it affects those preparing for or already engaged in busi
ness occupation, but also as it affords all other individuals
a working knowledge and understanding of fundamental business
principles and practices, to the end that they may carry on
their daily personal, communal, and civic business affairs
with prudence, orderliness, and economic Tinderstanding.

School

administrators need a clearer understanding of the respective
objectives of vocational and non-vocational business education.
They need to make requisite reorganization and modification
of secondary business education.

This is one of the pressing

problems in secondary business education today.
Business activities are a part of every person*s life
and as such are a component part of the social unity of life.
Business education in its broadest sense is identified with
every phase of the educative process and with every field of
learning that in one way or another helps prepare the

^Hichols, eg. cit., p. 51.

individual to deal more effectively with the economic prob
lems of life as he encounters them in his business occupa
tional experience, in his private business negotiations,
and finally in his communal economic activities*

There

should be no conflict between general education and voca
tional education*

Commercial education as a division of

secondary education must cooperate with the rest of Ameri
can education*

Training in technical skills and occupational

intelligence to produce occupationally proficient workers
are not its only function, as important as that is* Every
high school student should be grounded in the basic prin
ciples of our economic and industrial order*
termed consumer education*

This has been

To live intelligently, such a

foundation is imperative. There is an economic base for all
our activities*
Commercial education, then, represents, on the one hand,
a kind of business education that has to do with all economic
enterprise, and therefore concerns all students? and, on the
other hand, a kind of specialized vocational education that
concerns a major group of high school and college students
who plan to pursue commercial employments.
Commercial education presents the greatest challenge ^
in the history of secondary education.

Two million high

school boys and girls are enrolled in commercial courses.
Modern trends and changes in education and in economic con
ditions indicate that business education is going to be
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completely reorganised#

Jots for tthleh the hi$h school for

merly trained are no longer open to boys and girls of high
school age#

That the traditional commercial curriculum of

the high school Is out-moded has been revealed by occupa
tional research studies and census data#

Moreover, general

values, rather than vocational ones, are paramount in high
school education today#

Commercial educators realise the

need for curricula of greater social significance, which
shall rave, as one of its major objectives, the Improve
ment of the personal economic life of the individual#

Schools

of today are planning programs of education which will no
longer permit young people to pass through Its doors to as
sume shortly the responsibilities of cltlsenshlp, of worker,
of consumer, and of parenthood without sound economic con
cepts #
These tendencies in commercial education are indicative
not only of the changes that have taken place in the social
and economic systems of the nation, but also of a wider con
ception of the meaning of public education— a conception
that Includes vocational education as an essential part of
the educational program#

Chapter I
1; E PRO- LEfcl
The general purpose of this study and the Invostlga*
tion upon which it is based Is to determine the changing
alms and curricula of public secondary education in
Louisiana, to determine its present status, and to search
for objective and reliable data which will servo as a
basis for the reorganisation and improvement of commercial
education in the public secondary schools of Louisiana*
An attempt will be made to trace historically the
evolution of secondary business education in the United
States end in Louisiana in order to determine the r©la~
tionship between the trends in objectives and the curricula
in the country as a whole on the one hand, and the trends
in objectives and the curricula in Louisiana on the other*
Recommendations, based upon the findings, will be
made for the purpose of harmonising secondary business
education in Louisiana with modern trends in secondary
business education, with the aims and objectives as
stated by teachers and leaders in the field of secondary
business education and by high school administrators
and commerce teachers in Louisiana, with the economic
background of Louisiana and the problems peculiar to the
small

school, wit; business facts and shills needed

by all, wit!: the carry-over value of the present high

school commercial curriculum, and with the employment oppor
tunities of commercial drop-outs and graduates*
The Heed for the Study
Commercial education lias ad an unparalleled record of
development*

It has reached the point where a larger num

ber of students are enrolled in business subjects than any
other single subject matter field*

A few decades ago, busi

ness education was brought into being because changing eco
nomic conditions and an enlarged social viewpoint suggested
additions and revisions in the educational program of that
day*

If business education Is to endure, there must be con

tinuous additions and revisions as changing situations arid
enlarged understandings indicate new needs to be met*

As

education Is a social force, so business education as a
part of general education is a social force*
The need for broadly fundamental studies in commercial
education is evident*

Although a ^reat deal of research has

been done at all levels of our educational system, commer
cial education 1as in the past been too largely neglected*
One of the major problems that face business education today
is to determine the essential additions, eliminations, and
refinersents that may he made to advantage in the curriculum
structure and in teaching procedure, and to bring about the
necessary adjustments to put them into effect without losing
values already attained*

In this regard the situation varies
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with localities and with individual schools in son© respects*
The problems of commercial education, ©specially those
dealing with aims and objectives upon which curricula are
built, are lard to solve, because corarnerclal education is
both vocational and general in its nature*

It Is difficult

to separate pupils in the high school Into those who are
taking commercial courses for general, practical purposes
and those who are definitely planning to enter a specific
commercial occupation; consequently, t.-e confusion in the
minds of administrators who are responsible for the comcorcial curriculum*

For this reason we find in most high schools

the technical business-college type of program predominating,
Walls practically no provision is made for the majorIty of
the pupils who take the work for general, practical reasons*
The public high schools have not been altogether successful
in the development of vocational education*

The classical

tradition las been strong, and strong opposition Is still
encountered in some quarters*
The great natural wealth of our country las mad© it
possible to neglect tl Is phase of education without undue
harm* The recent economic upheaval with its disasteroue
results, the increase in population and In competition in
business, are already being felt In the increasod popularity
of vocational education*

The American public is demanding

education of ©very character today*

Com erclal education

is becoming more popular with parents and pupils*

The pub

lic high schools are be ing gradually extended to the pul lie
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Junior colleges* The pest twenty years have brought about
fundamental changes in our educational philosophy*

As a

result* a definite plan of vocational education Is urgent*
A perusal of the scanty literature in the field of commercial education shows that this field is relatively unor
ganized and undeveloped*

Except in the larger schools* the

business college curriculum is still all but universal*

Aims

and objectives Iave not as yet been adequately determined*
Well-defined policies of administration and organization are
lacking*

Professional supervision* except in a few large

cities and in four or five states* is generally lacking*
The teaching staff* as a whole* is generally lacking in ade
quate professional and academic training according to stand
ards set up for other teachers*

There is no adequet© or

regular organization for commercial teacher training*

For

a branch of education occupying so Important a part In the
educational system* the problems of commercial education are
indeed *j?eat*
Limitations
This study is limited to the 140 state-approved public
high schools of Louisiana teaching commercial courses* the
city of How Orleans excepted*

It is hoped that the njor

Issues in a field so rich In problems will be indicated*
It is not the purpose of this study to solve all or many
of theee problems• The investigation represents a general
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view of public commercial education in on© state* The data
are more representative of the small rural high school than
of the large metropolitan high school#

It Is hoped, however,

that the study will be significant In its application In the
reorganisation of commercial education In the small high
schools of Louisiana#
Sources of Data
The growth and development of secondary business educa
tion in Louisiana has been traced from the following sources*
1# The annual reports made by principals of stateapproved high schools to the State Department of
Education# Reports for the sessions 1920, 1925,
1927, 1929, 1931, 1933, 1935, and 1937 were ex
amined#
2# riennlal Reports of the State Superintendent of
Education, 1868 to tie present time*
3# Minutes of t e State board of Education, 1902 to
the present time#
4# Reports of the United States Commiesloner of
Education, Office of Education#
5# State Courses of Study for high Schools, 1902 to
ti e present time#
6# Annual Reports, State Department of Education,
1900 to present time*
The present status of public secondary business educa
tion has been obtained from the following sourcosi
1# The reports mad© by high school principals to the
State Department of Education, session 1936-37#
2# Questionnaire and personal interview with Parish
Superintendents of Education, rl^h school prin
cipals, commerce teachers, high school supervisors
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in the State Department of Education, and business
men employing the product of the hi^h school.
3. Officials and instructors of teacher training in
stitutions offering commercial teacher training.
4. Catalogs of four state teacher training institu
tions offering commercial teacher training«
5* Courses of Study in the Commercial Subjects, Loui
siana High Schools, Bulletin of State Department
of Education, 1935.
Objectives and criticisms of secondary commercial edu
cation free the viewpoint of administrators and commercial
teachers were obtained by a questionnaire sent to 95 prin
cipals and coesnercial teachers of state-approved high schools
offering cosaaerclal work*
Objectives and criticisms of secondary commercial edu
cation from the viewpoint of business men were obtained by
a questionnaire sent to approximately 1000 business men In
all parts of Louisiana.
Plan of Study
The plan of organization of the study consists of five
parts, as follows:
1. A brief history of the evolution of business
education in the United States fron Colonial
times to the present day*

Th© evolution of the

private business college, the collegiate school
of business, and the commerce department of the
public hl$i school are traced*

Problems and re

lated studies in the field of secondary commer
cial education aro noted.
IX. The evolution of public secondary commercial
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education In Louisiana and its present status are
given In this chapter.

A brief history of the growth

of this phase of secondary education is presented .
from its beginning to the present time.

A detailed

survey of commercial education is made to determine
the actual status of this subject in the stateapproved, public high school*

The following topics

are consideredt high schools offering commercial
subjects; commercial subjects offered; enrollment
in commercial subjects; teaching combinations of
commercial teachers; supervision of secondary com
mercial education; commercial teacher training in
Louisiana; demand for and supply of commercial teachers
in Louisiana; qualifications, tenure, and salary of
commercial teachers in Louisiana*
III. Objectives and criticisms of secondary public commer
cial education in Louisiana from the viewpoint of
school administrators and commercial teachers are
considered In this chapter.

Objectives of secondary

commercial education as stated by leaders in the
field of secondary business education are also con
sidered*

College entrance requirements and business

courses offered in the high school; changes suggested
In the commercial curriculum by high school principals
and commercial teachers; problems peculiar to the
small high school; provisions in high school libraries
for commercial education.
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IV, Objectives and criticisms of secondary business edu
cation In the public high schools of Louisiana from
the viewpoint of representative business men In Loui
siana are considered In this chapter:

the need for

vocational business education; deficiencies of the
high school commerce curriculum as business men see
it; vocational commercial subjects that business men
think should be in the curriculum for all high school
students because of personal use value; the problem
of guidance; cooperative training; actual business
experience for commercial teachers; and chief criti
cisms of the product of the high school commercial
department by business men.
V. An evaluation or appraisal of high school commercial
education as It was found to exist, made in terms of
aims and objectives as stated by school administra
tors, teachers, representative business men In Loui
siana, and leaders in the field of secondary business
education; modern trends In secondary business educa
tion, business facts and skills needed by all; and
suggestions for the further improvement and possible
reorganization of secondary business education In
Louisiana.

Chapter II
DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED STATES
Commercial education in colonial America had the same
purpose that it has at the present time, to give technical
preparation for business life*

The commercial course was

designed to prepare accountants, bookkeepers, clerks, scrive
ners, merchants, and bankers for their special vocations*
For these purposes, the schools gave Instructions In "common
and mercantile Arithmetic,” penmanship, bookkeeping; and for
those who were preparing for foreign trade, the language
of commerce, and "Foreign Exchange*11
The curriculum announced for the opening of the Phila
delphia Academy, in 1751, Included "Merchants Accounts**.
Surveying.••Navigation♦” "Introduction to Trade and Commerce”
appeared in Provost Smith*s program of 1756.

Benjamin Frank

lin had recommended In his "Proposals’1 of 1749 "The History
of Commerce, of the Invention of Arts, Rise of Manufactures,
Progress of Trade, Change of Its Seats, with the Reasons,
Causes, etc*"*
Town schools made no attempt to meet the needs of the
time.

The commercial courses were offered only in private

venture establishments during the colonial period of American

^■Francis S. Seyboldt, Source Studies in American Colonial
Education* University of Illinois Bulletin No* 28, Sept. 28,
1925, p.“45.
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history*

These schools had no definite, or exclusive name;

they were called nSchool,n "Academy,n "Grammar School,11 11Eng
lish Grammar School,” "Mercantile and Mathematical School."
They may properly he called vocational schools*

Their vari-

ou^curriculuras, identical in essential respects, were de
signed to prepare young men for vocational life*

They were

the most popular of all schools of secondary grade throughout
the eighteenth century*

In most instances these schools were

organized and taught hy one individual*
As has been indicated, these schools were not strictly
consaercial schools*

The commercial curriculums were offered

to those who were preparing for some phase of business*
subjects were offered of a vocational nature also*

Other

The courses

in surveying and navigation were especially popular among the
vocational subjects*
Some of these private schools were open to girls*

Strange

as it may seem, bookkeeping occurs frequently in the curriculums announced for girls*

William Dawson, of Philadelphia,

in 1755, opened a school for girls, nto teach writing**#*arIthmetick vulgar and decimal, merchants accounts, psalmody*11^
Bookkeeping was offered in his evening school for young ladles,
established two years later.^

In Alexander and William Power’s

night school in 1772, bookkeeping was taught and they announced
that .girls will be admitted at night school*^

^Seyboldt, op* clt** p. 51.
2Loc. c l t *

SIbld., p. 81.
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An essay entitled 17Cone Thoughts of education/’ pub
lished In Philadelphia, 1755, contains some interesting com
ments on commercial educations
Writing and Accompte are t e very profession
of Clerks, and t erefor© to be wanting either of
these Is to e deficient In essentials, and unworthy
of the very Nome of Clerki Hor Is it sufficient
barely to write a fair Character# A Clerk should
have an easy Freedom In his Hand, and bole Stroke
with his Pen, and the Skill and oom and of striking
a neat Capital, or proper Ornament, by which moons
he will not only be able to do his Business without
Difficulty, but also make It appear to advantage,
•Tis a com? on thing for a young Man who wrote very
tolerably at the Writing School, immediately upon his
Entrance Into Business, to lose his Hand, occasioned
by his falling from a slow way of Practice, to attempt
Dispatch; but if either at the time of their learning,
they were brought by Degrees, from set Copys, and
Pieces, to write after larger Specimens, and real
Presidents, or on their first Entrance into Business
he,, they would themselves have thePrudence, carefully,
and leisurely to copy what is giventhem, and leave It
to time and Practice to render them Ready and Expedi«#
tious, they would find the Benefit of it, and have
their Dilligence crown’d with Success,
Arithmetic Is more the Business of the Head than
Hand, and he that proposes himself for a Clerk or
Accomptant, ought to have a perfect Understanding of
It, for what Satisfaction can a ?tai take, in doing
what he doth not understand? end how must he be out
of Countenance, if Call’d upon for an Explanation?
tfcereas he that works with Knowledge, and can render
a reason for what be doth, not only goe?- on with Cer
tainty and Pleasure to himself, but to the Satisfac
tion of others: Besides e who is liastor of the
T eory, and whose Business puts h ‘m upon constant
Practice, can hardly fall of adding now Improvements
of his own, to the Discoveries of others In the Excel
lent Art,
The next necessary Qualification of a Clerk or
Accomptant, is that excellent Art of Italian 1ookkeeping, a Science that needs not ti e Iraise of *ords,
and without which a Man Is fit neither for the Cabinet,
or Comptlng-IIouse, and indeed people aocm more sensible
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of its Value than ever, by the many that are instructed
therein,
The author remarks that the nqualifications requisite
to Trade, Commerce and Business of the Worlds are seldom or
never to he hade at Grammar Schools,”
Schools devoting their time exclusively to business
training had their beginning in this country as private ven
tures also, and although they are of comparative recent ori
gin, there is much question as to who was the founder of the
first business school.The first business
fered by

training was of

the academiesand private schools up to thebegin

ning of the third decade of the nineteenth century.

The

period of the Academy extended from the middle of the eight
eenth century to the middle of the nineteenth century, with
its greatest popularity during the fifty years from 1775 to
1825,

These schools offered a meager training for clerk

ships*

The training almost wholly disappeared with the pass

ing of the Academy and not until the next decade when private
business

colleges wereestablished does it reappear*
The Private Business College Bra

”So humble was the beginning of education for business
men in the United States that any one of many men who began
practically at the same time to offer instruction in two

^rSeyboldt, o£, clt,, pp, 51-52,
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or three simple subjects of commercial importance might
fairly claim to have aided in the beginning of this work."***
The first teachers of bookkeeping were really pioneers
of our present business college system*

The first business

college began as between a man who wanted to know something
in order to advance his own interest and another who was able
to impart that knowledge, and was willing to do so for a con*
sideratlon.
The development of the business college falls into three
periods, the experimental period, the monopolistic period,
and the modern period.2

The colleges founded prior to 18§0^

were organized to give a meager clerical training to those
wishing to enter minor positions as clerks and bookkeepers.
There were no textbooks#

The subject matter was dictated

from the experience of the instructor, and the equipment was
usually a single room having a few chairs and a desk.

More

harmful to these early colleges than the lack of trained in
structors or equipment was the fact that the aims of busi
ness training were too often defeated by the keen desire of
the proprietors to make money.
The second period began about the middle of the fif
ties and was characterized by the attempt of energetic and
^Edmund J. James, "Commercial Education," Monographs in
Education in the United States. ITlcholas Murray Butler, edi
tor (Albany, WTYTi 37 ETTyon Company, 1900), Vol. II,
Monograph Ho. 13, p. 658.
%larvin, C. H#, Commercial Education in Secondary
Schools. New York: Henry holt & Co*, p* 4T7
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resourceful men to establish chains of business colleges in
a number of cities throughout the country.

H. B. Bryant and

G. D. Stratton were students of Poison Business College of
Cleveland*

These two men formed a partnership with James W*

Lusk and established the first Bryant and Stratton Business
College in 1853, and out of this organization grew a chain
of business colleges * It was their purpose to establish a
college in every town of ten thousand populationout competition by various means.

They forced

Uniform textbooks and in

terchangeable scholarships were a feature.

The number of

schools increased until they reached fifty or more.

These

schools gave instruction in penmanship, bookkeeping, commer
cial arithmetic, and commercial law.

James Bennett of Hew

York was an early textbook writer on bookkeeping*

Peter

Buff was another famous bookkeeping text writer*

In 1863

and 1864, Bryant and Stratton called together the first con
vention of local partners of their colleges.

There was dis

satisfaction among these local partners that finally resulted
in a termination of partnership shortly after Stratton’s death,
and the monopolistic system was broken.
The monopolistic era established uniform aims, methods,
and Ideals for commercial education*

The new subjects, short

hand and typewriting, were added to the commercial curriculum
during the latter art of the monopolistic era.

About 1870,

S. S* Packard turned his attention to the preparation of
shorthand writers and typists.

He was a firm believer In
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commercial education for women and h© offered to take thirty
young women and train them free of charge wto make a better
living than they could without his training, and in an occu
pation no less respectable»tt
In 1893, the convention of commercial colleges connected
with the National Educational Association, and a business de
partment was organized.
The past half century has seen the rapid development of
two other phases of business education*

One, the collegiate

school of business, came into existence with the establishment
of the Wharton School of Finance of the University of Penn
sylvania;^ the other is represented by the development of
commercial education in the high schools of this com try.
development began about the year 1890*

This

It Is true that there

are evidences of the fact that bookkeeping was taught In the
early New England Academies.

Shorthand, too, was a subject of

study in the old Central High School of Philadelphia before and
during the Civil War*

For every practical purpose, however,

we

may consider that commercial education in the high schools began
in the early nineties of the last century*
The modern period of development, extending from the early
Nineties, has seen the standardization under the principle of

private gain, of all work offered in business colleges.

The

^However, the first collegiate department of commerce was
established at the old University of Louisiana In New Orleans
in 1849. See page 35.

aim of the business college from the earliest part of the
period to the present time has been satisfactory training
for commercial clerkships*

There is a check upon further

development of the private business college because of the
growing demand for a broader education for business.

The

business college cannot give this because the cost is pro
hibitive.
The last three decades of the present century have seen
the development of three types of institutions, new to the
field, offering commercial training:

the semi-public type,

the correspondence school, and the corporation school*

The

Y.1I.C.A*, Knights of Columbus, and like institutions have
thousands of students enrolled in their courses*

Such corre

spondence schools as LaSalle Extension University, Interna
tional Correspondence Schools and others of similar type have
numerous students enrolled in their courses*

Corporations,

realizing the value of preliminary training for both employer
and employee, have established classes in different phases of
commercial work*

In 1907, the Larkin Co*, of Buffalo, or

ganized a most efficient system for training office workers*
The training undertaken by the National City Bank of Hew York
represents the development of the class in financial institu
tions*

The Brexel Institute of Philadelphia is an example of

the privately endowed school which furnishes commercial educa
tion*

This school Is independent of student fees, and although
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it gives technical work somewhat in line with the best busi
ness colleges, it treats the subjects of study more broadly
and liberally*
Public Secondary Commercial Education
The development of public commercial education in this
country is but on© phase of a larger movement* the growth of
public secondary schools*

As such it has followed the several

steps of the larger progress*

Public commercial education

patterned itself largely upon the style and standards of the
private cojssnerclal schools or colleges as they were called,
which caused commercial education in the secondary schools
to suffer*

They gave intensive course in penmanship, busi

ness arithmetic, bookkeeping, shorthand, typewriting, and
later commercial law*

Speedy acquaintance with these cleri

cal tools and the acquisition of skill in handling them were
emphasized in the business college*
the same emphasis*However, they soon

The public school gave
found that this pro

gram was defective*

The meager amount of train.’ng in those

subjects represents

only a yjartof the training which modern

business demands#

Business has become a very complex organi

zation in the last few years and its functions highly special
ized*

It has been found necessary to add such courses as

salesmanship, office practice, advertising, business English,
and the like, to meet new demands and new points of emphasis*
Prior to 1890 private commercial education dominated
the field of business training* .Eighty-five per cent of the
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total number of pupils in commercial courses were enrolled
in private commercial Institutions#

This lead has gradually

been decreased until In 1934, 98h* were enrolled In public
high schools#*

In 1931, Eliott stated that there were one

million students enrolled in high school business courses#**
In 1954, it was estimated that this number ap roxlmated
1,600,000#

In 1934, there were reported 102,286 students

enrolled In private business colleges#
Problems in Commercial Education
In Its haste to meet a rapidly growing demand, commer
cial education has become the victim of the haste of our
modern life#

It has made claims of swift, and at the same

time simple, preparation of students for vocational and com
mercial positions#

These claims have not justified them

selves In the light of the results obtained#

This has es

pecially characterised the advertisements of the private com
mercial schools and the quick-training virus r.as even spread
to some public schools#
Another difficulty has been in securing teachers who
have had sufficient scholastic, as well as professional,

1

»

J# C* Mallott, vCommercial >ducnticn , .biennial .Purvey
of _Question, 1932-34, I.’©; artmont of Inter!or^' Off"ic© ot Edu
cation lull©tin i'SteE, 'Washingtons Government Printing Office#
2
J# 0# ttallott# "Com: cvc!al Education#” biennial Curve:/
of T-ducatlon. 1928-30. bulletin Ho. 25, 1981/TEia## p. 109#
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training to meet the laws and standards of to&cher-certification
In the modern high school#

Salaries in the businesr and com

mercial world have been more attractive to. those who could
qualify for teaching than those offered by the schools*
the demand

Since

as been far in excess of the supply in both fields,

business has usually drawn the most capable teaching material
to itoolf*
i

Two errors have arown up around the broader aspects of
the commercial curriculum*^*

The first of these i_as been con

fined to a narrow Interpretation of clerical education as
preparation for business life#
first* but Is far more serious*

The second arew out of the
It consist® in a limiting

of commorcial education to the strictly clerical arts in the
majority of the schools*

This may be said to be true of the

majority of commercial courses in Louisiana high schools*
Practically all of the currlculums are limited to office
train!activities* which enga0e a very small percent of
the total number of those employed in commercial position®*
Conversely, other typos of commercial jobs amount to a large
proportion of all those engaging commercial employees.

Ob

viously* a technical course such as stenography is almost,
if not entirely, useless*

The Cleveland Survey not only

revealed this fact but aloo Demonstrated that there Is no
longer reason for students to take both stenography and

^•Alexander Inglis* Principles of Secondary .education*
Bostons Houghton-MIfflin £o,* 19l8, 0}1apter XVII* 'Fart II•
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bookkeeping» This study shows that the vast majority of*
commercial workers are recording clerks, with more than a
third of the total number grouped into ten classes of eleri~
cal workers who do not have a need of bookkeeping or typing
knowledge.^*
Inglis argued ten years ago that the chief emphasis in
commercial education should be on salesmanship because of the
fact that the majority of commercial positions are of that
type*

Anderson*s study of Pasadena, in 1926, reenforced

Inglis In this position,** as did also the Boston Survey*^
Anderson found that 44*3$ of male employees, and 22*6$ of
female employees, were engaged In selling, the total percent
age for both being 34*4$*

This is 14*4$ above the next type

of commercial work, general clerical*

It needs no argument

to see that, If these are typical findings, which they doubt
less are, the conventional clerical type of training should
take second place to a strong salesmanship course for boys,
at least*

Weersing found that 60$ of all enrollments in

commercial subjects were In typewriting, shorthand, and
bookkeeping, Irrespective of the training actually needed*^

^Inglis, op* clt*, pp* 584-590#
2J. A. Anderson, Pitting the Commercial Course of the
High School and Junior "ffollefle to the Heeds of the 'Community,
Pasadena, Calif*, Educational Research Bulletin, May 4, 1926.
See also Government Bulletin No. 4, Commercial “ducation in the
United States, 1928, pp. 11-13.
3Sixth yearbook of Department of Superintendence, the Dev
elopment of the High School Curriculum, p. 435.
4
P. J. Weersing, Commercial Education in Public High Schools
In Minnesota, unpublished thesis, Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota, 1927.
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There Is a great need for a general course of business
training.

Sue! a course v:o Id involve the common elements

of business practice net wit- by men and women In all walks
of life and would do for the commercial curriculum what gen**
oral science docs for science, benoral history for t. e social
sciences, general literature .for literature, and general mathe
matics for mathematics.

Obviously, there is no escape from

all sorts of business relationships, wrstover the trade, oc
cupation, or profession followed,

ihe Sixth yearbook, Depart

ment of Superintendence, emp asises this fact in these wordss

“In an analysis of alms It Is especially Important tnat all
secondary administrators appreciate t e fact that commercial
education— fundamentally a program of economic education— is
co-oxtensive with all human e n d e a v o r . S u c h a course should
be offered In Louisiana for any or all tne reasons It should
be offered in any state, or states, with the additional one
that Louisiana, being more agricultural t■an industrial or
com: ereIal, the training of Its graduates should be of a mere
general rather t an a technical nature in the majority of the
high schools.
Another need is for a searching analysis of the objec
tives with a careful weig irg of the curricular materials
by which these objectives are to be reached,

ibis means a

study of the com unity in which the school la located, the
kinds and types of posit one available to graduates and

lp

A
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drop-outs, and t:© particular skills, abilities, knowledges
anti ideals required in these positions.

This should be under

taken by the com ©roe teachers as a scientific and construc
tive necessity.

It is one of the I opoful signs that this

curricular revision in terms of actual job needs is going
forward in many places throughout the nation.

To quote from

the 1927 report of the United States Commissioner of Educa
tions
The outstanding events in secondary commercial
education during the past year center around curric
ulum revision. The objectives have been to refIn©
earlier methods In order to increase the efficiency
of preparation for business occupations* The chief
contributions rave been studies of commercial teachertraining, commercial occupations, office equipment,
clerical salaries and related topics, job analyses,
and researches in -..eti ode of Instruction, 1n this
movement a renewed emphasis has been placed on the
necessity of complementary relationship of the heven
Cardinal objectives in the commercial curriculum and
the necessity of appropriate and adequate vocational
preparation of each pupil who contemplates earning a
livelihood in a business occupation**
Another challenging problem Is t:.e plae© of Luidance in
business education,

any of the students enrolled in commerce

courses are not fitted for t o type of work they have selected,
ho amount of training would fit them for a position,

The need

for careful guidance and selection of students for business
train.n0 leading toward definite job objectives is being given
much attention on t o part of school administrators and com
merce toaciers.

This problem eoes not imply t o elimination

•^Annual Keport of the Commissionor of education. United
States, submitted to~3ecretary of"'Interlor,“TSEtT T p * 14-15,
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of some general business education for everybody.

On the

contrary, some leaders in business education feel that our
concept of modern education has lagged behind our national
progress in that we have made very little provision for some
genuine business education for everybody.
Related Studies
The most comprehensive of all state-wide surveys of com
mercial education was made in Minnesota.

The investigation

included commercial occupation surveys in Minnesota cities,
job analyses of office workers, statements of values of the
commercial subjects as reported by graduates, preparation of
teachers, and many other important topics*

Among the findings

that are of particular interest to this Study are that, while
the alms of commercial education are both vocational and gen
eral, the curriculum consists almost entirely of narrow, tech
nical subjects, and these subjects are administered as general
and not as vocational subjects, so that neither aim is well
served; that commercial teacher training facilities are inade
quate; that the local school authorities should provide for a
closer cooperation between commerce teachers and business men;
and that a state supervisor of commercial education should be
provided.

This study was made by Frederick J. Weersing*

"I

^-Frederick JV Weersing, ttA Study of Certain Aspects of
Commercial Education in the Public High Schools of Minnesota”
(Unpublished Doctorfs Thesis). Minneapoliss Department of
Education, University of Minnesota, 1027.
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C, 0* Burden mad© a study of the status of commercial
education in the public secondary schools of Indiana in 1926.
The features studied were:

curriculum offerings, training

and experience of teachers of business subjects, extent and
amount of equipment, and placement service.
Carl W, Helmstadter mad© a study of coHBnercIal educa
tion in Nebraska In 1929. He found that typewriting, short
hand, and bookkeeping, commercial law, commercial arithmetic,
and business English wore the subjects most frequently re
quired and that enrollments are Increasing in business administration, accounting, and secretarial training. 2
Harold 7. Lehmann mad© a study to determine practices
in business education In Hew Mexico in 1929. He found that
29% of the enrollment In the high schools were In business
subjects.^
Louis A. Rice made a comparative study of commercial
education in Hew Jersey for 1916 and 1930.

'The report shows

1C. 0. Burden, "The Status of CommerciaX~TIducation In
the Public Secondary Schools of Indiana’1 (Unpublished Master’s
®iesis}. Bloomington: Department of Education, University
of Indiana, 1926.
2Carl W. Helmstadter, "Some Trends in Commercial Educa
tion in the Nebraska High Schools" (Unpublished Master’s
'fries!s). Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1930.
^Harold T. Lehmann, "The Status of Some Phases of Com
mercial Education in 39 Public Senior High Schools In Hew
Mexico in 1929" (Unpublished Master’s Ihesis). Lawrence:
University of Kansas, 1929.
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an increase of 94*6$ in enrollment in business courses during
the period, an increase of 408.3$ in holding power of business
curriculums, and improved teacher preparation and status.'*'
In 1928, Robert C. Sollars made a study of the commercial
curriculum in Indiana.

Divergence of opinion with respect to

aims was found, administrators being about equally divided on
such questions as:

"Should the commercial curriculum have as

its chief aim the securing of immediate Jobs for pupils after
completion of course?
Katherine W. Killgallon made a study of commercial edu
cation In the approved high schools of Pennsylvania in 1930,
to determine the status of business education, enrollments,
length of curriculums, required subjects, preparation of
teachers, and various phases of teachers1 jobs.3
One of the most comprehensive studies covering any state
was made by George S. Murray In Connecticut in 1954.

A detailed

analysis of the organization and administration of business edu
cation in the public secondary schools of Connecticut was made.^

^Louls A. Rice, "A Comparison of Commercial Education in
the High Schools of Hew Jersey in 1916 and 1928.” Hew York Re
search Bulletin in Commercial Education. II (March,™T^30}*
^Robert C. Sollars, "The Commercial Curriculum In Indiana"
(Unpublished Master’s Thesis). Columbus: Department of Educa
tion, Ohio State University, 1928.
^Katherine W. Killgallon, "A Study of Certain Phases of
Commercial Education In the Approved High Schools of Pennsyl
vania” (Unpublished Master9s Thesis). Pittsburgh: University
of Pittsburgh, 1950.
4George S. Murray, "Business Education, Its Organization
and Administration in the Public Secondary Schools of Connecti
cut" (Unpublished Doctor’s Dissertation). Hew Haven: Graduate
School, Yale University, 1933.
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State-wide studies of the preparation of commercial teach
ers, their problems, subject combinations, business experience,
salaries, and related topics were compiled in Ohio by Helen
Reynolds;1 in Michigan by Eugene D. Pennell;2 in Arkansas by
Adelaide Rogers Gafke;3 in Tennessee by James P. Phillips;4
in Pennsylvania by R. G* Walters;® and in Louisiana by K. M.
Sorton.6 In 1951, L* W* Ferguson studied the status of the
commercial education in 61 accredited high schools of Xouisiana.^

^Holen Reynolds, "A Study of the Status of the Commercial
Education in the Public Schools of Ohio, Particularly as it
Relates to the Training of Commercial Teachers8 (Unpublished
Raster1s Thesis). New York: Department of Education, Hew
York University, 1950.
2Eugene D. Pennell, nOrganization for Commercial Educa
tion in the Public Senior High Schools of Michigan” (Unpub
lished Master's Thesis). Ann Arbor: University of Michigan,
1965.
^Adelaide Rogers Gafke, "A Study of Changes in Commercial
Education in the Public High Schools of Arkansas during the
Fast Five Years, 1931-36” (Unpublished Master's Thesis).
Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1956.
4James P. Phillips, ”A Study of Commercial Education with
Special Reference to Tennessee” (Unpublished Master's T esis).
Knoxville: Department of Education, University of Tennessee.
®R. G. Walters, et al., ”A Survey of Commercial Education
in Northwestern Pennsylvania, 1951.” Bulletin. Harrisburg:
State Education Association.
%. St. Norton, BCommercIal Teachers in Louisiana Higji
Schools8 {unpublished Master's Thesis). Baton Rouge: Louisi
ana State University, 1932.
7
L. W. Ferguson, ttA Study of Commercial Education In
Louisiana High Schools” (Unpublished Master's Thesis). Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1931.

Three phases were considered:

(1) salary, tenure, teaching

load of commerce teachers, and couses offered by these
accredited high schools; (2) objectives of commercial edu
cation as stated by teachers; and (3) a survey of occupa
tional histories of the graduates of four representative
high schools in northwest Louisiana*

In 1937, «T, W* Reeves

made a follow-up study of the commercial graduates of five
I
high schools in Tangipahoa Parish,
At the present time
eight state-wide studies are In process*
These and other researches in the field of commercial
education Indicate a new Interest In basic research studies*

W* Reeves, "A Study of Commercial Education in
Tangipahoa Parish” (Unpublished Master’s Thesis), baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1937*

Chapter III
THE DEVSLOPfJT'KT AliP FRESHT? STATUS
OP 5-CdBBARY COMMERCIAL ETUCATIOII ill LOUISIANA
The data presentee in this chapter were collected by
examining the reports of tie principals of the state-approved
high schools for the years 1920, 1925, 1927, 1929, 1931, 1953,
1955, and 1937,

The reports are on file at the State Depart

ment of Education at Baton Boug©,

Tie records of all state-

approved high schools were examined for the pears mentioned
above.

The records of t’ose schools toac! Ing commercial sub

jects were studied and information concerning total enroll
ment, enrollment in commercial courses, salary, tenure, edu
cational qualifications, and teaching combinations of commerce
teachers was secured.

The Biennial Reports of the State De

partment of Education from 1854 to tl o present time were
examined for certain statistical data relative to ,rowth of
high sc ools in Louisiana,

state Courses of Study for the

Common Schools, and later for the high Schools, were also
examined for tho aims and objectives of the secondary school
curriculum, the content cf the curriculum, and the place of
tie commerce courses In t c bl.Ji school curriculum.

Before

1896, the course of study for secondary schools, as well as
elementary schools, was found in the Biennial Reports of the
State Superintendent of iducrtlon.

Likewise, t o available

Minutes of the State Board of Education from 19G0 to the
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prosent time were examined for supplementary data*

The bi

ennial Surveys of Education, 1918 to 1934, Bureau of Educa
tion, Washington, D* C*, were examined for substantiating
statistical data relative to the development of secondary
business education*
It Is the purpose of this chapter to shew the origin,
development, and growth of commercial education in the public
secondary schools of Louisiana*

In tracing the development

and growth of public secondary commercial education, the
parish of Orleans has been omitted*
The Central High School for Poy© in How Orleans was the
first public high school in Louisiana to offer a commercial
curriculum*

This high school was reorganized in 1867, with

six departments, one of them being a department of commerce
headed by a professor who gave full time to teaching prac
tical bookkeeping, penmanship, and drawing, and three subjects In the commercial curriculum*

•»

In 1674, the State

Superintendent of Education reported only three' public high
schools, all in the city of Kew Orleans*

At that time, the

Central High School for uoys enrolled 239 students*

This

school seems to have been the special pride of the Superin
tendent, os several pa0e© of the annual report of 1874 are
devoted to a review of the excellent character of Its work,
the praiseworthy accomplishments of Its graduates, two of

^Annual R e t of the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, IS ,~pT~1^17
*
~
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whom it was reported had attended well-known southern uni
versities and attained the highest honors at their respective
alma maters, and finally, and what is more pertinent to those
interested in vocational education, an eloquent plea for a
more liberal curriculum requirement for graduation from high
school*

The superintendent freely expressed the belief that

the classical languages should not be a rigid requirement for
ail boys in high school, as no doubt there were many boys
more gifted in the sciences than in Latin and Greek#1
The State Superintendent of Education at this time was
G. W. Brown, a gentleman of color, of ill repute, and very
persona non grata to the school people of Hew Orleans and the
State of Louisiana# Bis own educational qualifications were
very limited#

Backed by the carpet bag renegades who were In

control of the state and municipal governments of Louisiana,
an abortive attempt was made to throw open the three white
high schools of Hew Orleans to negroes# These facts may have
furnished the inspiration for Superintendent Brown1s plea for
a "more liberal curriculum.B However that may be, or whatever
motives he may have had, if any, Brown gave expression in his
pious plea of 1874 to a pertinent educational problem that has
been given much attention in later years#
It might be noted here in passing that Louisiana has l
the prior claim for the beginning of higher commercial
^Annual Report of State Superintendent,
171-172#

ojd#

clt.* pp*
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education In this country# The first collegiate department
of commerce was established at the old University of Louisi
ana in New Orleans, in 1849, under the administration of its
first present, the Reverend Francis L. Hawlcs# James D# B.
DeBow was appointed professor of political economy, commerce,
and statistics#

DeBow probably continued his Instruction

until 1855, when President Franklin Pierce appointed him
superintendent of the United States census# DeBow began
formal Instruction in 1S49#

He announced that classes would

be formed for courses which he described as follows •
1st, a course of lectures upon the rise and progress
of the science of political economy; productive
powers of labor; nature, accumulation, etc#, of
stocks; progress of opulence in different nations;
mercantile systems; revenue; sources of public wealth;
growth and progress of the United States; ancient com
merce; commerce In the dark ages; in medieval ages;
growth of modern commerce; present commercial world;
agriculture; manufactures; population; statistics;
etc#
2nd-course: This is intended for regularly matricu
lated students# Instruction will cover the whole
field of commercial education, given daily in three
or four recitations, etc*: Writing, bookkeeping,
commercial correspondence, accounts, account sales,
invoices, general principles of commercial law, bank
ing, Insurance, exchange, partnership, factorage, guar
antee, brokerage, bankruptcy, wrecks, salvage, freights,
privateering, marque, and reprisals, quarantine, cus
tom house regulations, etc., sketches of eminent mer
chants* A course of reading in history and commercial
geography and navigation will be embraced#**•
There is no record that the department of commerce con
tinued to function after DeBow discontinued his teaching#

In

fact, the entire faculty of the University of Louisiana were

•4>eBo*'8 Review. Vol. VII (1849), p. 188.

5§
formally dismissed in 1857 because the university lacked ade
quate financial support#

However, the university functioned

at Intervals until 1882, when Paul Tulano, a generous philan
thropist of New Orleans, donated more than a million dollars
in property and securities for its support, and the University
of Louisiana was reorganized as Tulano University of Louisiana*
In his biennial report to the legislature for the year
1877, Superintendent of Bducotlon Robert M* Lusher lists among
the state-adopted textbooks for the academy or high school.
Duff*8 Common School Bookkeeping* and
Bookkeeping *^

ryantfs Common School

However, outside the city of Row Orleans there

were probably no public schools that could be classed as sec
ondary in the modern sense*

A more handful of parochial acad

emies survived the Civil War, and these were private institu
tions*
It wos not until 1884 that the secondary schools were
officially called

schools**

The first state course of

study was formulated and curriculum uniformity established in
the year 1896#
The State Course of Study for the to

on Schools, 1902,

sets up a program for three years of high school work*^
commercial subject is included in this curriculum#

Ho

The cur

riculum was classical, and its primary object was to prepare
the student for college entrance, as evidenced by the fact
^P* xlv*

2Fp.C-7.
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that It met with the approval of the President of the State
l
University and A, & K, College,
The curriculum for the
first year of high school work Included English grammar, com
position and literary masterpieces; algebra; physics, 2nd
semester; general history; Latin grammar; physical exercises,
music, and drawing* The second year high school curriculum
included rhetoric and literary masterpieces; algehra, physics,
1st semester; chemistry, 2nd semester; Latin or French; and
physical exercises, music, and drawing.

The third and last

year Included history and development of American and English
literature; geometry; physical geography, 1st semester; civil
government, 2nd semester; Latin or French; and physical exer
cises, music, and drawing.
The "Official List of Textbooks and Prices," contained
in the Course of Study for 1902, included Gay*s Book-keeping
at sixty cents, with an exchange price of forty-five cents,
and Gay*s Book-keeping blanks at forty-five cents,®
The State Course of Study for the Common Schools for
1905^ lists bookkeeping as an elective In the second semester
of the first year of high school, and as an elective to be
continued in the first semester of the second year of the high
school course.

Stenography and typewriting are listed as

^•State Course of Study for the Common Schools, 1902,
p, 3,
®Ibld,» p, 13,
5P, 65,
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electives In the first and second semesters of the second
year of the high school course*

Two recitations per week

were to he 0iven in bookkeeping during the second semester
of the first year, and three recitations per week in the
first semester of the second year.

Stenography and type

writing were to he taught together in the second year of
the high school course, and two recitations per week were
to be devoted to these subjects in the first semester and
three recitations per week in the second semester.

In 1905

the high school course was still three years in length*
In outlining the subjects of the course of study, book
keeping is treated as follows
Analysis of business transactions, the conditions
requiring a record of it. Study of original entries;
use of the day book and cash book: use of the ledger:
special column books to facilitate grouping entries:
invoices: sales book: special property accounts*
The study of drawing of business forma, bills, drafts,
checks, account sales and statements. Summary of re
sults, balance sheet and exhibits. The course includes
six typical sets In double entry with a few leading
topics in Business Arithmetic and Commercial Law.
Text:

Moore & Miner’s Shorter Course.

Stenography and typewriting are described as follows
The aim In the stenography is to give the pupil control
of the principles of the subject, and some skill in the
art of writing shorthand. Typewriting should be taught
along with shorthand.

*State Course of Study. 1905. op. clt.. p. 71.
2Ibid*, p* 75.
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An analysis of the above statements, in regard to the
business subjects offered In 1905, reveals that the voca
tional aim, for at least stenography, was not paramount.
The year 1905 marks the official recognition Of the com
mercial courses as having a place in the curriculum of the
public high schools*

However, they were electives, and not

considered essentially a part of the main purpose

of the high

school curriculum, which could still be considered as prepa- __
ration for college. The Report of the State Superintendent
of Education to the Legislature for the years 1906-7 listed
bookkeeping, typewriting, and "phonography” as electives,
the only elective courses in the high school curriculum. 1
There were fifty state-approved high schools listed for
the session 1907-8, The Fourth Annual Report of Inspector
of High Schools, 1910-11, reports ninety-eight state-approved
high schools, with an enrollment of 4805 students, the city
of New Orleans excepted,** The State Course of Study for High
Schools lists the three traditional commercial subjects, bookkeeping, phonography, and typewriting, along with three addi
tional commercial subjects, commercial geography, commercial
arithmetic, and economics,^
Only six high schools were listed as offering co ercial

1P. 90.
2pp. 5ff.
SP. 186.
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courses in 1910-11*

They were Shreveport* Lake Charles* Baton

Rouge* Franklin* Patterson* and Jeanerette*-*The Annual Report of Louisiana High Schools* Session
1919-20* reports 206 state—approved high schools* enrolling
14*382 students*

There were 942 students enrolled in bookkeep

ing, 244 students enrolled in stenography, and 497 students eno
rolled in typewriting that session*
No other commercial sub
jects were reported to have been taught that session*

—

The growth of high school commercial education inLouisi
ana has been rapid since Its inauguration*

Table Ishows that

x

there were 43 high schools teaching commercial subjects in
i920, with an enrollment of 1*683 students in commerce subjects* As indicated above* only three commerce subjects were listed
as having been taught during that session, bookkeeping, short
hand, and typewriting*

During the session 1936-37, 148 state- —

approved high schools taught one or more commerce subjects,

_

not including commercial arithmetic and commercial geography*
The enrollment in commercial subjects was 13*183, or an aver
age enrollment of 89*2 students for each school.

Since 1910* «=■"

a period of twenty-seven years* the number of schools teach
ing commercial subjects has increased from six to 148*

Dur

ing the period 1920-1937, enrollment in commercial courses
has increased from 1,683 to 13*183* or over 800$.

^State Course of Study* 1911* op* cit.* p* 22.
2Pp. 46-47.

-
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Table I
LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS HAVING COmGEBCIAL
PGhABTEEnTS, 1920-57

Year

Ko* of
Schools

Commercial
Enrollment

Average
Enrollment
*?: ■*

1920

43

1,683

k

1925

60

2,618

43*6

1927

74

3,825

31*7

1929

89

5,332

59*8

1931

102

7,091

69*5

1933

109

0,673

79.6

1935

137

12,233

89*5

1937

148

13,195

80*2

r-.
.J » *v'

This table should be read as follows: In 1920, <3 high
schools lad commercial departments with an enrollment of
1,683 students, which was an average enrollment of 39*4 stu
dents per school*

&

%
L iu m iv

h'

p i

f
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF Hitm SCHOOL EMROT-LHERT
Al'ift ENROILMEHT IH COMTSEHCIAL COURSES IE
LOUISIANA HIGH SOHOOLS, 1920-57
Year

High School
Enrollment

1920

14,882

1925

59,656

165*2

2,618

55*5

1927

41,168

5*8

5,825

46*1

1929

49,974

21.0

5,552

39*4

1951

55,656

7*1

7,001

33*0

1955

00,521

11*2

U,673

22*3

1955

64,189

6*4

12,255

41*04

1957

67,258

4*6

15,195

7*3

Per Cent
Increase

Commercial
Enrollment

Per Cent
Increase

1,685

This table s.ould bo road as follows: In 1925* the en
rollment In the state-approved hl^h sc ools was 59*656 stu
dents* an increase of 165*2^ over the previous five years*
The enrollment in commercial courses was 2,618 students, an
Increase of 55*5g over the i^revlous five yoore*
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This Is even more significant when compared with Table
II*

The increase in total high school ©nrollment has boon

greatly outstripped by increase in enrollment in commercial
subjects*

ftfclle high school enrollment Increased approxi

mately 352/b since 1920* enrollment In commercial subjects
has increased over BOO;**

Turing the past four years* enroll

ment in commercial courses has Increased nearly six times as
much as total high school enrollment has Increased*
Table III shows the growth of four-year state-approved
high schools In Louisiana*

Since 1920* there has been an

increase of 163 high schools added to tho state-approved
list*

In 1920* there were 206 state-approved high schools,

and in 1937* there were 369— an Increase of approximately
80$ over the seventeen-year period*

An interesting compari

son might be nado with tie data shown In Table X*

During "

this same seventeen-year period 105 state-approved high
schools added commercial courses to their curriculum*

In

1920, 43 high scoola included commercial courses in their
curriculum*
courses*

In 1937* 14B high schools taught commercial

This was an increase of 244$ during th

seventoen-

year period*
This increase In the growth of Louisiana high schools,
with the a ditlon of com ere Iel departments* ban called for
additional commercial teachers each year to fill both now
positions thus created* and those caused by replacement
turnover*

Reference to Table IV will Indicate the demand
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Table III
GROWTH OF FOUR-YEAR STATK AP"ROVED HIGH SCHOOLS
IK LOUISIANA, 1920-37
Year

State-Approved
High Schools

Enrollment

Increase

Per Cent

1920

206

14*602

1925

332

39,656

24*774

1927

350

41*108

1,532

3*86

1929

353

49,974

0*786

21*31

1931

363

53*556

3*582

7.16

1933

362

60*321

6*766

12*61

1935

367

64*189

3*868

6*41

1957

369

67,258

3,069

4*6

165*2

This table should be read as followsi In 1925* there
were 332 four-year state ap roved high schools in Louisiana
with an enrollment of 39*656 students* This was an increase
of 24*774 students oyer the previous five-year period* or
an increase 6f 165*2^*
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Table IV

COMMERCIAL TEAChERS EMPLOYED IN LOUISIANA
HIGH SC' O'i:S, 1920-57

Year

Number

1920

45

1925

Increase

Per Cent

62

17

57#7

1927

77

15

24,2

1929

91

14

10#1

1951

112

21

23*0

1935

124

12

10*7

1935

170

46

37*1

1937

185

15

8*8

This table should be read as follcws: In 1925* there
were 62 eamsorcial teachers employed in the state-ap roved
hl^h schools of Louisiana# Yhls was an increase of 17
teachers over the previous five-year period or an increase

Of 37*7**
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for commercial teachers to fill now positions created by the
addition of commercial courses to the high school curriculum*
as well as the growth of commercial departments already es
tablished#

This table slows the increase of coi^erclal teach

ers from 1920 to 1937#

In 1920* there wore 45 commercial

teachers in 43 high schools teaching commercial courses*

For

the session 1936-37* there were 155 com erclal teachers fillInh positions in 148 high schools ie chlng com-erclal sub
jects*

The number of commercial teaching positions has

tripled since 1925*
Table V shows the number and percentage of commercial
teachers required biennially for new positions and far re
placement turnover*
follows:

The data for this table were secured as

The number of comuercicl touchers needed to fill

new positions was found by ascertaining the Increase In to
tal number of commercial teachers for each biennium#

The

records show for each year the total number of commercial
teachers new to the high schools of the stale#

The number

of teachers required biennially for roplacements Is arrived
at by subtracting from the total number of new commercial
teachers# the number required to fill now positions.

3lie

remainder will be the number required for the biennial re
placement turnover*

During the period from 1925 to 1937#

the average number of teachers needed to fill now posrltions
Is 17#5£ of the total number of commercial teachers for
each biennial period# and t e average requlroo to take car©
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Table V
NUMBER Abb PLRCENTACE OF CGFNEECIAL TbACHLhS
REQUIRED DIEKb IALLY II; LOUIS IAMA FOR NEW POSITIONS
AND FOR REPLACEMENT TURNOVER, 1925-57

Year

New Positions
fer
Cent
Ho*

Replacement
Turnover
Per
Cent
No.

ToTaiuew
leachers
Ter
bo* Cent

1925

8

15*4

2

3*2

10

18.6

1927

15

19*4

6

7*8

21

27.2

1929

14

15.3

5

3.3

17

18.6

1951

21

18.7

23

20*5

44

39.2

1953

6

4*8

7

5*6

13

10.4

1955

47

27*1

16

9.2

63

56*3

1937

40

21*5

22

11.8

62

34*3

This table should be reed as follows! In 1925, 8 commer
cial teachers who had had no experience whatever were ©! ployed*
This was 15.4* of the total number of commercial teachers em
ployed* The replacement turnover In 1925 w a s 2 toaciers which
was 3.2p of the commercial teachers employed, and the total
number of new tecchers required in 1925 was 10, which repre
sents 18*0$ of the total number of commercial teachers employee]
that yoar*
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of replacements and new positions Is practically 26#4$ of
the total number for each biennial period*
Where do we secure our beginning con; orclal teachers ? ^
An examination of the records of the beginning teachers for
biennial periods, 1925-37, Indicates that of the 151 teachers
new to the service during tils period, 121 were trained in
Louisiana, and 30 were trainee in Institutions outside the
state (See Table Vi),

in other words, 80n of the beginning

teachers have been trained in Louisiana institutions#

j

In

1937, there were 40 commercial teachers who were teaching
for the first time employed by Louisiana high schools#
tills number only two were trained outside the state#

Of

From

1925 to 1933, from one-third to one-half of the beginning
commercial teachers were drawn from other states (Se© Table
VII),

Since 1935, only an average of 6#7$ have b on drawn

from other states, while the greatest Increase in number of
beginning teachers has taken place during this same period,
07 new teachers having been ached to the commercial teaching
corps#

This great increase between the years 1935 and 1937

has boon duo to the fact that the Lijb schools have been
adding the cor-mercial department to their curriculum very
rapidly during the pant two years#

It also Indicates that

Louisiana institutions are giving more attention to the
training of comerclal teachers#
7able VIII shows the source of supply of loginning teach
ers for biennial periods between 1925 and 1937, by Institutions
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Table VI
SOURCE OP IT.GIXTUING CO:- PRCIAL TEACHERS
EUPLOYl . IK LcUISIAHA HIGH SChOQ S, 1920-37
Year

Loul alarm

Per
Cent

Other
States

For
Cent

Total

1920

4

50,0

4

50.0

8

1925

4

50.0

4

50.0

8

1927

10

66,6

5

33.4

15

1929

5

47.1

6

42.9

14

1931

14

66.6

7

33.4

21

1935

4

66.6

2

33,4

6

1935

43

91.5

4

8.5

47

1937

38

95.0

2

5.0

40

TOTAL

121

30

151

This table s ould be read as foil ws: Pour of the com
mercial teachers who 'ad had no previous experience who were
employed in Louisiana high schools In 1920, received their
training in Louisiana institutions, and four received their
training In Institutions in other states.

Table VIZ
SOURCE OF 3UFI LY OF BHHSHIKG TiACIIFRS* 1020*37

Year

L*S*L*

. _
5.L.I.

L.F.I,
1

1920

B.R*Bus*
CoX^

La*
Col^

2

Ncwooujb

Cent
enary

1

Other
States

1

3

1927

2

2

1929

2

3

1

3

8

1931

3

2

2

7

7

1933

1

1

1035

3

8

21

7

1937

9

4

10

7

23

21

40

29

TOTAL

1

1

2
1

2

4
5

1

1

2

Ouaohlta

4

1925

4

Dodd
Col*

5

2

3

1

4
2

1

1

36

1

2

This table should be read as follows! In X92Q* one of the be £innin£ touchers of conmcrcial
subjects received his train!a; ut Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* two at Butoa .ou re Business Collc^e* one at Ueuconb azid Four at institutions in other states*

C
OJi
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In Louisiana and frosn other states#

During the past twelve

years Louisiana State University has furnished 23 of the begin
ning teachers; Louisiana State formal College has furnished
40; Southwestern Louisiana Institute las furnished 29; Louisi
ana Polytechnic Institute has furnished 20; Louisiana College
and hewcossh College have furnished 2 each; and Centenary Col
lege has furnished 3#
It appears that up until 1935, commercial departments
have been added to Louisiana high schools more rapidly than
teachers could be supplied by the state Institutions#

The

I

relative replacement turnover has not been larte during the
period 1925-37, being 8#0£#

however, tt e total new teachers

required biennially has averaged 26#4,€ of the total number
employed, which is relatively high#

The condition is partially

accounted for by the fact that the growth in enrollment In
comaercial subjects has increased rapidly as has the growth
of cCGinerclal departments 'n the high schools#

Another rea

son Is tie fact that until recently little attention was paid
to the matter of professional training of com ereIal teachers#
henson^ has shown that the period of service on the average
Is much longer for teachers professionally trained t an for
t e general teaching population*

Conr;ercial teachex’s were

permitted to teach on a special certificate requiring little
more training than high school graduation plus a knowledge of

XC* b* onson. The Output of Professional Schools for
Teachers * laltimore: Warwick & iork, 1624, p. S5T-"-
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the tool subjects they were to teach.

On March 10, 1931,

the State Board of Education passed a regulation requiring
that commercial teachers shall have the same qualifications
as other high school teachers*

This moans that the commer

cial teacher must be a degree graduate of an accredited col
lege or university with the requisite number of hours of
both professional training as well as technical training.
Kenee as the proportion of professionally trained teachers
increase the percentage required for replacement turnover
will diminish.

However, the statistics presented in Table

V have not borne out this assumption entirely.

Perhaps the

fact that commercial teachers frequently accept more lucra
tive positions in the business world and the fact that most
of the commercial teachers in Louisiana are women and get
married sooner or later influence replacement turnover.
Another factor to be considered is that better salaries are
paid in the larger schools, and as certification require
ments are the same for all high school positions, the ten
dency is to seek the better paying positions.
What state-approved high schools are offering business
subjects?

What business subjects are offered, and what is

the enrollment in each subject?
cial departments have?
of commercial teachers?

What equipment do commer

What are the teaching combinations
What provisions are made for com

mercial teacher training and the supervision of commercial
education in Louisiana?

What are the trends in high school

business education in Louisiana?
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Table XXXI In Apprendfx D shows the state-approved public
hi0h schools In Louisiana teaching commercial subjects In
the 1956-37 session, the commercial subjects taught in each
high school, the number of students enrolled in each subject
in each high school, and the number of commerce teachers em
ployed In each high school*

The data relative to commercial

geography were included only for those schools In which the
commerce teacher taught this subject*
The following commercial subjects are taught in the
public high schools of Louisiana, the city of New Orleans
excepted:

shorthand, bookkeeping, typewriting, junior busi

ness training, commercial law, economics, office practice,
and business English*

Commercial arithmetic and eommerieal

geography are also taught, but as these two subjects are
found generally in all high schools they are not included In
the tabulation*

Commercial geography was included in the

Table in the Appendix In only those cases where the commerce
teacher also taught commercial geography*

However, in a num

ber of instances It was found that commercial geography was
not taught by the commerce teacher#
The traditional commercial subjects--bookkeeping, short
hand, and typewriting— dominate the commercial curriculum*
Bookkeeping is the most popular commercial subject* 130 high
schools teach this subject one or two years.

Of the 130

high schools offering bookkeeping, G9 offer two years, and
61 offer a one-year course.

The enrollment in the bookkeeping
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courses Is larger t an that of any other commercial subject*
There ore 3,797 students enrolled In first-year bookkeeping
and 1,221 students enrolled in second-year bookkeeping, or
a total of 5,018 students In bookkeeping courses.

Typewrit

ing ranks second In popularity among the commercial offer**
lng.8#

Triere were 115 hi^h schools offering either one or

two years of typewriting#
offered two years#

Of ti ls number 49 high schools

T e enrollment in first-year typewriting

Is 3,523, and in second year typewriting is 893*

Shorthand

ranks third in popularity with 92 high schools offering
either one or two courses#

The enrollment In first-year

shorthand is 2,010 students and in sccond-year shorthand,
387 students#

There are 24 high schools that offer a two-

year course In this subject#
There are so few schools that offer the remaining
corzHuerclal subjects shown In Table VIII that the three sub
jects, bookkeeping, shorthand, and typewriting, may be con
sidered the co

ercial curriculum in Louisiana high, schools#

Only 9 schools were found to offer coircnerclal law, enroll
ing 175 students in this subject#

Five schools offered

Junior business training, enrolling 135 students, and five
schools offered economics, enrolling 183 students#

On©

school offered a course known as office practice enrolling
30 students, and three schools taught business English
enrolling 83 students*

The typical commercial curriculum

appears to be one year of shorthand, two years of bookkeep
ing and on© year of typewriting#
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TftLl© VIII

SOPJECTS TATJGrT TOGETHER PITH THE: PERCENTAGE OP
148 PUBLIC HIGH :C OOLo TEftC’T-G EACH
___________ Session, 1936-57______ _____________
Number
^
Fercenta0e of
Subject
of
-nrollSchools Teaching
Schools
went
This Subject
IL. . . I LIU. ■■

W B ! . | M |

p

m

—

littLB

Bookkeeping I

130

3797

81*1

Bookkeeping II

69

1221

46*6

Typewriting I

115

5523

78*3

49

893

33*1

Shorthand I

92

2010

62.2

Shorthand II

24

387

16*2

Commercial Law

9

175

6*1

Economics

5

183

o*4

Junior business

5

135

3*4

business English

3

83

2*0

Office Practice

1

38.

0*5

Typewrit in

II

This table should be read as followss 130 stateau roved public high sc ools of the 148 high schools of
fering com erclal courses offered first-year bookkeeping,
which was 6l*lg of the hibh schools offering commercial
courses*
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The average class in first-year bookkeeping consists
of 29 students, and the average class in second-year book
keeping consists of 18 students*

The average class in

first-year shorthand consists of 22 students, and the aver
age class in second-year shorthand consists of 16 students*
The average class in first-year typewriting consists of 30
students, and the average class in second-year typewriting
consists of 20 students*
Only 25 high schools of the 148 that offer commercial
subjects have two or more teachers teaching commercial sub
jects#

Only eight high schools have three or more commerce

teachers, and only one high school has as many as five com
merce teachers*

The remaining 123 high schools offering one

or more commercial subjects employ one commerce teacher each*
In a number of instances it is difficult to tell whether the
teacher so employed is a commerce teacher or a teacher of
academic subjects, as the courses in commerce are so meager
that the teacher devotes as much time to teaching academic
subjects as she does to commercial subjects, and in a few
instances she,devotes more time to the academic subjects*

%
Of the 185 teachers of commercial subjects in the high
schools of Louisiana, 77 of them are only part-time commerce
teachers*
Perhaps a clearer picture of the situation in regard to
the commercial curriculum in the high schools of Louisiana
can be obtained by examining Table XXXII In Appendix D, which
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shows the teaching combinations of commercial toachors In
t-© state-approved high schools offering commercial subjects*
Thero are 108 teacher© devoting full time to teaching com
mercial subjects#

These 108 teachers devoting full tin© to

the commercial subjects hovo the following teaching combina
tions:

Forty-two teachers liavo bookkeeping, shorthand, and

typewriting only as their subject load; sixteen teach book

keeping and typewriting only ; six teach bookkeeping and short
hand only; seven teach shorthand and typewriting only; three
teach bookke ping only; one teaches shorthand only; one, type
writing only; and one, economic history only#
bookkeeping and commercial law were found to be the
teaching combination In two cases, bookkeeping and junior
business training In one case, bookkeeping and commercial
arithmetic in one case, and bookkeeping and contiorcial geog
raphy in ono case#
Bookkeeping and typewriting wore found in combination
with ccnrercial geography four times, with commercial arith
metic and com ere 1cl geography two times, and with commer
cial arithmetic one time#
Shorthand, bookkeeping, and typewriting wero found in
combi;-,at ion with co

ercl&l geography two times; in combina

tion with commercial geography and spelling nine times; in
combination with spelling two time©; in combination with
arithmetic one time; and in combination with commercial
geography and commercial arithmetic ono time#
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Shorthand and bookkeeping were found in combination with
junior business training one time*
typewriting was found in combination with commercial
arithmetic one tii;©, and in combination with business Englida
one time#
Shorthand was found in combination with office practice
and business English one time, and in combination with com
mercial arithmetic one time*
These are the teaching combinations of the 108 teachers
who teach only comercial subjects*

The remaining 77 commerce

teachers are called on to teach one or more academic subjects*
Their programs are as varied as the subjects offered in the
high school curriculum*

Practically all of these teachers are

in one-teacher departments and have to handle many subjects*
The commercial curriculum is meager and the enrollment small,
so that the commerce teacher is called on to carry other sub
jects*
That the place of secondary business education is becom
ing more firmly established in the public high schools of Loui
siana may be shown by a comparison of the teaching program of
five years ago with the one for the session 1956-57 shown above.
Table XXXIII in Appendix D shows the combinations taught by the
112 commerce teachers employed In the state-approved public
high schools for the session 1951-52*
For the session 1951-32, there were 74 commerce teachers
devoting full time to teaching commercial subjects*

During
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the session 1936-57, there wore 108 commerce teachers devot
ing full time to teaching commercial subjects, or an Increase
of 34 teachers doing full tlmo work in commerce*

In terns of

percentages, however, the showing is not apparently favorable.
In 1931-52, 66$ of all commerce touchers employed were full
time commerce teachers, whilo curing the session 1936-37, 58$
of the CGnmerc© teachers employed were doing full time com
mercial work.

It is believed that this may be explained by

the fact that commerce courses ere added gradually to the
high school program; probably only one commerce subject this
year, and another course next year, and so on until a suffi
cient number of commercial subjects have been added to the
curriculum to Justify a full time teacher,

And then, too,

enrollments have increased from year to year,
there

1 e fact that

as been an Increase of 34 full time commerce teachers

Ir. five years will bear out this contention#

Likewise, the

fact that the total number of full-time and part-time commerce
teachers has Increased from 112 in 1231-32 to 185 In 1936-37
Is additional evidence) of the contention#
Turing the past five years t7ere 'as boon no radical
change ‘n the co

orcial curriculum#

/*s a matter of fact,

for all practical purposes the commercial curriculum of to
day Is the same as It was In 1910, w on six sc‘ools reported
to tho State Department of Tduet ticn that they had comm re 1a 1
departments#

The State Course of Study in tho Commercial hlb—

jects for 1935 provided for several additional cornmorcial sub
jects in the commercial curriculum.

In addition to tho

traditional subjects, shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeep
ing, ti c following subjects are suggested:

commercial Eng

lish, salesmanship and advertising, office practice, cotemerclal law, and junior business training.
hove added these suggested offerings.

Few high schools
As pointed out in

Table II in Appendix A, onI;* nine hijb schools wore found
to offer commercial law, five high schools offer junior busi
ness training, five hiLh schools offer economics, thro© high
schools offer business English, and one high school offers
office practice,
"hat Is the academic and professional training of the
ccrv

ercc teachers employed in the state-approved public high

schools?

The academic degrees held bp 185 cos erce tend:ors

for tie session 1936-37 Is as follows:
Degree

Number

Master’s

Per Cent

8

4,3

170

92,0

Undergraduate

5

2,6

Commercial

2

1,0

Bachelor’s

It will be noted that only

7 of the 185- •commerce teachers

did not hold anp degree,
'ocs the academic and professional training of ccrsnercial to- d ors In Louisiana h3 gh rebools correlate with what
theg are called on to teach?

An examination of the trona-

a major in commerce.

Twenty-four of these teachers have

their academic and professional specialization in other
fields than commerce and business administration.

Refer

ence to Table XXXIII in Appendix D will show that there are
108 teachers out of 185 who teach commercial subjects only.
The remaining 77 are required to teach one or more academic
subjects, or non-commercial subjects, and in some instances
they are called on to teach more non-commercial subjects
than commercial subjects.

Apparently, the commerce teachers

have prepared to teach other than commercial subjects as In
dicated by their minor specializations.
An examination of Table X will show the status of tenure
for the session 1936-37.

The median tenure of commercial

teachers in Louisiana is 3.5 years; in other words, a com
plete turnover takes place every 3.5 years.

A turnover of

185 teachers every 3.5 years means that 53 commercial teach
ing positions are open in this state each year.

In 1931,

the median tenure of 112 commerce teachers was 2.4 year s. ^
It Is probable that tenure will tend to be longer in the fu
ture, as it has Increased during the past five years because
of the fact that positions are now being filled with collegetrained teachers.

With salaries commensurate with training

and experience, tenure will no doubt increase.

^Howard M, Norton, Commercial Teachers in Louisiana
High Schools. (unpub 1ished •'a3£or13 Thesis, Baton Rou^e:
Louisiana State University, 1932), p. 35.
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Table XX
SUBJECTS OP ACADEMIC SPECIALIZATION
OP 185 COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IT* LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS
Session, 1936-57
Subjects of
Specialization_________________________

Number

Commerce........
12
Commerce-English............... • * * * * « • *
40
Coxmierce-Matbematics • * • » * • • • • • » • • • •
19
0camerce-Educ a11on • • • • • • • » • ........
3
Commerce-IIistory * « » • • ............
36
Comberce-Home Economics • * • • • * • * • » • * * *
1
Commerce-Science •
55
Commerce-Spanish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
3
Commerce-Physical Education • • • • • • • • • * • #
3
Commerce-Econ; nice • • + • * • • « • • • • • • « •
4
Commerce-German * • ..............
.•.• 1
Commerce-French • » • • • • « • ............
1
Secretarial Science • » « • »
•••
2
En^llsh-HIstory * • • • • • • • • « • • • • • » • •
4
En^llsh-Education • • • • • » • • • • * • • « • * •
Hn^l ish- Shy sica1 education • • • • • • • • • • • «
English-Latin • * • • • * • • • • • • « • » * • • •

1
1
2

English-Social Science • • « * • • • • ....... •
English-Biology • * * . • • • « • * « * « • • • • *
Mathematlcs-Science • • • • ....... • • • • « « •

8
1
3

lathemetics—History * « • • • « • • • * • • • * • *
Science-Hlstory • • • » • . • • » « • • • » • » • *
Cosznerce-Agri c u l t u r e ..........

2
2

1

This table should be read as follows: 12 of the 185
commercial teachers teaching In Louisiana high schools,
session 1936-57, had as their academic major. Commerce*
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Table X
PPRCBHTAGF. riSTFIBUTION
OP CWXERCXAL TEACbb.:\b IF LbUIFIAHA HIGH SCHOOLS
FITH HUMBER OP Y rAPS1 rLpr RIBHCE B! SA
SosaIon, 1936-37
Years
Service

So*

Women
for Cent

So*

Men
Per ’Cent

1

70

45*4

27

35.5

77

41*3

2

13

12*7

15

19*7

28

15*6

5

11

10*0

9

11.9

20

10.7

4

3

2.7

4

5*3

7

5*8

5

7

6*3

3

4*0

10

5*4

6

6

5.45

5

6*6

11

5*9

7

1

0*9

4

r; U
Uf

5

2.7

8

3

2.7

2

2*6

5

2.7

9

2

1*8

2

2.6

4

2.1

10

3

2.7

4

5.3

7

5*8

11

1

0*9

0

0

1

*6

12 4

9

0*2

1

1.3

10

5.4

of

Total
Mo. “”Ter Cent

This table should to read as follows 8 SO women* or 45*4^
of the worsen comnorclal teacher's have 1 yeor1a service In the
sar.e position* while 27 nen or 35*57' of the men commercial
tee chore have had 1 yeer1e sorvlce In the sar.o position* 77
commercial teache s* or 41#3f* of t e total number of commer
cial teachers have 1 year’s experience in the same position*
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A slightly greater per cent of the men teachers tend to
remain in positions two, three, four, six and seven years
than women teachers*

A larger per cent of women than men

have remained in the same position twelve years or more*
An examination of Table VI indicates that Louisiana is
now training an adequate number of commerce teachers to take
care of the new positions opening up each year and the re
placement turnover#

In 1923, 5C.'- of the beginning commerce

teachers were drawn from outside the state#

luring the ses

sion 1936-37, 95$ of the now beginning commerce teachers were
trained In Louisiana Institutions*

Four state Institutions

trained 38 of the 40 beginning teachers who started their
teaching career that year*

These Institutions were Louisiana

State University, Louisiana State Formal College, Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute, and Southwestern Louisiana Institute*
What is the nature of the trairin0 offered prospective
commerce teachers by the teachers1 colleges of these four
state institutions?

Throe of these institutions have a four-

year co. .ereIsi teacher training curriculum#

One of them,

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, has a four-yoar com ere.e
course In t o College of Liberal Arts#

The work done in

these four sc; ools was divided Into throe groups: general,
commercial, and education#

Courses In the general group are

those required, of all college students, and are of brood cul
tural value rather than of specific valuo to commerce or edu
cation students alone#

The commercial L^roup Includos those
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that are required only for those students preparing for the
field of business or business teaching*

Th© com ercial group

was divided into general and technical*

General commercial

courses are those of a non-speclallzed nature, and the ape**
ciallzed or technical courses are those that the teacher will
use directly in her teaching*

The education courses were

likewise divided into general and commercial*

Those of a

general nature are required of all prospective teachers, and
the commercial education courses ©re required only of pros
pective teachers*
Table XI gives a summary of commercial teacher currlculums at the four state institutions offering commercial teacher
training, namely, Louisian© State University, Southwestern Lou
isiana Institute, Louisiana State Normal College, and Louisiana
Polytechnic institute*
Southwestern Louisiana Institute requires more courses In
general education than does any of tho other three institutions,
19h of th© curriculum be'ng devoted to courses In general edu
cation*

The lack of courses in co

stitutions is striking*

ercial education at all in

Louisiana State University and Louisi

ana State normal College offer a course in methods of teaching
the technical business subjects-, and that is the extent of the
courses in comroerclal education*

This lack of courses In commer

cial education Is one of the noticeable defects In the commercial
t©achor-tralninu currlculums In each of the institutions*
The froatest percentage requirement In all four curricu
lum© Is in general courses*

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
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Table xi
STMJARY OF CO?E.-ERCIAL TEACHER TRAINING CORRICbLUMS
AT 4 STATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING
IT LOUISIANA#
S. 0.
b
Seta
Hrs : $

s. L. I# L. fcJ* Vi* L. F, 1.
sera
"Sam■#
fern#
* *
Hrs #
Hrs # je Hrs* %

General

56

43*7

59

44*7

63

45*0

85

60*7

General Commercial

15

11*7

12

9*0

14

10.0

12

8*6

Teehnlcal Commercial

25

19*4

30

22*9

39

27.8

24

17*2

General EducetIon

15

11*7

25

19.0

18

12*9

3

2.1

2

1*8

0

0

3

2.1

0

0

Scattering(Electives) 15

11*7

6

4.4

3

2.2

16

11*4

Type of Course

Commercial Education

TO: AL

/S t

128 100*0 132 100.0 140 100*0 140 100.0

♦Rote t' f t these ere minimum requirements.
This table soaid be read as follows* Louisiana State
University requires 56 semester hours of a general nature*
which Is 43*7$ of the total semester hours in the com ercial
teacher training curriculum; Southwestern Louisiana Institute
requires 59 semester hours of a general nature, which is 44*0$
of the total number of semestor hours in the com: ercial teacher
training curriculum; Louisiana State Normal College requires
63 semester hours of a general nature, which Is 46$ of the to
tal number of hours in the commercial teacher training curric
ulum; and Louisiana Polytechnic Institute requires 05 semester
hours of a general nature, which Is 60*7$ of the total number
of semester hours In the commercial teacher training cur; iculum*
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devotes 60*7$ of the total co\irses to those of a general
nature*

The other three institutions devote slightly loso

than 50$: to courses of a general nature*

The prospective

teacher should be given as jmach ti e as possible to become
acquainted with the various broad aspects of human activity*
Anything that can be dene to prevent th© attitude of the
teacher from becoming narrowed should be encouraged*

Prom

this point of view these institutions are meeting the situ
ation uore ti.an adequately*

Tonne^ found that twenty-nine

universities and colleges that offered teacher training for
prospective commeree teachers gave 28*2$ of their currleuluma to general courses, and

e gave it as his opinion that

relatively this was quite adequate*
The four institutions maintain demonstration high schools
In which facilities for practice teaching and observation are
had*

The Louisiana State University does not hove a commerce

department in Its demonstration high school*

Southwestern

Louisiana institute and Louisiana State Uormal College use
the local high school in their respective cities for prac
tice teaching, and these two high schools have com erco de
partments with facilities for practice teaching in commerce*
The demonstration high school of Louisiana Polytechnic Insti
tute has a small commerce ci--partme:t for practice teaching*

^■Herbert A* Tonne, Coaimorclal 1eachor Training Uurricula*
Research Studies In Commercial Iducat Ion, iV, Iowa City:
University of Iowa Monographs In Lducatlon, p* 214#
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None of the four institutions made any mention of busi
ness experience as a requirement for prospective commerce
teachers*
The curriculum set-up in the four state teacher-training
institutions adequately meets the needs insofar as technical
training is concerned*

As has been shown* the topical high

school commerce offerings are shorthand* typewriting* and
bookkeeping*

All four teacher-training curriculums offer a

satisfactory program of trfining to meet the technical train
ing needs of tie prospective commerce teacher*

As approxi

mately 41> of the commerce teachers employed last year were
only part-time commerce teachers* these curriculums make ade
quate provisions for a second teaching

ajor as indicated by

the large percentage of general courses included in the cur
riculum*

However, the chief weakness in all four curriculums

is the lack of more general background courses in commerce—
particularly such courses as merchandising* marketing* sales
manship* and retailing*

Perhaps these particular courses may

be considered technical commercial subjects in view of present
trends in secondary business eaucation*

As las been previ

ously shown* objectives are shifting away from the strictly
vocational aspects of seconaary business education— especially
in stenography and bookkeeping— to the consumer and prevocatlonal aims*

If the vocational aim is to b© justified

in the small high school— and the small high school is th©
typical high school in this state* as it is in the country
as a whole— then the hi^h school must take cognizance of what
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Its graduates do after leaving high school*

humorous follow-

up studies previously cited Lave shown that the greater per
centage of them who go to work in the business world go into
retail selling and general clerical work*

Commercial teacher

training curriculums likewise must meet this situation by giv
ing training to prospective commerce teachers which will fit
them to train boys and girls for the jobs they w;11 get*
In a study of com;’ercial education it is Important to
know the nature of tho state organisation as well as the
local organization*

s.hat are the rules and regulations In

force, the views that are held regarding the place and pur
pose of com ercial education, and the administrative pro
visions that have been established to realize these purposes?
In Louisiana, as in moat states, the general supervisory con
trol of com ercial education In the public high schools of
the state is exercised directly by a State Iapartment of Edu
cation, operating under the direction of a State ;.oard, which
functions under the State Superintendent of education who is
elected by popular vote*

'Ihe State JLer.artment of Education

has a very efficient form of organization, and Los enjoyed
a degree of continuity not often found In other states*

The

departments Influence and prestige are further assured by
the powers delegated to it by law and made capable of enforce
ment by an unusually comprehensive program of state aid for
the encouragement and equalization of local effort*

ihG_e

is,

however, no state director or supervisor of commercial educa
tion*

The supervision exorcised by the Department is very
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general* therefore, and much is left to local Initiative which
might be suggested very properly by the ..apartment if expert
leadersnip roulc be provided*
The rules go\erning the acmini atration of coin ercial
education constitute perhaps tie boat expression of the De
partment's policy in this respect*

Those rules and regula

tions are set forth in Bulletin ho* 511* State Department of
hducation* November, 1955*

On pa^o

7

of this bulletin appears

the con ercial curriculum for state-approved high schools
having commercial departments*

This curriculum provides for

a minimum of three units and a maximum of five units of commerical work for graduation*

One unit must be selected from

either commercial geography or junior business training, in
the freshman year*

in the sophomore year one or one and one-

half units must be select©^ from bookkeeping* typewriting* or
shorthand.

In th© junior year, one or

ne and ono-half units

must be selectee from bookkeeping* typewriting, shorthand*
conr.'.ercial law* office practice* or foreign language, physics*
chemistry* or fino arts*

in the senior year* two to two and

one-half units arc to bo selected from bookkeepirg * shorthand*
typewriting* commercial law* office practice* salesmanship
and advertising* commercial English* economics, problems of
democracy, foreign language* chemistry* physics* algebra*
solid Oeometry* plan© trig-, nmse try, or fine arts*
This very wide choice of electives

.ekes it possible for

a student to graduate from the commercial curriculum with only

two units of work In commerce*

On the other hand, in actual

practice no school in the slate offers all the cora ercial
subjects suggested In the above program*
schools in the state that offer as

There are only five

any as three other com

mercial subjects besides shorthand, typewriting, end bookkeep
ing#

In actual practice, therefore, a differentiated program

Is I possible*

A separate

and

definite coumerelal

couf

3®,

Im

plying a well-defined sequence of subjects is possible In
only a very few high schools, and this Is largely restricted
to secretarial work and bookkeeping#
Kin© units of work in the commercial curriculum are con
stant#

Four unite are required In English, on© unit In gen

eral science, one unit in arithmetic, one unit In algebra, one
unit In history— either general or modern European, and one
units In American history#
Following this curriculum set-up, the Course of Study In
the Corr'.ercial Subjects follows, and Is In the form of
brief syllabus#

a

It is noted that the grad© placement of the

technical business subjects permits these subjects in the
ninth, tenth, and eleventh

rales.

The present tendency Is

to restrict the technical vocational subjects to the last two
years of the high school courco#

General end specifIc objec

tives arc sot up, which arc rsocot-i —- til10 next chapter of this
thesis#

next, each subject 3s Introduced with a conoiso list

of ^©neral and specific alms, after which a very brief synop
sis of the co rse Is given w3th sano suggestions as to organi
sation and teaching methods#

Tie bibliographies following the
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outline of each course are valuable both for teachers and
pupils*
The syllabus reflects an experimental and tentative atti
tude towards commercial education with a rather definite at
tempt to conserve the more generally accepted educational
values rather than rely on the merits of purely vocational
training* The members of the Department responsible for the
administration of commercial education are keenly aware of the
general problems in the vield and have adopted a progressive
attitude toward solving those problems*

A broad and liberal

program has been proposed by the State Department of Educa
tion* A wide latitude for local initiative has been provided*
Perhaps the outstanding trend in secondary business edu
cation in Louisiana during the past seventeen years is its

rapid growth*

The addition of business courses to the cur-

riculums of state-approved high schools has increased more

rapidly than state-approved high schools proportionately*
The growth in enrollment in business courses has increased
far more rapidly than the growth in enrollment in stateapproved high schools proportionately*
Summary
It appears that the first public high school in Louisiana
to offer commerce courses was the Central High School for Boys*
in New Orleans* in 1867* Bookkeeping* penmanship* and draw
ing constituted the commercial offerings in this high school*
Ten years later* in 1877* there were only three public high
schools in the state* all In the city of New Orleans*
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The first state course of study for high schools was
formulated in 1896#

The high school course was three years

in length until the session 1905-06#
The year 1905 marks the official recognition of the
concnercial courses as having a place in th© curriculum of
the public high schools*

Bookkeeping, typewriting, and pho

nography are listed in the Course of Study for High Schools
of that year as electives— the only eloctives in the high
school curriculum, which was still three years in length.
Only six high schools were listed, as having commercial
courses during the session 1910*1911*

During the session

1919*20, forty-three high schools reported having commercial
courses* These forty-three high schools enrolled 1,683 stu
dents In shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping*

There were

forty-five commerce teachers employed in the public high
schools for the session 1919-20*

However, in thirteen high

schools the high school principal taught the commercial
courses*

So, strictly speaking, there were only thirty

teachers Who could be classified as commeic© teachers.

Since

1920, commerce courses have been added rapidly to the curric
ulum of the high schools in Douisiana.

For the session 1936-

57, it was found that there were 148 high schools offering
commerce courses, enrolling 13,195 students in these courses,
and employing 185 commerce teachers.
State—approved high schools have increased 80$ since
1920* The addition of commerce courses to high school curriculums has Increased 244$ during this same period.
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During th© period from 1925 to 1937* the average number
of teachers needed to fill new positions is 17*5# of th©
total number of commercial teachers for each biennial period*
and the average required to take care of replacements and new
positions is practically 26*4# of th© total number for each
biennial period* Fifty per cent of the beginning commercial
teachers for the session 1919-20 wore trained in othor states*
Ninety-five per cent of the beginning commerce teachers for
the session 1936-37 were trained in Louisiana*

During the

past seventeen years* the Louisiana State Norxaal college has
trained forty of the now beginning teachers* Southwestern,
29, Louisiana State university* 25, end Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute* 21, Thirty-six were trained in other states*
An examination of the curriculums of 148 Louisiana pub
lic high schools offering commerce courses reveals that the
traditional courses— bookkeeping* typewriting* and shorthand
— predominate*

One hundred thirty schools offer one or two

years of bookkeeping; typewriting is offered in 115 schools,
and shorthand Is offered in 92 schools*

Othor commerce

courses found were commercial law* offered in 9 schools; jun
ior business training* offered in 5 schools; economics, in
5 schools; office practice* in 1 school; and business English*
In 3 schools#

Commercial geography and commercial arithmetic

were found in all schools* but were not always taught by th©
commerce teacher*

Commercial geography visa taught by the

commerce teacher in 28 Instances, and commercial arithmetic,
in 20 instances#

The fact that bookkeeping Is taught in more
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schools than shorthand and typewriting is in keeping with
the trend in modern business education of shifting the em
phasis from strictly vocational training to social business
objectives.

There is a very definite indication that the

objectives of bookkeeping should be shifted from the voca
tional to what is considered to be the social or non-technical
emphasis in the first year, with a vocational emphasis in
an elective second-year course.

This means making the course

more practical in terms of the things the student will en
counter in his every day life. Worley, of Duquesne Univer
sity, has very satisfactorily summarized the socia1-business
objectives of bookkeeping.

He states that bookkeeping "can

be used to emphasizes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the principles of business,
the significance of accounting systems,
the significanceof credit and credit instruments,
the dependence on good management,
the ownership ofassets,
the significanceof borrowing, lending, and dis
counting, and
7. the significance of liabilities, insolvency,
bankruptcy, etc."*
As shorthand is offered in fewer schools having commer

cial courses than either bookkeeping or typewriting, this is
an indication that shorthand probably is considered strictly
a vocational subject.

Typewriting has a personal-use value

aside from its vocational value that should make it a popular
subject in every high school.

*R. J. Worley, "Shall We Train Robots or Useful Members
of Society?" The Balance Sheet. Vol. XIV, Ho. 6 (February,
1933), p. 259.

*
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What subjects are commerce teachers called on to teach
in Louisiana high schools? The most frequent combination of
subjects taught are shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.
Forty-two teachers have these three subjects only. Thirtyone teachers have these three subjects in combination with
one or two other subjects, the most frequent combination be
ing with commercial geography, which was found nine times
in combination with the traditional subjects. There are ten
ranges of subjects found in combination in the remaining
eases. These subjects are physical education, algebra, geometry, chemistry, athletic coach, general science, English,
social science, history, and civics.

Bookkeeping and type

writing are taught by 16 teachers; bookkeeping and shorthand
are taught by 6 teachers; shorthand and typewriting are taught
by 7 teachers; bookkeeping only is taught by 3 teachers;
shorthand only, by one teacher, and typewriting only, by one
teacher. There are 108 commerce teachers who teach only com
mercial subjects, and 77 commerce teachers who are called on
to teach one or more academic subjects.
In actual practice, there has been no radical change in \
the commercial curriculum in the public high schools during
the past seventeen years.
The academic and professional training of the commerce
teachers employed in the public high schools of Louisiana
Is relatively superior.

Only seven teachers of the 185

teaching commerce do not have a degree.
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Th© academic and professional training of commerce
teachers correlates to a high degree with the subjects which
they are called upon to teach*

One hundred sixty-one com-

mere© teachers had as their major or minor specialisation
commerce and business administration*

Only 24 teachers had

their major and minor specialization in fields other than

commerce*

As 77 commerce teachers are called on to teach

academic subjects, and in some instances they teach more
non-commercial subjects than commercial subjects, this is
not

serious defect*

An examination of the teachers* trans

cripts indicated that in practically every case the commerce
teacher who has a mixed schedule is -teaching the subjects of

his minor specialization*
The median tenure of commerce teachers in Louisiana for
the session 1936-37 is 3*5 years, as compared to 2*4 years

for th© session 1930-31.

Commercial teacher-training facil

ities in Louisiana are now adequate to supply the demand for
new beginning teachers*

Ninety-five per cent of th© new be

ginning teachers employed during the session 1936-37 were
trained in institutions in Louisiana*
Louisiana State University, Louisiana State Normal Col
lege, and Southwestern Louisiana Institute have commercial
teacher-training curriculums.

Louisiana Polytechnic Instl-

ture has a four-year commerce curriculum in th© College of
Liberal Arts in which prospective commerce teachers may
elect sufficient work in education to secure a teaching cer
tificate*

All four Institutions devote a relatively small
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percentage of their curriculums to general commercial sub
jects*

The percentage of technical commercial courses la

relatively high in comparison#

The greatest percentage re

quirement in all four institutions is In general courses.
Three of the four institutions Lave facilities for practice
teaching in eoEEiorce#

The Louisiana Ltate 'University does

not provide this facility In its demonstration higlx school#
hone of the four institutions make any mention of business
experience as a requirement for prospective commerce teachers.
The chief weakness in ell four curriculums is the lack of more
general background courses in commerce— particularly such
courses as merchandising* marketing* salesmanship* and re
tailing#

modern trends In secondary commercial education

point to a greater emphasis on the social business subjects
and retail and wholesale selling*

ihoiofcro* prospective

ccrreree teachers should receive more training along these
lines#
The general supervisory control of commercial education
In Louisiana Is exercised directly by a State Department of
Lhucotion* which functions under the -tato Zuporintend enfc cf
Lducctlon*

There Is no elate director or supervisor of com

mercial education#
The high school commercial curriculum cot up by the
btcte high befool inspector provides for a minimum of throe
units and a maximum of five units of commercial work for
graduation in commerce,

The general requirements end limita

tions governing credit in commercial subjects permit a minimum
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of one-half unit and a maximum of five units to be counted
toward graduation#

Not less than one unit in shorthand or

bookkeeping may be counted toward graduation#

A separate

and definite commerce curriculum, implying a well-defined
sequence of subjects, is possible in only a very few high
schools, and this is largely restricted to secretarial work
and bookkeeping#
Under the leadership of the Ltat© 1apartment of Lducation, a revision of secondary commercial education in Louisi
ana is eminent#

Fre-vocational and consumer education are

recognized as worthy objectives of commercial education on
the secondary level*

Such courses as personal economics,

junior business training, comraercla1 law, elementary mar
keting and m.rchandlsln^, retail sellin^, and general cler
ical practice will have an important place in the commercial
curricalum*

1erscnal-us© anc. consumer values will receive

recognition as worthy objective;- of
well as the vocational objective*

colt:

ercial education as

In the largor schools

vocational shorthand, bookkeeping, and typewriting will
still have their place#

In the smaller schools these tra

ditional subjects, that is, bookkeeping a w typewriting,
will bo taught for their poreone1-use values#

bookkeeping

courses will be revised and made s: ortor, to moot the needs
of the community#

Shorthand will be dropped in the small

high school to make room for subject;:; that v/ill bettor meet
the needs of the rural bija soiool student#

Chapter IV
OBJECTIVES AND CRITICISMS
OP SFCONDARY BUSINESS EDUCATION III LOUISIANA
FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF EDUCATORS
What are justifiable objectives of conn ercial education
in the high school? This question has become a dominant issue
in secondary commercial education in recent years*

In the

beginning the high school borrowed Its offerings from the
private business school, and as a result the narrow view
point of that school dominated the high school offerings*
But these objectives are no longer in harmony with presentday educational theories or modem business practices*
What were some of these early objectives of business
training? Along with academic subject teachers the commer
cial teachers claimed that their subjects possessed cultural
values, mental discipline values, general educational values*
But when the "respectability” of traditional "cultural” train
ing for all pupils had lost its support, and a rapidly grow
ing group of influential educators refused to accept faculty
psychology, the commercial teacher as well as the teacher of
academic subjects was left high and dry.
Another traditional objective was to prepare the students
for business. This objective of the private business school
was adequate In Its day, when business was small, competi
tion was light, and life was simple.
that:

Nichols points out

To prepare for business xnenat two things* It
meant preparation to do the immediate work re*
quired of an office worker and thus assured a
position to those who obtained It, But It
meant more than this. It meant that this same
office worker would have an opportunity to
"learn the business." In other words whatever
advancement in business could come to a young
man or woman could be expected to come through
the channel of office employment. There were
no collegiate schools of commerce. Business
had not in any sense become a profession. That
conditions are different today Is well under*
stood by all. Business is big and highly or*
ganized. One can still learn the business
through experience, but the process Is not so
simple as it once was.1
This objective Is too vague to serve adequately as an objec
tive

secondary commercial education*

Likewise, It is

confined to a narrow interpretation of clerical education
as a preparation for business life.
To give introductory training for entrance Into busi
ness as bookkeepers, stenographers, and typists Is a more
reeent and specific objective.

This objective stresses prepa

ration for vocations and is a worthy one.
cial education is vocational education.
is not all that is needed.
doing office work.
nographers.

Only

Surely, commer

^*ut this objective

of employed people are

Only about 8$ of office workers ©re ste

Only 2% of such workers are bookkeepers.

Many

more people are employed in stores than are employed in of
fices. The mechanization of office work Is lessening the
proportionate demand for stenographers and full-fledged

^Hlchols, Commercial Education in the high School, o,P*
clt., p. 207.
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bookkeepers* Then, too, the trend in job opportunities for
junior workers Is distinctly on the wen©*
Junior employment statistics show that in spite of
every effort, the percentage of applicants placed
in positions is steadily decreasing; i*e., in 1933
one out of every five applicants to Junior Employment
Service secured a position through its help; in
1934, one out of six was placed in a position, and
in 1935, one out of every eight applicants was
placed in a position.1
The mechanisation of office work, codes, the rapid introduc
tion of technical business subjects in colleges and universi
ties, are influencing the stepping-up of the initial employ
ment age*
An examination of objectives of secondary commercial
education as stated by leaders in this field reveal that th©
vocational objective is still dominant.

However, there is

a distinct tendency noted toward shifting the emphasis from
strictly vocational objectives to social business objectives,
or consumer education*

This implies relating the facts of

the subject matter to everyday problems which the largest
number of boys and girls are most likely to meet in adult
life* $o abandonment of the vocational objectives is Implied,
but rather a shift of emphasis*
Koos has listed the Denver objectives as follows:
1* To aid a pupil to discover and begin to develop his
ability along commercial lines.

^Edith Duff Gwlnn, "An Employment Service for Commercial
Graduates," Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, Eighth
Yearbook* 1935, p* 358*
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2. To give pupils who may leave school early basic
training which will he of service to hln in what
ever line he may find himself located.
3. To give introductory vocational training in so
far as possible for thoso commercial occupations
which surveys show are entered by boys and girls
who leave school during Junior school days.
4. To make future cconerclal education more vital
and meaningful regardless of length of time it
may be pursued.1
Yaeh of these objectives is strictly vocational.
Professor Lomax of Hew York University has stated the
objectives of secondary commercial education as follows:
1. Knowledge alias— the sum total of acquired infor
mation or ascertained facts.
2. Habit aims— "the tendency to acquire fixed ways
of reacting to particular situations.”
5. Ideal aim— an Individual or group characteristic
which Is an Robject of desire*11
4. Power ain— the ability to do, the ability to
control the circumstances of life, the ability to
confora to and transform the social environment,
the ability to apply knowledge, habits, and Ideals
to the effective solution of problems.2
These Baims” of commercial education may equally well
Apply to all education*

Lomax finds no conflict between

general education and vocational education.

$* F» Fleming,

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Feattie, Washington,
states, Bthere is a place for general education and there
Is a place for vocational education*

There is no justifi

cation for substituting one for the other, end I think the
■^Leonard V. Koos, The /mcrican Cccondary School* rosfcen:
Ginn & Co., 1927, p. 490.
* 2Paul S. Lomax, Commercial Teaching Problems. Hew Yorks
Prentice-Kall, Inc., IB6S, pp. 43-49.
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sooner we make this line of demarcation and stick to It, the
sooner we are going to find our correct place. "**■
C. M. Yoder has set up two objectives of commercial
education:
1. General training In business principles.
2. Occupational activities in business procedure.2
Blackstone of the University of Iowa gives the follow
ing objectives of commercial education:
1. Furtherance of the fundamental general purposes
of the high school.
2. Explanatory and prevocational Information.
3. Vocational training, especially for students who
will either drop out of school before graduation
or who will obtain no college training.

.

4 Preparation for collegiate training for those who
will get such training.
5. Development of such capacities for and the giving
of such information about business as is essential
for the conduct of the personal business affairs
of any adult.
6. Development of desirable personal qualities or
traits particularly those which are most essential
In the business world.
7. Specialization to the greatest extent possible for
those business positions likely to be secured with
out encroachment on the core curricula provided
for all students.

^S. E. Fleming, "Is Commercial Education Vocational?”
National Business Education Quarterly. Vol. V, No. 1, Oct.
T936, p. 8.
2C. K. Yoder, "Suggestions for Analyzing th© Year»s
Work In Commercial Subjects." Commercial Education. XIV,
Kerch, 1929, pp. 3-4.
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8. Provision of training for promotion or advancement
in the business world.1
Blackstone1s objectives include orientation, consumer
education or personal use values, personality development,
and vocational preparation.
HIchols, of the Harvard Graduate School of Education,
sets up the following objectives of senior high school com*
merela1 education:
1. To make the largest possible contribution toward
the achievement of the six non-vocationa1 aims of
secondary education which usually are stated as
follows:
a. Health
b* Command of the fundamental processes
c# Worthy home membership
d. Civic education
e. Worthy use of leisure
f. Ethical character.
2• To develop occupational Intelligence to the highest
possible degree having In mind business organization,
management, service, and employments.
3* To develop the kind and degree of vocational skill
required for successful functioning In a recognized
initial contact-job.
In setting up these objectives what business Is, what
business demands in the way of preparation for initialcontact jobs, what boys and girls of high school age
are capable and desirous of taking as preparation for
business, and what society expects of Its educational
agencies have all been kept In mind...all the accepted
objectives of secondary education are admitted to be
objectives of conmierclal education. All the legitimate
demands of business are considered. All the Interests,
aptitudes, and abilities of boys and girls of high

1W. L. Dhl, et al., The Supervision of Secondary Subjects.
Hew York: B. Appleton & Company, 1929, p. 3W.
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school age are given consideration to the extent
possible under the limitations imposed upon those
who set up a program of secondary education.^
Nichols places the major emphasis on the vocational
objective.
J* H. Dodd, of State Teachers College, Fredericksburg,
Virginia, has this to say in regard to objectives of
secondary business education;
Few some time I have felt that it is very pos
sible that vocational preparation should hot be the
main justification for offering business subjects in
the public high schools ...if we cannot change the
fundamental objectives of business education so as to
offer education of a non-vocational nature, I believe
that we may expect a retrenchment in the public sup
port of secondary business education. For let us
remember that if the main objective of secondary busi
ness education is vocational preparation, the test of
its value is its job-getting possibilities. But if
enrollments continue to Increase and at the same time
the prevocational life of the individual tends to
lengthen, as it is doing, the demand for youthful
workers will not keep pace with the supply.8
Shields, in a paper read before the 1954 University of
Chicago Conference on Business Education, emphasizes the
social—business or consumer concept of business education*
CoBBnenting upon the general neglect of this phase of business
education, he makes the following statement;
Even though the recent literature devoted to busi
ness education has given an unusual and encouraging
amount of space for defense and promotion of socialbuslness subjects, the effect of the widespread

^F. G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High School.
New York: B. Appleton-Ceniury Co., 1933, pp.”Wo^fl7
8J. R. Dodd, "What Should Be the Primary Objective of
Commercial Education," The Balance Sheet, XV, Feb., 1954,
p. 250.
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recognition of the importance of this growing field
has not as yet been, felt in the field of secondary
business education* It is noteworthy that in the
secondary schools typewriting enrolls three times as
many students as elementary economics, and the en
rollment of the social-business subjects is as a
whole negligible when compared to that for the tech
nique subjects*1
Harry D. Kitson in Commercial Educatl on in Secondary
Schools> points out much the same:
The schools cannot turn out full-fledged business
men. Probably most of the ills growing out of the
earlier conception and practice came for the hope
that the school could turn out workers fully fitted
to enter business as journeymen* Experience has
shown that this hope is ill founded* No matter how
well equipped a school may be, it cannot hope to
give a pupil all the skills or all the facts he will
need In business*...
Another consideration is that most pupils in high
school do not know what job they will enter on gradua
tion; accordingly they would find it hard to select
the particular skill in which they should seek to per
fect themselves* A still more serious thought is that
if we should try to make each high school youth simply
a journeyman in some commercial trade,11 we should
deprive him of the broad foundation in general educa
tion which he should have, and we might narrow his
opportunities for promotion to higher positions.2
Odell, of Columbia University, in the October, 1932,
issue of the Teachers College Record states as the two ob
jectives of commercial curriculum making:
The first of these aims at the development of a
common culture that is commensurate with life in a
democracy such as we aspire to in this country. This

Harold G* Shields, 11Consumer Education Through Social
Business Education." The Balance Sheet. Cincinnati: SouthWestern Publishing Company, I3M, p. Itio.
%arry D. Kitaon, Commercial Education in the High
School* Chicago: Ginn & Co., 1929, p. 5.
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demands that ©vary Individual be raised to his highest
level In the non-vocational or consumption side of
living* It Includes the development of social and
civic knowledges, powers, attitudes, Ideals, and ap
preciations with respect to spiritual aesthetic, cul
tural, and material values*
The second objective of secondary education aims
at the development within each individual who will
not continue his formal schooling beyond the secondary
level, of the power to produce most effectively in a
vocation..*. Commercial education can be Justifiably
included in the secondary school curriculum because
it makes large potential contributions toward the
realization of both these objectives*
Frederick W. Weersing says that the range of objectives
has been from specialized training to the furnishing of an
outlet for pupils of low intelligence*

It Is his belief

that there should be more to commercial education that prepa
ration for a vocation*

He has minimized the vocational aim

and has added two non-vocational aims:

first, the broadly

practical, and second, the cultural and broadly educational.^
Hie Texas high school objectives and the Louisiana hlgjh
school objectives are two examples that emphasize general
values rather than vocational preparation.

Hie Texas high

school objectives are*
1. It must make possible the proper physical founda
tion for life*s activities.
2. it must furnish a background for an appreciation
of the finer attributes of life.
3. It must create ability and desire to join in the
common work of the community*

^-Frederick W. Weersing, "The Future of secondary Com
mercial Education** The Balance Sheet. February, 1929, p.
161*
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4. It must prepare for and give a knowledge of the
social and economic values of a commercial voca
tion*
5* It must train for, or give a basis of* a technical
commercial occupation*?
The Louisiana high school objectives are:
I. General Objectives,
a. To discover and encourage the development in
pupils of such qualities of resourcefulness,
enterprise, and ability to bear responsibility
as are required for successful leadership in
the community,
b* To impart general knowledge and skills useful
in everyday life activities.
c. To acquaint the pupil with the underlying prin
ciples of business and to give him a knowledge
of Its organisation and administration.
d. To prepare the pupil for certain positions which
require some specialized training.
II. Specific Objectives.
a. The development of such character habits as may
function in the life of the Individual In a
high type of citizenship.
b. The attainment of a knowledge of business customs
and the ability to prepare the common business
foiBis with which a clerical worker In business
should be familiar.
c* The formation of desirable business habits such
as the development of attention and the ability
to carry out Instructions accurately, with a
critical attitude toward the finished product.
d* The preparation of pupils technically equipped
to earn a livelihood.
e. The preparation of pupils for more t©clinical
training in institutions of higher learning.2

HO. 2, F e ^ ^ y r rlll!” —

Ho. 311,2S^535fp7

Ss£Drtoient- 2£ M o t i o n , IV,
~

of Education,
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Troi the various opinions expressed

y leaders In t a

field of commercial education we may conclude that ti e trend
in o'-joetIves Indicates a two-fold purpose of secondary comme ciel education*

(1) to develop an ability to deal suc

cessful ly wit: problems of everyday life, and (2) to provide
technical skills adequate for an initial job#

As shown above#

t e vocation o Jective har in no way been abrogated by these
leaders in t e field of secondary business education*
ther

however#

is s distinct trend away from strictly vocational objec

tives toward social business objectives, i#e## training for
consumption, or for personal use, and orientation#

They see

ro conflict between general education and vocational education#
All of t cm see difficulties in t e way of setting up a program
of secondary conmercial education wit

tec; nlcal skill subjects

as t e core and training for stonogrsp'' Ic bookkeeping# and
clerical jo' 3 as t e solo o Jective#
An investigation was :-cdo to doterm!no t e (a) objectives
for t c co?oi2Grci&l courses, and (1 ) opinions from principals
concerning c an^oe t ey would oti_-eet In the corn orcial cur
riculum# (c) W et or the pro cent set-up In their schools was
meeting satisfactorily t o objectives t’ey advocated, (d) the
adequacy of their libraries for commercial work# and (o) wheth
er college entrance affect— ' t oIr pupils1 choice of t' o com
mercial course* The purpose of the -nvoctlgatlon was to obtain
f.-rst-hand data direct from t'o I1gh sc. oolo of Louisiana 'Offer
ing three or more units of commercial work#

The Hot of high
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echoes was selected after examining the reports of the prin
cipals of state-approved high schools to the State Department
of Education*

Ninety-five state-approved high schools were

found to offer three or more units of commercial work, the
city of New Orleans excepted.

In making this investigation,

the plan proposed by Colvin, of Colorado State College of
Education, for the whole country was followed.

However, for

the purpose of this study the questionnaries sent out differed
in several respects to those proposed by Colvin*

Practically

every parish in the state is represented in the list of high
schools investigated.

With the exception of the high schools

in Shreveport, Nonroe, Alexandria, Lake Charles, and Baton
Rouge, all of these high schools may be classified as rural
or small high schools,

The average enrollment in the high

school department is 320*

The range is from 74 to 2246*

One hundred forty-eight state-approved high schools offer one
or more commercial subjects, not including commercial geog
raphy and commercial arithmetic, W'-ieh are offered in all
high schools.

Commercial geography may be counted either as

a commercial study or as a social study, in making up majors
and minors.

In the commercial subjects, a minimum of one-

half unit and a maximum of five units may be counted toward
graduation*
Table XII Is a summary of fifty-five questionnaires
returned from fifty-five high school principals, representing
high schools In cities and towns from 1000 to 15,000 population,
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Table XXX
BUSINESS SUBJECTS OFFERED III 55 SbATE-APVRQV?-1) hlOh SChQOLS
IK LOUISIANA ANSWERING QUESTIONNAIRE
No,
Schools

Per
Cent

Enroll
ment

Per
Cont

Bookkeeping, 1st Year

55

100

1909

28

bookkeeping, 2nd Year

89

55

480

7

Typewriting, 1st Yerr

55

100

20Q6

50

Typewriting, 2nd Year

52

58

524

8

Shorthand, let Year

50

91

1160

17

Shorthand, 2nd Year

17

30

226

3

Junior business

3

5

86

1*2

Commercial Law

5

5

97

1,4

Economice

1

2

128

1,8

Office Practice

1

2

30

0,5

business English

1

2

12
6746

0,2

Subject

This table should
approved blch sc ools,
tionnaire, offered one
etuue.tr, which is 28^
suV jects.

re reed as follows t Fifty-five stateor 1 •% of those replying to the ques
year of bookkeeping, enrolling 1909
of the total enrollment in commerce
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except for the five cities named a> ovo, whoso population rang©
from 25,000 to 100,000,
Table XII shows t e business subjects offered In t o fiftyfive high schools responding to the questionnaire#

The number

and per cent of schools offering each subject, the combined
enrollment In each subject, and itr per cent of the total
school enrollment in business subjects are also shown# The
total enrollment In the fifty-five high schools Is 17#617*
There are 6,746 students enrolled In the several commerce sub
jects offered by these high schools# This figure cannot be
interpreted as individual students, as a student may be en
rolled in two commerce courses at the same tire#

It may b©

estimated that a student is carrying an average of on© and
one-half business subjects, which will give approximately
4,497 individual students, or about 25$ of the total school
enrollment enrolled in commerce courses#
The traditional business subjects, typewriting, book
keeping, and shorthand lead all other business subjects by a
wide margin#

Fifty-five schools, or 100$ of the school© re

porting taught one year of bookkeeping, and 29 schools, or
53$, taught two years of bookkeeping#

Likewise, fifty-five

schools reported one year of typewriting and 32 of thorn taught
two years of typewriting#

Fifty of the fifty-five schools

taught ono year of shorthand, and 17 of the fifty schools
taught two years of shorthand#
junior

Only throo schools taught

usineos and commercial low, while ono each reported
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that they tau^ t economics, office practice, and business
Ent,l:sh#
On the •esis of enrcllomnt figures, typewrltlng Is
t e most popular

uslness subject#

bookkeeping ranks second

In num er of students enrolled, and s orthand ranks t Ird#
As so few sc ools offered any ot?er

usinoss subjects, we

may consider t at t e commerce curriculum consists of s ort~
hand, typewriting, and

ookkeopln^#

Commercial geography

and consnerclal arithmetic were not considered In this tab*
ulation, as trey are generally required In all high schools
in the state#
T e Courses of Stud; In t e Commercial Subjects, Louisiana
big. Schools, permits typewriting to he taught in tie 9, 10,
or 11 grade#

Shorthand I may he taught In the 9, 10, or 11

grade; Shorthand II in the 10 or 11 grade; bookkeeping I,
in the C, 10, or 11 grade;
urade#

ookkeoplng II, in t e 10 or 11

1 e tendency in actual practice is to lace t ese

toe nical su Jects in the last two years of the high school
course, with the exception of typewriting which Is frequently
found in the 9 grade#

A maximum of one unit of credit may

e earned In typewriting; a maximum of two units nay be
earned In bookkeeping, and a maximum of two units may be
earned In shorthand#
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The following three questions wore asked and replies
tabulated:
Yes

Ho

25

30

Do college entrance requirements affect
your pupils choice of the commercial
course?
19

36

1* Do you elieve that your present com
mercial curriculum i s adequately meet
ing the objectives?
2*

Hone
3* Does your high school lib
rary contain reference
material for the cotmnerclal department?
Iuch has

12

Pair
Little Amount

26

17

een written and said about the o jectlves

of business education in t e small hi^h school in recent
years, but no conclusive agreement

as been reached*

Leaders

in the field of business education are not altogether in
harmony with reference to objectives*

high school principals

in Louisiana are not

in agreementaltogether#high school

pupils

businesssubjectsevidently do so with

who elect t e

out a clear-cut Idea as to what kind of jobs they will
enter#
An examination of Table

T TTT

shows t: at principals and

commerce teac ers arc placing t: o greatest emphasis on the
vocational objectives as GO
on the questionnaire*

of them checked this objective

owovor, t e; are giving consideration

to the general educational values of t is field of education
also*
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Table XIII
THE 0: JbCTIVES OF DUSINESS EDUCATION
IN TEE KIGH SCHOOLS OF LOUIE IAHA REPORTED
BY FIFTY-FIVE PRIUCIFALS
"nffffitnwnnTp^^ wiwgff,tiF?11si'wifjWrffTT

01jectIves

Frequency

Per
Cent

1* To give introductory training for
entrance Into usinese for1book
keepers , stenographers, and typists* * 4 7

85

2, To moot the individual needs of
particular students who are better
adapted to this field of education • •

76

42

3# To t_dv© a better understanding of
our business and economic system , • »

53

60

4« To give preparatory training for
specialization in college • • • • • •

33

60

5# To meet the pur lie demand

«••*••

58

58

6» To give certain concepts and under
standings wi ich would be valuable
to students as c nsumers • • * • • • •

28

50

7# To broaden the general field of cul
tural education • » • • * * • • • • •

24

43

This table should be road as followss 47 of the 55 high
school principals, or 85$, checked Ho# 1 as an objective of
business education in their high schools•
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"To meet the needs of particular students w:o are
better adapted for t Is field of education," ranked second,
and Is In harmony with the highest ranking objective, vocation
al preparation#

"To give a ’etter understanding of our

business and economic s stem," ranked t ird, and indicates
t at t eee principals recognised t e general values of
this type of training#

Sixty per cent of the principals

checked this o jective*

Likewise, 60: checked, "To give

preparatory training for specialisation in college", and
this is in harmony with the third objective#

1low©ver, it

seems to indicate some confusion In their minds as to which
phase of vusiness education should be emphasised the most#
hij; school principals evidently expect t eir graduates to
go to college#

Yet 0S£ of them indicated that the main

objective of the high school commerce course was to prepare
for a job# Then, too, only 19 of the 65 principals indicated
that their students chose the commercial course because of
a likelihood of being un© 1© to go to college*

Fifty-eight

per cent indicated that business courses were offered to
meet the public demand#

This indicates that the small towns

are awake to the advantages o£ commercial ©dueetion# To give
certain concepts and understandings which would h© valuable
to students as consumers ranked sixth, and less than one-half
of t © schools seem to see any possibility for roudening the
general field of cultural education through the business
subjects#
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Perhaps a better understanding of the alias of business
education In these high schools can be obtained from a study
of t’© changes in commercial courses recommended by the prin
cipals*
Table 7 xv summarizes ti e changes center plated or recom
mended by the fifty-five high school principals returning the
check list* Thirty-two of tie principals, or 5B$, recommended
that the bookkeeping courses bo more closely related to local
conditions*

This is significant for two reasons: Xt corre

lates with t o vocational objective so overwhelmingly advocatod
by these principals} end second, bookkeeping is the :..ost pop
ular offering of the commercial subjects In the high schools
of Louisiana*
It Is interesting to note that the rocoEsncncation next
most frequently mecie was adcing a course In merchandising and
salesmanship*
OBanendation,

Twenty-nine principals, or 53#, mad© this rocand this despite the fact that not a one of these

schools offer such a course* This is a very practical and
worthwhile recommendation In the light of the findings of
many research studies t at have been r.icde of Initial and
succeoding jobs of high school graduates and of those who
have dropped out before graduation*

A majority of these high

school

OjB and ^irls secure jobs In tie dlotrl utlve Indus

tries*

bven in metropolitan centers a preponderance of com**

merclol graduates and drop-outs secure positions ao retail
ai d wholesale sales people*

A job opportunity eurvoy ivad©
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Table XX7
AHGES IN BUSINESS EDUCATION SUGtHhSTEP OT
Y-FIVE HIGH SCI OOL PRINCIPALS IE LOUISIANA

1, BooWceeping courses more closely related
to local conditions • • • » • • • • • • «
2* Addin^ a course in merchandising and
salesmanship * • • • « * « * » « • * * • •
3* Requiring a course of personal us© type*
writing of all students « • » • • • • » *
4* Advising all students to take a course in
personal use typewriting * • • » * • • * •
5« More emphasis on clerical skills other than
shorthand* typewriting and bookkeeping •
6* More emphasis on vocational skill® * » • *
7* More emphasis on secretarial training be*
yong that required for stenographers * * •
8* hare emphasis on consumer economics • • «
9, Shorter and more general courses In book*
keeping » • • • » • • * • » • • • » • * #
10* Using the business subjects as a basis
around which to build © brooder program
of ^eneral education * • • • • • » • • « #
11* More ettention to cooperative business
education • • • • • • * • • • « • • * * «
12* hSore emphasis on general economics * • * *
13# Giving less attention to the business

32

subjects • « . * • • • • • • * • • • « * •

14* Dropping the shorthand course from the
curriculum » • • * • • • • * • • * • » • «
15* Drop In^ the bookkeeping course from the
curriculum * • * • • • • • • • • • • • « •
16* Elimination of vocational skill subjects #

0

58

29

53

27

49

26

47

26
24

47
43

23
21

42
38

21

38

19

34

19
11

34
20

1

2

1

2

1

9
0

This table should be read as follows: 24 high school
principals* or 43£»f recommended more emphasis on vocational
skills*
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in Evansville, Indiana, last year showed that approximately
three times as many people secured positions In this type
of work as was secured in any other type of commercial work*
General clerical positions ranked second, bookkeeping posi
tions ranked third, and stenographic positions ranked fourth,^*
Blackstone, in his Survey of Occupational Illstorleg of Iowa
Commercial Students, in which he made a study of 2,897 drop
outs and graduates of high schools of twenty Iowa towns, found
a similar situation.

He found that selling and clerical Jobs

rank high in frequency in all sizes of towns and apparently
Instruction in them was needed,^ Two follow-up studies made
In Louisiana indicated that selling positions and general
clerical positions led all other commercial jobs In employ
ment opportunities,^
John A, Anderson, Lead of the Commerce Department of
Pasadena High School, Pasadena, California, In a study en
titled, Fitting the Commerce Course of the High School and
Junior College to the Needs of the Community, recommended

Job Opportunity Surve; , Monograph 33, Cincinnati:
South-bVstern £ubliohi g Company, 1930,
^E* G, Blackstone, Survey of Occupational Histories of
Iowa Commercial Students"," tinIvors Ity of Iowa Monographs in
Education, iowa City: &tato University of Iowa, Nov*, 1928*
L, S, Ferguson, A^ Study of Commercial Education in
Louisiana High Schools, TunpubTTshed toasterfe Thesis, TTaton
EouTel Louisiana State University, 1931) and
J, Y7, Reeves, A Study of Commercial Education In Tan&iahoa Parish, (UnpubTished Master *a thesis, Baton Itoug©:
oulsiana^tate University, 1937),

g
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making a year of salesmanship a general requirement for all
commerce pupils*

Adjusting the Commercial Curriculum to the

Reeds of the Community, a report made by the Commercial Cur
riculum Committee of Hew Castle, Pennsylvania, Public Schools,
found that 42% and 24$ of th© Hew Castle graduates are engaged
in selling and general clerical work respectively.^numerous follow-up studies have been made in the past ten
years, Halott reporting over fifty in 1926-28,2 all of which
bear, more or less, the same testimony*
It is equally interesting to note that 49$ of the prin
cipals recoomtend that all academic pupils should be required
to take a course In personal-us© typewriting*
schools make this recommendation*

Twenty-seven

The fact that this recom

mendation, if carried out, would require additional expendi
ture of money for equipment, makes it more significant*

Per

haps, if this could be carried out without the expenditure
of considerable additional funds, still more schools would
advise it*

This recommendation seems to imply that typewrit

ing Is no longer considered strictly a commercial subject but
a general subject, which Is not to be interpreted that special
training in typewriting Is to be discontinued for commerce
students, or that typewriting Is to be removed from the com
merce department*

3-Harry D, Book, Adjusting the Hlflh School Commerce Curricu
lum to the Heeds of the Community* Cincinnati s South-Western
fuFlIihlng Co., 1^9.
2J. 0* Malott, Commercial Education. 1926-28. Bulletin Ho*
26, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1929.
a
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More emphasis on clerical skills wajs recommended by 26
principals, or 47%•

This ranked fourth in the list of recom

mendations and is in keeping with modern trends in secondary
business education.
The fact that 24 principals, or 43$, recommended more
emphasis on vocational skills, probably conies about because
of the woeful lack of proficiency In shorthand, typewriting,
and office machines possessed by the aver&ts© high school stu
dent.

No doubt repercussions have been heard by these prin

cipals from business men who have hired high-school-trained
stenographers and general clerks.

The small high school can

hardly hope to turn out skilled technicians with part-time
commerce teachers, or commerce teachers who are conducting
two classes at the same time.
of

Perhaps, too, the immaturity

high school students is a cause of poor technical ability

in the skill subjects;

for the stenographer must possess,

in addition to technical skill, certain other characteristics
and background knowledge, as accuracy, neatness, dependability,
and a better than average command of the fundamentals of Eng
lish, to be successful.
personality development.

One principal recommended a course in
This recommendation, logically,

should rank high, keeping in mind that 85$ of the principals
gave vocational preparation as the major objective of the
commerce course.

The fact that almost the same number of

principals, 23, recommended more emphasis on secretarial
training beyond that required for stenographers, would seem
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to indicate that these two recommendations were closely assoelated*

One principal summed it up as followss

Contrary to the opinion of possibly the majority,
X believe that high schools and state colleges should
place more emphasis on the direct vocational subjects
such as shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, the use
of business machines, writing, spelling, business
arithmetic, letter writing, and less emphasis to gen
eralized business subjects* These generalised business
subjects should be used as "polishers” and subsidiary
to the dir-ct vocational subjects* To the coll©^® busi
ness curriculum might be added, if not already found,
a course in "Personality revelopment”, which of course
is the largest functioning factor in salesmanship*
I am for the practical, usable, tangible, business
education*
More emphasis on consumer economics, and bookkeeping
courses shorter and more general were recommended by 21 prin
cipals, or 38$*

Tfcie indicates an appreciation of the personal-

use and general cultural values of business education.
Thirty-four per cent of the principals are interested
in cooperative business education.

This is significant in

view of the new George-Deen Act*
A very significant fact for the future of commercial edu
cation in this state is the fact that no principal is willing
to eliminate the vocational shill subjects*

Only one princi

pal is dropping the shorthand course, and one is dropping
the bookkeeping course from the commerce curriculum.

Only

one principal recommends giving less attention to the busi
ness subjects*
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Summary
There la no Indication of a decline of interest in high
school business education*

From the replies received from

these fifty-five high school principals, one may conclude
that there is a greater interest in this pa ae of secondary
education than ever before*

High school principals are cog*

nlzant of the values and trends in secondary business educa
tion*

While they adhere to vocational preparation as the

outstanding objective, they are aware of the general, the
cultural, and the consumer values in business education*
The curriculum in the fifty smaller high schools does
not differ materially from that followed in the five large
high schools Included in this survey*

Employment opportun

ities are limited in the smaller com unities*

Teaching fa

cilities likewise are limited in the small high school*

In

the light of findings of Job opportunity surveys and followup studies made in both large and small communities, the
emphasis is still on certain skill subjects*

This is prob

ably due to tradition and the type of teachor-tralning courses
given In the colleges and universities rather than to an anal
ysis of community needs*

Research studios referred to show

a very small percentage of high school boys and girls enter
ing stenographic or bookkeeping Jobs*

School administrators

should determine what percentage of their students enter
business as bookkeepers, stenographers, or typists In order
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to justify "preparation for entrance Into business” as their
major objective*
School administrators and commerce teachers should care**
fully analyze the bookkeeping course and make revisions in
order to meet the needs of their particular students.

A

bookkeeping course which does not meet the local needs has
no place in the commerce curriculum*

Over on©-haIf the prin

cipals recoimnended that bookkeeping courses be more closely
related to local conditions*
Consideration should bo given to replacing some of the
technical skill subjects with courses In retail selling and
merchandising*

The fact that there are more job opportunities

in this line of work* and that many students without the abil
ity to do the more specialized work of stenographers and book
keepers may make very successful salespeople should be seri
ously considered by school administrators*

That school ad

ministrators ere aware of this problem is indicated by the
fact that over one-half of those replying to the questionnaire
reconnnended that a course In merchandising and salesmanship
be added to the commerce curriculum*
In the list of recommended changes in the commerce cur
riculum, ^requiring all stud nts to take a course in personaluse typewriting” ranked third, 49% of the principals recom
mending this*

Two factors must be considered in carrying out

this recommendation*

First, the cost of equipment will be

the chief difficulty in the way of carrying out this proposal*
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Second, unless the students are to have typewriters avail
able to them after they complete their course, It can bo of
very little personal use to them*

Principals should take into

consideration what per cent of their student body will go to
college, enter business, or engage in other types of activ
ities that will necessitate the ability to type*
School administrators should give consideration to add
ing general clerical courses to the commerce curriculum*

This recommendation ranked fourth, 47$ of the principals roc*
ommendlng this change*

In the small high school the tradi

tional bookkeeping and stenographic courses may be replaced
with general clerical courses*

Recent statistics show that

a very large per cent of business employees are clerks or
general office workers*

Why, then, train all prospective

office workers to be stenographers and bookkeepers?
Twenty-one principals evidenced an interest In adding
a course In consumer economics to the commerce course*
one is a consumer as well as a producer*

Every

The coimiierce cur

riculum should make provision for giving all high school
students a better understanding of our economic system, its
agencies, and the common business practices which are experi
enced by everyone acting In the capacity of a consumer*

Our

present economic order Is stepping up the initial employment
a^e*

ioys and girls will remain In school longer#

This

means t at vocational training will be deferred somewhat,
and that a better background of general education can be
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obtained before technical training is obtained*

There is no

good reason why the commerce curriculum should be filled with
technical skill subject® only which in many cases do not oven
meet the needs of the special groups for which they arc in*
tended, while subjects which might give to every student a
better understanding of our business and economic system as
well as information and skills necessary for intelligent
handling of his own business affairs are overlooked*

Such

courses as Junior business training with emphasis on the
fundamental economic principles for the consumer as distin
guished from the producer, and commercial law with © more
or less abandonment of its vocational implications in favor
of greater emphasis on the contribution it can make to the
social, ethical, and cultural development of the young citi
zen will give the student a better understanding of his eco
nomic environment*
In answer to the question, "Do you believe that your
present commercial curriculum is adequately meeting the ob
jectives?" thirty principals said "no*"

Twenty-five prin

cipals answered this question In the affirmative*

However,

an examination of the check list returned by these twentyfive principals revealed that they suggested about as many
changes In the commercial curriculum as those who stated that
they felt that the present commercial curriculum set-up In
their schools was not adequately meeting what they considered
to be the objectives of secondary commercial education*
would probably be safe to interpret this item of the

It
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questionnaire as a negation by the principals or the adequacy
of the commercial curriculum as set up in their schools#
That high school administrators and commerce teachers
are giving thought to enriching business courses and widen
ing the horizon of the students taking business courses is
indicated by the fact that material is be'ng provided f.r
these courses in the high school library#

Only twelve prin

cipals indicated that no material was provided in their high
school libraries for the commerce department#

On the other

hand# only 17 stated that their libraries contained a fair
amount of material in comparison with other departments of
the high school#

More emphasis could bo placed on providing

for an adequate reference library for commerce students#

Chapter V
OBJECTIVES AND CRITICISMS
OF SECONDARY BUSINESS EDUCATION IN LOUISIANA
PROM TEE VIEWPOINT OF BUSINESS MEN
What criticisms and suggestions do employers have to
give relative to high sc ool Business education?

What are

the objectives of high school business education from the
employer*s point of view?

'hat deficiencies in the high

school commercial curriculum do the men and women who use the
product of the high school find?

Are business leaders will

ing to cooperate with educators in an attempt to improve preemployment training?

Do employers

ave a clear understanding

of the problems involved in high school business training?
These and other questions will be discussed in this chapter*
The training of bo;, s and girls In the secondary school
for jobs In the business world Is not the responsibility of
educators alone*

If this training is to be effective, employ

ers must have a part in the development of curriculums for
the preliminary training of those who will come to them for
their first jobs*
being raised*
school longer*
curtailed*

The initial employment age is gradually

This means that boys and girls will remain In
Apprenticeship training by employers will be

The employee must be reasonably productive on his

initial job If he is to be worth the salary he must necessar
ily receive*

The employer must cooperate with the educator

In constructing a program of training that will spare him the
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lasses that any other procedure will entail#
An investigation was made to determine the reactions of
business leaders in Louisian© toward training for business in
the secondary schools#

The purpose was to get first-hand in

formation from employers of the product of the high school
commercial departments relative to certain problems confront
ing secondary commercial education today:
(a) Xs there need for vocational business education on
the high school level?
(b) What are the deficiencies of the high school commerce
curriculum?
(c) What vocational commercial subjects should be retained
because of their personal-use value?
(d) What type of student tends to enroll in the commercial
department of the high school?
(e) Should guidance be used in encouraging boys and girls
to enroll in the commercial department?
(f) Should there be practical co-operative training in
high school commercial education?
(g) Should high school commerce teachers be required to
have actual business experience before being certified?
In addition to reactions to the above problems, each per
son interviewed was requested to state his chief criticism of
the product of the high school commercial department, and to
state the nature of his business#
A questionnaire was sent to approximately 1000 business
men and women in Louisiana#

The Bureau of Business Research

Ill
of the Louisiana State University furnished an address list
of 800 business leaders in all sections of the state*

The

Director of Business Relations of the Division of Extension
of the Louisiana State University contacted a number of
business men and women throughout the state*
Who are these business men and what trypeg of businesses
do they represent? The chart on the next page indicates the
distribution of the businesses replying to the check list*
The chart indicates a fair spread of the investigation with
respect to types of businesses*

The number of employees in

these various organizations range from eight or ten to sev
eral hundred*

The questionnaire was directed to personnel

directors, employment managers, department heads, and, in
cases of small businesses, to the proprietor*
Replies were received from 97 retail establishments, 63
wholesale, 56 manufacturing, 29 transportation and communi
cation offices, 37 insurance offices, 29 banks, 19 publishing
and printing establishments, 29 public utilities, 27 govern
ment offices, 8 oil and gas companies, and 30 miscellaneous*
K total of 415 replies were received.

Scattering replies

from accountants, chamber of commerce secretaries, lawyers,
contractors, brokers, welfare directors, finance companies,
business college directors, real estate dealers, building and
loan secretaries, civil engineers, and employment bureaus
were classified under miscellaneous*
Retail stores of every kind, grocery, meat, furniture,
apparel, hardware, drug, dry goods, merchandise, etc*, were
classed under retailing.

Likewise, jobbing and commission

houses, commercial service bureaus, personal service
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Table XV
TYPES OP BUSINESSES REPRESENTED
BY 415 BUSINESS *EH RETURNING CHEOF LIST
Number

Per Cent

Retailing

97

23.4

Wholesale

63

15.2

Manufacturing

56

13.5

Insurance

37

8.9

Transport atlon

29

7.0

Banks

29

7.0

Government

27

6.5

Public Utility

20

4.8

Publishing

19

4.6

3

1.9

30

7.2

Classification

Oil and Gas
Miscellaneous
Total

415

This table should be read as follows: Of the 415 busi
ness men replying to the questionnaire, 97, or 23.4,^, were
engaged In retailing*
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businesses such as laundries, dry cleaning, garages, etc.,
independent artisan shops, hotel, restaurant, recreation and
amusement business, and small factories selling direct to the
consumer were classified under retailing*
Only those businesses selling to retail distributors
were classified under wholesaling.
Under manufacturing

nesses engaged

in

were classified all kinds of busi

the production of goods.

Railroads, 7us lines, airways, ocean and river traffic,
telephone, radio, and telegraph were classified under trans
portation and communication.
both life insurance companies and commercial insurance
companies were classified under insurance.
Commercial tanks, investment, and trust companies were
classified under hanks.
Newspaper and magazine publishing companies, and Job
printing establishments were classified under publishing.
Electric and gas companies, and water companies, both
publicly and privately owned and operated, were classified
unc or utilities.
Local, district, and state directors of state and fed
eral employment agencies, directors of governmental projects,
such as H.O.L.C., F.b.A., etc., office managers and supervisors
of the departments of state government, and postmasters were
classified under government*
Under oil and gas were classified those companies engaged
in the extraction and refining of these commodities.
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1o ropresentat 1ve business men in Louisiana dollcve
that there is need for vocational bus1no3a education on t e
high sc' ool level?

Ta: le

emphatically yes#

An examination of

will indicate that an overwhelming majority of

AVI

business men* in each classification agree that tl..oro is a
place for secondary

us incss education#

Only five of t*. e d 15 business nen replying to this
question indicates that they believed that t' ore was no need
for vocational education on the high school level#

One of

t ose men was engaged In retailing; one, In manufacturing;
one,

in

public utiliti VjL-; LiiAi two, in transportation*

“ourteon business ,-etc sbe-ed that t.'..ov

elieved t..at

tl-ore was very little need for secondary vocational business
education#

Ihreo of these mon were engaged in retailing,

two in. w". olosaling, one in transportation, one in insurance,
two in 'anlcing, three in government offices, and two nilscol-*
laneous#
In justifying their ropli s to this question, several of
t oso who answered the question in the negative, or' stated
that they felt that there was little need for bus!nose edu

cation on tho high school level, stated that they employed
only college Oraduateo In their business#

bovoral also stated

that they believed that high school graduates wero too imna-

turc to

o of

uch value in their buslnosse::, and preferred

those who had secured a year or two additional training in
vocational subjects after high school graduation#

One busi

ness man believed that tie Ll^h school course should be
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Ta^le XVI
THE NEED FOR VOCATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION
ON i:iE NIC:: SCHOOL L"'VEL ACCORDING TO 415 'USI'ESS BEN
ENGAGED IN VARIOUS BUSINESSES
Classification

Yes
No.
J’

Retailing

95

96.

3

Q*

1

1.

Wholesale

61

96.8'

2

3.2

0

0

Manufacturing

55

98.2

0

0

1

1.8

Transportation

26

89.7

1

3.4

2

6.9

Insurance

56

97.3

1

2.7

0

0

banks

27

93.1

2

6.9

0

0

Publishing

19

100*

0

0

0

0

Putlie Utility

19

95.

0

0

1

5

Government

24

88.9

3

11.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

6.3

0

0

Oil and Gas
Miscellaneous

8
28

ICO.
93.7

Very Little
"ffo.

No
No.

This table should he read as follows: 95 business men,
or 96% of those engaged in retailing, believe that there Is
e need for vocational business education on the high school
level; Cj or 5%, engaged in retailing believe that there is
little heed for this type of training; 1, or 1$, believe that
there is no need for this type of training*
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restricted to academic or general cultural courses, and an
extra year or two devoted to vocational business education,
superimposed on the four-year high school*
However, an overwhelming majority of business men in
each classification were in favor of secondary vocational
business education*

The percentage of those answering this

question in the affirmative in each classification ranged
from 100^ of those engaged in the publishing and oil and
gas businesses to 88*9^ of those in charge of government
offices*

A summary of the total number of replies to the

question T1Do you believe there is a need for vocational
business education on the high school level?" is as fol
lows :

1* Yes
2. Very little
3. iio

Number Times
Checked

Per
Cent

396

95*5

14

3*3

5

1*2

What are the deficiencies of the high school commercial
curriculum according to business men who are the employers of
the product of the high school commercial department? Busi
ness men are in almost complete accord that we must have high
school commercial education*

Likewise, they are in almost

complete accord that there are many deficiencies in the com
mercial curriculum and the product of the high school commer
cial department*

A check list containing seven items was
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presented to approximately one thousand leading business men
in Louisiana with the request that a double check be placed
opposite the item which was considered to be the most signifi
cant deficiency in the high school commercial curriculum, and
a single check be placed opposite the item that was consid
ered to be a significant deficiency#
from 415 business men#

Replies were received

Tables XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI

present a tabulation of the data#
Table XVII shows the number

of business men in each

classification checking once or double checking each Item#
Table XVIII shows the per cent of business men in each clas
sification indicating the Importance of each Item.

Tables

XIX and XX indicate the rank in which each classification
placed the deficiencies of the high school commerce curric
ulum#

Table XXI summarizes the total number of double checks

and single checks given each item#
It is very interesting to note that business men in each
classification were practically unanimous in placing first,
as the chief deficiency of the high school commercial curric
ulum, item No. 6:

Insufficient emphasis on developing per

sonal traits considered desirable in the business world, such
as accuracy, responsibility, promptness, neatness, honesty,
thoroughness. Initiative, ability to get along with people,
etc#

Of the eleven classifications of business men shown in

the tables, only one classification, the printing and publish
ing business, did not place this deficiency first, and this
group ranked it second*

Most of these employers seem to think

Table XVII
DEFICIENCIES OF HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCE CURRICULUM
ACCORDING TO 416 BUSINESS MEN ENGAGED IN SEVERAL TYPES OF BUSINESSES
r'"’
--r■
Tran*.
"
Pub- ....
GovRetail*
Tfoole-faoporInsurlish- Utili- ornera
salers turers tat ion
anoe Banka
era
ties ment
_____________
XXX
XXX
XXX
XIX
XXX
XXX
XX X XX X
XXX
1. Lack of emphasis
on tool subjects 48
26
2. Training too mea
ger in technical
subjects
22
37
3. Insufficient em
phasis cm social
business subjeots 12 22
4* Insufficient em
phasis on train
ing for the dis
tributive occupa
tions
32
24
5* Insufficient em
phasis on train
ing for general
clerical jobs
12 44
6* Insufficient emphasis on devel
oping personal
traits
58 25
7. Insufficient em
phasis on devel
oping occupational
intelligence
36 32

37

13 40 12

20

21 19 19

11 17

13 10

14, 10
7
2

23

8

18

5

12

17

6 10

12

8

7

8

4

8 2

5 10

3

3

13

12

5 16

3

4

7

29

12 16

7

12

7

46

15

41

18

8

31

16

26

16 18

11

12

13

12 2
8

r_r"
Miscellaneoua
XX X

9

7 16

9 4 2

18 10

4

3

5

6 4 0

6 15

3

4

7

6 11 3

4

6

2

5

7

3 6

6 10

7 5

2

2

6

20

4

9

17

11 14

12

7 1

8

6

10

"'r6il
and
Gaa
XXX

2

12

15

19

10

0

7 3 0

2

8

2

9

11 2

0

5 5

3 23

73

4

8 10

5

4 18
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This table should be reaci as follows * 48 retailers double checked Item No. 1 as being a most signifi
cant deficiency of the high school commerce curriculum; 26 retailers checked Item No. 1 once, as being
significant, etc*

Table XVIII
PER CENT OF 416 BUSINESS MEN ENGAGED IN SEVERAL TYPES OF BUSINESSES
ANSWERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE WHO INDICATED CERTAIN DEFICIENCIES
OF THE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM
Manufaoturers
XX X

Traneportation
XX X

Insurance
XX X

Banks
XX X

49*5 26.8 68.7 20.6

71.4 21.4

48.3 34.5

62.2 21.6

62.0 17.2

63.1 10.5

45.0 35.0 59.3 33.3 50.0 25.0 60.0 33?3

Retailers
XX X
♦1*

Wholesalers
XX X

Publishers
Utilities
XX
XX X
X

Government
XX
X

2*

22.7 38.1

31.7 33*3

33.9 33.9

24.1 41.4

45.9 13.6

34*5 41*4

42.1 21.0

15.0 25.0 55.6 18.5

3*

12*4 22.7 17.5 27.0

23.2 17.9

6.9 27.6

18.9 21.6

13*8 27.6

10.5 15.8

20.0 35.0

4,

33*0 24.7 20.6 19.0

8.9 28.6

10.3 13.8

13.5 27.0 10.3 10.3

15.8 31.6

20.0 30.0

7.4 26.0

5*

12.4 45.7

li.l 46.0 21.4 28.5

24.1 41.4

22.5 16.2

34*5 24.1

26.3 10.5

10.0 25.0

6.

59.8 25.9

72.9 23.8

73.2 23.2

62.8 27*6

83.8 16.2

68.6 13.8

52.6 47.3

7*

37.1 33.0 25.4 41.4

28.6 32.2

37.9 41.4 30.G 37.8

41.4 24.1

5.3 42.6

Oil and
gas
XX X

50.0 0.0

18.5 40.7 37.5

Hisoellaneous
XX
X

20.0 50.0

0.0

6.7 26.7

0.0

6.7 30.0

26.0 40.7

25.0 0.0

26.7 33.3

85.0 10.0

70.0 18.5

62.5 37.5

76.6 16.7

30.0 60.0

37.0 26.0

37.5 50.0

13.3 60.0

37.5

♦See Table XVII for key*
This table should be read as followss 49*5^ of the retailers replying to the questionnaire double checked Item No* 1
as being a most significant deficiency of the high school commerce curriculum; 26*8% of the retailers checked Item No* 1
once* as being significant* etc*

«-*
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Table XIX
DEFICIENCIES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCE CURRICULUM IN RANK ORDER
CONSIDERED OF MOST IMPORTANCE BY 418 BUSINESS MEN
ManuTrans
facRetail Whole*
por
Insur
ers
s&lers turers tation ance

Rank

Banks

Pub
Gov
lish Utili ern
ers
ties ment

Oil
and
Gas

Miscel
laneous

First

6*

6

6

6

6

6

1

6

6

6

6

Second

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

Third

7

2

2

7

2

7

2

7

2

2

5

Fourth

4

7

7

2

7

2

5

3

7

7

2

Fifth

2

4

3

5

5

5

4

4

8

3

7

Sixth

3

3

5

4

3

3

3

2

3

4

3

Seventh

5

8

4

3

4

4

7

5

4

5

4

•See Table XVII for key#
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This table should be read as follows * Retailers ranked Item No* 6 first* as the chief
deficiency of the high school commerce curriculum, etc*

T ab le XX
DEFICiniCIF.3 OF TIIS HIGH SCHOOL C02MEHCF CURRICULUM VI IIAIJK ORDFH
COHSII FRKD OF SOME IHFGRTA11CE BY 416 BD3IHLS3 MFH
Jot*
t b t " Trans

faoRetail Whole
salers turers
ers

Bask

por
tation

Insur
ance

Basks

11ah- Utili e m 
era
ties inent

and
Gas

Miscel
laneous

First

5a

5

2

2

7

2

6

7

3

7

7

Second

2

7

7

5

4

3

7

1

5

6

2

Third

7

2

4

7

1

5

4

3

1

1

1

Fourth

1

5

5

1

5

7

2

4

4

2

5

Fifth

e

6

6

S

6

1

3

2

7

3

4

Sixth

4

1

1

6

6

e

1

5

2

4

3

Seventh

5

4

5

4

2

4

5

6

6

5

6

♦See Table XVII for key*
This table should be read as follows t Retailers ranked Item Ho* 6 first as a deficiency
of seme significance in the high school ooamero© curriculum, etc*
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Table XXI
DEFICIENCIES OF HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCE CURRICULUM
ACCORDING TO 415 BUSINESS MEN ENGAGED
IN seve r a l t y p s of b usiness
Checked Twice
No.
i

Checked Once
No.
i

1. Insufficient emphasis on
developing personal traits

288

69,6

95

23.2

2. Lack of emphasis on tool
subjects

239

58.0

104

25.4

3. Training too meager in
the technical subjects

131

31.6

134

32.4

4. Insufficient emphasis on
developing occupational
intelligence

126

30.4

158

38.1

5. Insufficient emphasis on
training for general
clerical jobs

79

18.9

142

34.3

6. Insufficient emphasis on
the training for the dis
tributive occupations

75

17.9

97

23.7

7. Insufficient emphasis on
the social-business sub
jects

65

15.7

105

25.4

This table should be read as follows: 268 business men,
or 69.6/6 of those replying to the questionnaire, double checked
Item No. 1 as a most significant deficiency of the high school
commerce curriculum; 95 business men, or 23.2$, checked this
item as being of some significance.
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that young people are lacking In those qualities of character
and personality that are so essential to success in the busi
ness world#

A total of 208, or 69*6$ of those replying, con

sidered this the most significant deficiency in the training
of high school students*
In the letters from these 415 business men, included in
the appendix, these comments are frequently founds
"They know nothing of business courtesy#”
"Clock watchers*”
®Lack of interest and lack of character*”
•Not properly grounded in a spirit of loyalty to
the employer •”
"Slipshod, not precise and accurate*”
"Lack of real ambition, and a serious deficiency
in thoughtful consideration and courtesy toward
others*"
"The schools do not develop ambition nor Inspire
enthusiasm# "
"There is a decided lack of emphasis on the Im
portance of punctuality, dependability, honesty,
thoroughness, etc*”
"Students would greatly benefit by instructions
on how to get along with other employees and how
to deal with and handle customers or callers in
the business office— It is most Important to teach
students to have a certain amount of self assurance
and to develop a willingness to assume responsi
bility*"
"Lack of teaching them to be thorough and accurate#
Efficiency is moat Important at all times#"
"Lack of dependability to carry out a duty to a
definite conclusion*"
"Too few are grounded in the fundamentals of con
duct •"

"The rarest thing in the field of business is young
people who can move to positions of responsibility
where judgment, Initiative, and the capacity of
leadership is required. Only those unusual ones
who naturally have these qualities or who are in
spired to obtain them have the chance to move ahead."
"An intelligent boy or girl with good character and
the will to do a good job can be easily trained to
do most tasks. These qualifications are a better
recommendation than any specialised vocational
training in business subjects taught either in high
school or college
Again business men are almost unanimous in ranking as
a main deficiency of the high school commercial curriculum.
Item Ho. 1:

Lack of emphasis on the fundamental tool sub

jects, such as spelling, arithmetic, grammar, and business
English.

Each classification of business men gave this item

second place except those engaged In the printing and pub
lishing business, and they ranked it first, as might be ex
pected from the nature of their business.

Of the 415 busi

ness men replying to the questionnaire, 239, or 53$, double
checked this Item.
These comments and similar ones occur frequently in
letters received from these business men*
"Only a fair knowledge of the three most important
fundamentals, English, spelling, and arithmetic. If
a beginner is well grounded in all three, h© has a
foundation to build upon and without that knowledge,
he is doomed to failure."
"Reading, writing, English, and arithmetic, sadly
neglected, without which one never becomes an edu
cated person, nor can these limitations be easily
overcome."
"My chief criticism of the product of the high school
commercial department Is that the stenographers come to
us absolutely incompetent in the necessary fundamentals.
They know little English, proper paragraphing, proper

JL&

spelling, etc. They have very little vocabulary
to the degree and extent that we are forced to
take them in the office and put them through a
long training period before they are of any value.
In other words, instead of the school doing the
work, it is necessary for the office to do the
work. We have a large number of employees in
the office— about seventy-five, We have found
best to pick the brightest girls possible from
the commercial schools, then put them on at a
modest salrry, and build them up, which usually
takes several years,”
”Poor in sentence construction, letter writing,
and spelling,”
"Penmanship— in so far as formation of figures is
concerned. Business English is not enough— every
commercial graduate should have the full regular
hi^b school course in English the same as for the
students preparing for college,”
"Lack of spelling, English, and mathematics,”
"Very little, if any knowledge of commercial
arithmetic; lack of emphasis on the fundamental
subjects,"
"Lack of ability to spell, 1 Poor in English and
mathematics,”
"Penmanship seems to be neglected throughout the
entire public school course. Few high school
graduates write a legible hand writing,”
"Generally speaking, the English, spelling, gram
mar, punctuation, construction, and diction of
high school graduates are very poor,”
"They are usually much more proficient mathemati
cally than they are In language,”
"After 25 years* experience in placing these stu
dents with various clients, I find the students are
deficient In the fundamentals, such as spelling,
arithmetic, English, Business does not expect the
students to be highly trained In commercial subjects,
but they have a right to expect them to be educated
In the fundamentals, I find good typists who cannot
spell or even write a good letter. Bookkeepers know
the fundamentals of bookkeeping, but cannot compute
simple Interest, or add, subtract, or multiply,"
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”1 believe that there is a tremendous lack of em
phasis on fundamental subjects such as, spelling,
grammar, arithmetic, and business English* We
will not employ in the business office or the
editorial department less than a high school grad
uate, and Ye Gods, what they do put over
These are only a few of many comments of a similar nature*
There is less agreement among the various classifica
tions of business men relative to other deficiencies of the
high school commercial curriculum*

An examination of Table

XIX will indicate that those engaged in retailing, transpor
tation, banking, and utilities, placed Item No* 7 in third
place*

This Item Is, ”Insufficient emphasis on developing

occupational intelligence, that is, what business has to
offer t em, what they might expect to earn, what the chances
of advancement are, how to adjust to the first job.” Those
engaged in wholesaling, manufacturing, insurance, publishing
and printing, government offices, and oil and gas, ranked
Item No* 2 in third place.

This Item Is, "Training too

meager in the technical business subjects, such as short
hand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.”

Table XX Indicates the

significance given each deficiency by the total number of
business men returning the questionnaire.

This table shows

that 131 business men, or 31.6^ of the total number replying
to the check list, double checked Item No. 2, and 126, or
30.4/j, double checked Item No* 7*

However, an examination

of the same table indicates that 158 business men single
checked Item No* 7, as being of some Importance, giving It
first place In the single check column.
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The quotations below taken from replies received from
employers in answer to the question, "What is your chief
criticism of the product of the high school commercial de
partment?” indicates that employers demand something more
than skill and character*
■"The high school graduate has no idea of what the
business world is like* It Is an entirely new
world to him, and he has to take quite a while to
adjust his point of view*”
"Usually have no inkling of what is required in
business as to deportment or responsibility.”
"Lack of ability to adjust theory to practice.”
"Cannot plan or outline their work."
"The ones I have noticed, have so few practical
ideas of business.”
"To the best of my knowledge the average high school
commercial teacher does not have a clear understand
ing of the problems that the student will encounter
in regular business life, since our experience proves
that the student or applicant lacks the knowledge that
Is needed In our everyday business practice."
"Lack of general knowledge of office routine, busi
ness problems, and lack of general ability to follow
instructions given only once*"
"Lack of an aim or a plan* ’Want a job* is their
beginning and end* bo conception of future possi
bilities or what they should be paid."
"Sending graduates out Into the business world happy
with their grades of 75 or better, but without the
knowledge that In successful business there is no
time for corrections of errors or omissions, and
the employee’s work must all rank 100$* Many grad
uates go from job to job and finally lose faith in
themselves, when if they had been properly qualified
and fully informed regarding actual business require
ments they would have been successful*"
The indictment that high school training in the technical
business subjects, shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping, is
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too meager for practical business use must be considered as
a serious one, if the main objective of the high, school commerce
course is vocational*

This item was considered a most sig

nificant deficiency by 131 of the 415 business men returning
the check list, and considered of some significance by 134 bus
iness men*

In fact, this item ranked third in total number

of checks and double checks that it received.

On the whole,

however, comments received from those business men in the lar
ger towns and cities indicated that the training in these sub
jects was adequate for the initial job*
Insufficient emphasis on training for general clerical
jobs ranked fifth as a most significant deficiency of the high
school commerce curriculum as double checked by 79 business
men*

This item was ranked fourth by bankers, publishers, and

transportation companies, and third by the miscellaneous group.
It is interesting to note, however, that 142 business men, or
34,3$ of those returning the check list, gave this Item a sin
gle check as being significant.

An examination of Table XX

will indicate that retailers and wholesalers ranked this item
first in the single check list.
Item No. 4, "Insufficient emphasis on training for the
distributive occupations, such as retail selling, elementary
merchandising, etc*," was ranked sixth among the deficiencies
of the high school commerce curriculum by business men.

This

item was checked twice by 75 business men, or 17,9$ of those
returning the check list*

Retailers ranked this item fourth,
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as did those engaged in utilities. Wholesalers, publishers,
those engaged in transportation and co:mnunicatlon, and in
the oil and gas business, ranked this item fifth.

Table XX

indicates that this item was single checked by 27$ of those
engaged in insurance, who placed it second in importance.
Manufacturers, utilities, publishers, and government offices
ranked this item third on the single check list.

Retailers

ranked this item sixth, and wholesalers, seventh, as being
of some significance.
That some of those engaged in the retail field are aware
of the possibilities of developing pre-vocational training in
this field in the high schools is indicated by the following
quotations from their replies to the questionnaire:
"I might say that the policy of my Company has been
to employ clerical help at a very low initial salary
and increase compensation rather rapidly upon reason
able application and duration of time* The question
which comae to my mind that may be of interest to you
is that it might well pay industry to start salaries
at a higher bracket and insist on greater educational
qualifications *,f
"Seemingly very little emphasis on distributive trades*
It Is our opinion that very few high school students
appreciate tie opportunity offered in the retail field."
"high sc ool commerce curriculum too narrow. There Is
a great need for people more versatile in the commer
cial field. Too many simply master shorthand and typ
ing, an<3 call themselves commercial graduates."
"Insufficient emphasis on the social business subjects,"
was ranked seventh among tie deficiencies of the high school
commercial curriculum by business men of Louisiana.

A total

of 65 business men, or 15.7$ of those returning the check
list, double checked this Item as being a most significant
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deficiency; a total of 105, or 25*4$, gave this item a single
check as being of some significance.

Those engaged in retail

ing, wholesaling, transportation, insurance, publishing, gov
ernment, and the miscellaneous group, ranked this item sixth,
wiile those engaged in manufacturing, banking, and oil and gas,
ranked this item fifth, as being a most significant deficiency*
Office managers of government offices ranked this item first
on the single check list.

Those engaged in banking and util

ities ranked it second, and those engaged in transportation,
insurance ranked it third on the single check list.
Business men in Louisiana are aware of this deficiency
as indicated by the following excerpts from their letters:
"The usual high school commercial department ignores
the history and background of business and concentrates
on details which the student often cannot intelligently
apply because he does not understand the reason for
their use.”
"The student appears to have only a meager introduc
tion to such courses as elementary bookkeeping, typ
ing, and shorthand, end practically no insight into
and interpretation of basic economic principles and
fundamentals so necessary to qualify them even as a
progressive citizen, let alone a business person,"
"Students are taught mechanically to follow a pattern
with too little emphasis on the reason or thought
underlying,"
"Their training has been superficial along specific
subjects and not about the basic facts of business,"
What vocational commercial subjects should be retained
because of their value in everyday life other than business?
A check list of nine vocational commercial subjects was pre
sented to approximately one thousand business men in Louisi
ana with the request that a double check be placed opposite
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each subject which was thought to be of most personal-use
value, a single check opposite each- subject which was be
lieved to be of some value, and no check if the subject was
believed to be of no personal-use value.
ceived from 415 business men.

Replies were re

The data are summarized in

Tables XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVI.
The number of business men in each of the several clas
sifications double checking and checking once each subject
is found in Table XXII; the per cent of business men in each
of the several classifications double checking and checking
once each subject is found in Table XXIII; the rank order
^iven each of the subjects by the business men In each clas
sification double checking each subject is given in Table
XXIV; the rank order given each of the subjects by the busi
ness men In each classification checking each subject once
is given in Table XXV; the toial number and per cent of busi
ness men double checking and checking once each subject is
given in Table XXVI.
Each classification, except government, ranked business
English first as being of most value for personal use*

Table

XXVI indicates that 254 business men, or 61.1% of those re
turning the check list, double checked this subject.

This

subject was checked once by 115 business men, or 27.8$ of
those returning the questionnaire.

Government offices ranked

typewriting first and business English second*
Commercial arithmetic was ranked second by being double
checked by 44 retailers, 24 wholesalers, 34 manufacturers, 14

Table XXXI
SUBJECTS that should be retailed in the hi chi school
COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM BECAUSE OF PERSONAL USE VALUE AS CHECKED
BT 415 BUSINESS MEN ENGAGEDIN SEVERAL TYPES OF BUSINESSES

vocational commercial

MonuRetail* tihole* fao*
ere
salera turera
XX X
XX X
XX X
40

24 24 21

3

13 20

7 1 3

18

4 15

5 3

a

7 11

7 0 1

8 10

11

13

9

12

6 4

0 11

7

16 0 2

9 16

2 13

0

5

2 10

1 4

0

0

0

7 0 0

0

8

4

10

4 12

2

6

3

7

2

8

2

4

3 2

1

10

4

9

2

12

2

3

6 2

0

4

I

2

1 1

0

7

2 12

2

6

5

5

2 6

0

6

2 12 0 0

2

9

11 14 11 11 13 12 12

3 12

10

4

1 2 15

9

2 15 11 4 4 19

8

14

7 12

13

13 28

9 12

13

2. Shorthand

16 29

13

28

8 19

3* Bookkeeping

34 41

20

32

5« Retail Selling

36

31

6. Advertising

14 21

7. Office Practice

11

6* Commercial
Arithmetic

44 32

23

9. Business English 49 35

3 16
11

6

19 10 IS

3 20

1

5

3 21

26

24 26
31

34

20 45

OH
and MisoelGaa laneous
XX X XX X

9 6

11 17 20

33

5 20

Pub*
Govlish* Utlll* e m era
tlea meat
XX X
XX X XX X

10

23

u Typewriting

4* Office Machine
Practice

Transpar* Insur*
tation, anoe Banka
XX X XX X
XX X

14

5 17

12 24

14

9 21

6

14

3 IS

13

11

15

15

This table should be read as followss S3 retailers double checked typewriting as being of moat per
sonal use value; 40 chocked typewriting once as being of some personal use value, ©to*

Table m i l
PER CENT OF 415 BUSINESS MEN ENGAGED IN SEVERAL TYPES OP BUSINESSES
WHO INDICATED CERTAIN VOCATIONAL COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS THAT SHOULD BE RETAINED IN
__________________ THE HIGH SCHOOL COMMERCE CURRICULUM BECAUSE OF THEIR PERSONAL USE VALUE_______________ _______
Manufaoturers
X X X

Transportation Insurance
X X X
X X X

34.0 41.2 38.1 38*1

37.5 41.0

37.9 58.6

54.0 37.8

48.3 34.5

47.4 31.6

15.0 65,0

24.1 41.4

35.1 48 .6 13.7 61.7

26,3 15.8

29.7 35.1

31.0 41.4

31.6 21.1

0,0 55.0

25.9 59,3

Retailers
X X X
*1#

Wholesalers
X X X

Banks
XX X

Publish*
era
Utilities
XX X
XX X

Governmeat
XX X

Oil and
gas
XX X

Mlsoellaneous
XX a X

74,1 25.9

12.5 37,5

50.0 50.Q

25.0 35.0 40*7 25.9

0.0 12.5

26.7 33*3

0.0 25.0

30.0 53.3

0.0

0.0 26.7

37.5 25.0

3*3 33.3

7.4 12.5 12.6

0*0 23.3

2.

16#5 29.9

20.6 44.4

14.3 34.0

3*

35.0 42.3

31.7 50.8

23 .2 50.0 31.0 41.4

4*

5.2 20.6

4.8 25.4

10.7 23.2

6.9 44,8

0.0 13.5

6.9 34.5

5,3 21.1

0.0 0,0

0,0 25.9

5#

37*1 32.0 17.5 30.1

16.3 26.8

13.7 34,5

10,8 32 .4

6,9 17.2

15.8 36.8

10.0 40.0

7.4 14.8

6.

14.4 21.5

4.3 31.7 17.9 25.0 13,7 31.0 54.0 32.4

6.9 10.3

26.3 10.5

0,0 20,0

3.7

7.

11.3 23.7

7.9 41.3

53,6 37,5

17.2 17.2

10.5 31.6

0.0 30,0

7.4 44.4

3#

45.4 33.0 38.1 41.3

60.7 19.6

29.7 35.1

41,4 41,4

15.8 63,2

50.0 20,0 48.1 40.7

9.

50.5 36.0 49.2 31,7

80.4 89,3 58.6 41.4 64.8 24.3

72.4 20.7

73.7 15.8

75,0 10.0

6.9 41,4 54,0 16.2
48.3 37,9

0*0

0.0 0*0

6.7 30.0

12.5 25.0 50.0 30.0

55.6 40.7 50.0 50.0 63*3 26,7

♦See Table XXII for key#
This table should be read as follows: 34^ of the retailers double checked "typewriting1* as being of most personal use
value; 41.2/o of the retailers checked "typewriting** as being of some personal use value#
H*

03

w

Table XXXV
VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS IN RANK ORDER
WHICH 415 BUSINESS MEN CONSIDERED SHOULD BE RETAINED
IN THE COMMERCE CURRICULUM BECAUSE OF MOST PERSONAL USE VALUE
Manu-Trans*
PubGovRetail- Whole- faoporInsurlieh- Utlli- eraera
ealers turera taticm anoe
Banka
era
tlea
ment

Rank

Oil
and
Gaa

Miacellaneoua

Firat

9*

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

1

9

9

Sec(Hid

8

1

8

8

1

1

1

8

9

5

1

Third

5

8

7

1

6

8

3

2

8

1

8

Fourth

3

3

1

3

7

3

2

1

2

6

3

Fifth

1

2

3

2

2

7

6

5

3

8

2

Sixth

2

5

6

5

3

2

5

3

5

2

7

Seventh

6

7

5

6

8

4

8

4

7

3

5

Eighth

7

4

2

4

5

5

7

6

6

4

4

Ninth

4

6

4

7

4

€

4

7

4

7

6

♦See Table XXII for key#
This table should be read as follows*
of most personal use value#

Retailers ranked item No. 9 first, as the subject

Table XXV
VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS IN RANK ORDER
WHICH 416 BUSINESS MEN CONSIDERED SHOULD BE RETAINED
IN THE COMMERCE CURRICULUM BECAUSE OP SOME PERSONAL USE VALUE
Gov
Manu
Trans
Us h  Utili ern
Insur
por
Retail Whole fac
ers
ment
Banks
ers
salers turers tation ance
ties

Rank

Oil
and
Gas

Miscel
laneous

First

3*

3

9

1

2

2

8

1

3

9

3

Second

1

2

3

4

1

3

5

3

7

1

1

Third

9

7

1

2

3

8

1

6

8

3

2

Fourth

8

8

7

3

8

1

7

2

9

6

3

Fifth

5

1

2

7

5

4

3

7

1

8

7

Sixth

2

6

6

9

6

9

4

6

2

2

8

Seventh

7

9

6

8

9

6

2

8

4

Eighth

6

5

4

5

7

7

9

9

5

4

9

Ninth

4

4

8

6

4

6

6

4

6

7

8

6

4

•See Table XXII for key*
This table should be read as follows*
of some personal use value*

Retailers ranked Itam No* S first, as the subject

155

136

Table XXVI
VOCATIONAL COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS THAT SHOULD BE
RETAINED BECAUSE OP PERSONAL USE VALUE
AS CHECKED BY 415 BUSINESS MEN
ENGAGED IN SEVERAL TYPES
OP BUSINESSES
Checked Twice
No,
$

Checked Once
No.
%

171

41*4

172

41.4

90

21,7

149

36.0

118

28,5

187

45.3

4* Office Machine Practice

19

4.6

96

23.2

5. Retail Selling

78

13.8

123

29.7

6* Advertising

33

8.0

95

23.1

7. Office Practice

34

8.0

126

30.4

8* Commercial Arithmetic

181

43.8

143

34.3

9* Business English

254

61.1

115

27.8

1* Typewriting
2. Shorthand
3. Bookkeeping

This table should be read as follows: 171 business men*
or 41.4$ of those returning the questionnaire, double checked
typewriting, indicating that this is one of the subjects of
most personal use value and should be retained in the commerce
curriculum; 172 business men, or 41*4$, checked typewriting
once, indicating that it is a subject of some personal use
value, and should be retained In the conferee curriculum*
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transportation offices, 10 public utilities, and 15 miscel
laneous#
Typewriting was ranked second by 24 wholesalers (tieing
with commercial arithmetic in this classification), 20 insur
ance offices, 14 bankers, 9 publishers, and 15 miscellaneous
(tieing with commercial arithmetic in this classification)*
The three subjects considered of most p©rsonal-use value
are business English* commercial arithmetic, and typewriting*
in that order, as double checked by business men in Louisiana*
Bookkeeping ranked relatively high as the fourth subject
of most personal-use value, receiving 118 double checks, or
28*5$ of those replying, and 187 single checks, or 45*3# of
those replying, giving it first place in the single check
list*
Shorthand ranked fifth, retail selling sixth, advertis
ing seventh, office practice eighth, and office machine prac
tice ninth, as being of most per3onal-use value*

Retail sell

ing was ranked second by the oil and gas business, and third
by retailers*
The four subjects, business English, commercial arithmetic,
typewriting, and bookkeeping, so far outranked the remaining
vocational subjects listed on the check list, that it may
safely be said that these four subjects are the ones that busi
ness men believe should be retained in the curriculum as 0g
greatest personal-use value*

Shorthand was checked once as

being of some personal-use value by 149 business men, or 36#
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of those replying, giving it third place on the single check
list.

Some business men added penmanship to the list of

subjects of personal-use value*
*£oes the commercial department in the high school tend
to enroll students who are average or above average in ability,
below average* or all kinds?”

Business men pretty generally

agree that little or no guidance is exercised in selecting
pupils for the commercial courses in high schools*

The fol

lowing indicates the opinions of 415 business men as to ability
rating of boys and girls electing the commercial courses in
high school:
Humber Times
Checked

Per
Cent

1. Average or above

53

15.

2, Below average

32

9.

268

76*

5, All kinds

A summary of the opinions of business men in Louisiana
relative to the ability rating of commercial graduates of the
high schools is found in Table XXVII,
An examination of Table XXVIII will indicate that busi
ness men are in agreement with educators that vocational com
mercial courses In the high school should, be opened only to
those whose Interests, aptitudes, and abilities assure rea
sonable success in their chosen vocations.

The basis for

selecting high school students for the commercial department
according to 415 business leaders in Louisiana Is as follows:
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Table XXVII
THE REACTIONS OF 415 BUSINESS UEN ENGAGE? I? SEVERAL TYPES
OF BUSINB.SSES AS TO T?P ABILITY RATING OF BOYS AND
GIFLS ELECTING THE CON'ERCIAL COURSES IN
HIGH SCHOOLS
Average
or Above
/b
No.

Below
Average
No.
%

All
hinds
No.
%

Total

Retailing

15

10.3

3

3.4

69

86.3

87

Wholesale

10

20.0

2

4.0

38

76.0

50

Manuf ec tur irg

3

7.5

6

15.0

31

77.5

40

Transportation.

7

28.0

1

4.0

17

68.0

25

Insurance

2

6.7

2

6.7

26

86.6

30

Banking

5

18.5

2

7.4

20

74.1

27

Publishing

0

•
o

o

3

18.7

13

81.3

16

Public Utility

1

6.2

6

37.5

9

57.3

16

Government

0

0.0

2

8.2

22

91. S

24

Oil and Gas

1

12.5

0

0.0

7

87.5

8

Miscellaneous

9

36.0

5

20.0

11

44.0

25

This table should be read as follows: 15 retailers, or
10.3^, expressed the opinion that high school students elect
ing the commercial course in high schools were average or
above average in ability; 3 retailers, or 3*4/o, expressed the
opinion that below average ability students elected the com
merce curriculum; and 69 retailers, or 86*3?, stated that it
was their opinion that the commerce curriculum tended to
enroll all kinds of high school" students.
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Table XXVIII
EASIS FOR SELECTING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FOR THE
COMMERCIAL DEE ART”.EFT AS SUGGESTED BY 415
BUSINESS YEN ENGAGED IN SEVERAL
TYPES OF BUSINESSES

Open to
all
students
No.
%

Open to students
whose abilities,
aptitudes, and
interests assure
reasonable suc
cess In their
chosen vocation
No.
i

Commercial
courses for
inferior
sttidents
No.
%

Retailers

29

30.2

67

69.8

0

0

Wholesalers

12

19.35

50

80.65

0

0

Manufacturers

14

26.4

39

73.6

0

0

Transportati on

11

39.3

17

60.7

0

0

Insurance

11

29.7

26

70.3

0

0

Banks

9

31.0

20

69.0

0

0

Publishers

4

21.05

15

78.95

0

0

Utilities

6

31.6

13

68.4

0

0

Government

8

29.6

19

70.4

0

0

Oil and Gas

0

0.0

8

100.0

0

0

0

0

Miscellaneous

11

36.66

19

63.33

This table should be read as follows: 29 retailers, or
30.2^, expressed it as their opinion that commercial courses
in the high school should be open to all students; 67 retailers,
or 69.8$>, believed that commercial courses in the high school
should be opened only to those students whose abilities, ap
titudes, and interests assure reasonable success in their
chosen vocation; 0 retailers expresses the opinion that com
mercial courses be open to the Inferior- students only.
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Number Times
Checked

Per
Gent

l* Commercial courses open
to all students

115

20*2

2* For students whose abil
ities, aptitudes, and
interests assure reason
able success in their
chosen vocations

293

71.8

0

0*0

3* Commercial courses for
inferior students

Possibly some had in mind that commercial courses have per
sonal use value, and might be elected for that purpose by any
student in the high school.

No business man was in favor of

using the commercial department as a dumping ground for the
inferior student*
Following are some comments made by business men in
Louisiana concerning vocational guidance for commercial stu
dents in the high schools:
"•■••There seems to bo a lack of separating the
'wheat from the chaff,’ or rather of trying to teach
a boy fit only for a blacksmith or a farmer to be a
stenographer— the terms used are illustrative only..."
"..♦Select those students whose ability along
commercial lines has been ascertained to take the
commercial courses."
"...His complete ignorance of what is expected
of him once he gets a job. This isn't generally true
of ^irls applying for stenographic positions or as
machine operators, but it is of the average high
school boy, who enters commerce with very little
knowledge of what it is all about*"
"I believe that a large share of students who
take such courses (commercial) arc not earnestly
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Interested In really learning something of value, hut
take them to avoid Latin and other subjects which
are usually t ought to he more difficult*"
"As a rule, I find that the average high school
student is fairly equipped to do general work; at
least to a degree to he r e a d i l y adaptable to new
systems and Ideas, There is a tendency, however,
to turn out many students who are definitely not
suitable for commercial fields. Proper vocational
guidance and analysis would do much to eliminate this."
Are business men in favor of practical cooperative train
ing in high school commercial education in which the student
works part time in the office» store, etc., either with or
without pay, and attends school part time? The check list
was returned by

415

business men*

replies to this question*

Table

XXIX

summarizes the

A majority of the business men

in each classification, with the exception of those engaged
In transportation, banking, and the oil and gas business,
were in favor of cooperative training with pay.

However,

46.4^ of those engaged in transportation, 26% of those en
gaged in hanking, and 57*5^ of those engaged in the oil and
gas business were In favor of cooperative training with pay.
Forty-four par cent of those engaged in banking were in favor
of cooperative training without pay, and 505? of those In the
oil and ^as business were In favor of cooperative training
without pay*

A larger percentage of those engaged in trans

portation, banking, publishing and manufacturing were not
in favor of cooperative train' g than in the other classifi
cations.

The nature of those businesses, to some extent,

will account for this reaction*

The reaction of 415

Table XXIX
THE ADVISABILITY OF PRACTICAL COOPERATIVE TRAINING
IF HIGH SCHOOL ACCORDING TO 415 BUSINESS HEN
Yes
With Pay
Ho*
%

Yes
Without Pay
Ho.
%

Total

No
So.

*

Retailers

58

59.8

26

26.8

13

13.4

97

Wholesalers

40

62.5

15

25.0

8

12.5

63

Manufacturera

53

58.9

10

17.9

13

23.2

56

Transportation

13

46.4

2

7.2

13

46.4

28

Insurance

22

60.0

13

34.6

2

5.4

37

7

26.0

12

44.0

8

30.0

27

Publishers

10

52.6

4

21.1

5

26.3

19

Utilities

12

63.1

5

26.3

2

10,6

19

Government

23

85.2

3

11.1

1

3.7

27

3

37.5

4

50.0

1

12.5

8

18

60.0

8

26.7

4

13.3

30

Banks

Oil and Gas
Miscellaneous

This table should be read as follows: 58 retailers, or
59.8$, stated that they were in favor of practical cooperative
training in high school commercial education, with pay Dor
the student doing part time work; 26 retailers, or 26.8$>, were
in favor of cooperative training, but without pay for the stu
dent; 15 retailers, or 15.4$, were not in favor of cooperative
training.
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representative business men in Louisiana as to the advis
ability of practical cooperative training in high school
commercial education is as follows:
Number Times
Chocked

Per
Cent

1. Yes, with pay

235

58*2

2* Yes, without pay

101

25.0

68

16.8

3. No

With the sentiment so overwhelmingly in favor of prac
tical cooperative training in high school commercial educa
tion, on the part of business men a challenge is given to
administrators and teachers of commercial education in
Louisiana that cannot be ignored*
The following comments by business men of Louisiana
relative to this phase of high school commercial education
were made in answer to the question, "What is your chief

criticism of the product of the high school commerce depart
ment?"
"It seems to me that it would be helpful to
have a plan that would provide some actual experience
for students before their first job— would mean so
much to the student and also s.-old dismissal in many
cases of individuals who apply for jobs stating that
they con do the work— later finding it too complicated
and difficult to accomplish*"
"The product of the high school commercial de
partment, as well as the product of college commer
cial departments, are as a general rule lacking in
actual experience In the business world* I think
your No. VII is one of the most important questions*"

"High schools and commercial schools of the South
have not kept pace with business methods."
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"Students should have opportunity to apply
the knowledge as they study. This means that they
should work in the business world during school
term or during the summer period#"
"Students are taught theory only, with no
attention paid to the practical phases of the busi
ness world#"
"After the student leaves high school, he
should be required to spend some time In an office
before he Is eligible for graduation from school."
"In my business, a part time student would be ot
no value, and the use of his services would, in most
cases, be a favor to the student and should be con
sidered as a part of his education."
I am in favor of cooperative training without
pay for the apprentice. It would be very helpful
to the student with the proper interest and ability,
but would be too much to ask of the business man
whose time spent in training would represent quite an
expense— to say nothing of the loss of good will as
a result of possible offense to business prospects
by inexperienced students."
Should the teacher training program In business educa
tion include some practical business experience? This ques
tion is receiving a great deal of attention at the present
time.

Supervisors of business teacher training are giving

serious consideration to makin- actual business experience a
requirement for certification.

Do business men believe that

commercial teachers in the high school should have actual
business experience?

This question was directed to approx

imately one thousand business men In Louisiana with the
request that they check one of the three answers as follows:
(i) Of great importance; (2) of some Importance; (5) of lit
tle or no Importance.

One of the three answers was checked

by 409 of the 415 business men who returned the questionnaire#
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A tabulation of the replies by business classifications
will be found in Table XXX*
Each of the eleven business classifications with the
exception of the miscellaneous _roup agreed overwhelmingly
that actual business experience for the commercial teacher
ftas of great importance*

lliile 43*4$ of the miscellaneous

group agreed that actual business experience for the commer
cial teacher was of great importance, 53.3^ agreed that it
was of some importance*

What business men believe regarding

the importance of actual business experience for high school
commercial teachers is indicated as follows:
Number Times
Checked

Per
Cent

1.

Of

great importance

280

68*4

2.

Of

some importance

109

26*7

little or no importance 20

4*9

3*t Of

As further evidence that business men believe that com
mercial .teachers should become more ccnscious of the necessity
of a better coordination between business training in the
school and the pupil in the position, the following comments
received from business men in Louisiana are quoted:
”To the best of rry knowledge the average high
school commercial teacher does not have a clear
understanding of the problems that the student
will encounter in regular business life, since
o t experience proves that the student or appli
cant lacks the knowledge that is needed in our
everyday business practice*”
”The teachers do not seem to have hud any
practical experience and their pupils go out into

Table XXX
THE IMPORTANCE 0^ ACTUAL FIJPINFEf EXPERIENCE
FOR HIGH SCROOL COMMERCE TEA CPIERG AS
II'TIGATET T-Y 415 PUS IEESS HEN
EH GAO;ED IN SEVERAL TYPES ■
Of Little
Of Groat
Of Some
or Ho
Importance Importance Importance
Ho*
aT”
Ko.
JT" "Eo.

Total

Retailing

63

66.3

25

26.3

7

7.4

95

Wholesale

43

76.2

11

17.4

4

6.4

63

i.anufacturing

40

72.7

14

25.5

1

1.8

55

Transportation

17

60.7

10

35.7

1

3.6

28

Insurance

26

70.0

8

21.6

3

8.4

37

Banking

21

72.4

6

20.7

2

6.9

29

Publishing

14

77.8

3

16.7

1

5.5

18

Utilities

14

77.7

4

22.3

0

C.O

18

Government

18

66.7

9

33.3

0

0.0

27

6

75.0

2

25.0

0

0.0

8

13

43.4

16

53.3

1

3.3

30

Oil and Gas
Miscellaneous

,

This table should ■be read as follows: 63 retailers 03
66*3^ of those returning the questionnaire, believed that it
was of great importance that hith school commerce teachers
have actual business experience before being certified; 25,
or 26.3;1>, believed that it was of some importance; 7, or 7*4$,
believed that it was of little or no importance.
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the world seeming to have very little idea of what
it is all about* Granted that this is sometimes
the fault of the student, it is sadly true that
many students have to be nuntaught” some of the
things they learned before they are useful in an
office*”
"It is my opinion that it is absolutely essential
for teachers of commerce to have had actual business
experience*”
”Pupils have been trained, in most cases, in
theory only* I think every high school teacher of
commercial subjects should be required to have sev
eral years of actual business experience*”
"The average high school does not have a teacher
who knows much more about the commercial world than
the pupil that he or she teaches*”
n.*,lack of adequate personal experience in lines
taught by teachers, and lack of ability to put the
subject over.”
"Ail in all, 1 believe that high school teachers
of commerce should have some practical experience*
However, some practical persons are poor teachers;
some teachers have not had enough experience to impart
knowledge; then there are some who have had no prac
tical experience but have the ability to teach better
than some with practical experience*"
"Lack of push in teachers*”
ence.

"Teachers do not have sufficient business experi
Methods are not practical for business training*

"Seems to me a teacher handling pupils of high
school age should have some experience in handling em
ployees, at least have enough experience to broaden
their viewpoint."
From the above it can be seen that business men in
Louisiana are convinced that high school commerce teachers
should have some practical business experience before they
are certified*

Summary
Business wants to cooperate with educators in Louisiana
in training young men and young women for business careers*
The whole-hearted response of 415 business men to a threepage check list, and additional comments attached to the
check list, indicate their vital interest in the problem
of business education on the high school level*

W. J, Cam

eron, of the Ford Motor Company, in discussing education for
business# said:
"Business and education always have been
related; together they flourish or fail*"
Business men in Louisiana have, in effect, said the same
thing.

The check lists were returned by a fairly large

spread with respect to typos of businesses.

Replies were

received from 97 retail establishments, 63 wholesale houses,
56 manufacturing plants, 29 transportation and communication
companies, 37 insurance companies, 29 banks, 19 publishing
and printing establishments, 20 utility companies, 27 govern
ment offices, 3 oil and gas companies, and 30 miscellaneous
business organizations.
An overwhelming majority of business men in Louisiana
who returned the check lists believed that there is need for
secondar3r vocational business education*

A total of 396 busi

ness men in all classifications, or 95.5$ of those replying,
indicated that they believed that there is a distinct need
for vocational commercial education on the high school level*

X50
These business men believe that the most significant
deficiency of the high school commerce curriculum is
ficient emphasis on developing personal traits considered
desirable In the business world, such as accuracy, respon
sibility, promptness, neatness, honesty, thoroughness, ini
tiative, ability to get along with people, etc*

A total of

288, or 69.6$ of those returning the check list, double
checked this item as being a most significant deficiency in
the training of high school boys and girls*

This item was

single checked by 96 business men, or 23*2 $ of those return
ing the check list, as being of some significance*
Hanking second as a most significant deficiency of the
high school commerce curriculum was lack of emphasis on fun
damental tool subjects, such as spelling, arithmetic, gram
mar, and business English*

This item was double checked by

239 business men, or 58$ of those returning the check list.
A single check was given this item by 104 business men, or
25.4$ of those returning the check list.
Less than fifty per cent of the business men returning
the check list double checked each of five other deficiencies
of the high school commerce curriculum*
they are:

In their rank order

Training too meager In the technical business sub

jects, double checked by 131 business men, or 31*6$, and single
checked by 134 business men, or 32.4$; Insufficient emphasis
on developing occupational Intelligence, double checked by
126 business men, or 30*4$, and single checked by 158 business
men, or 38.1$; Insufficient emphasis on training for general
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clerical jobs, double checked by 79 business men, or 18.9$,
and single checked by 142 business men, or 34.3$; insuffi
cient emphasis on training for the distributive occupations,
double checked by 75 business men, or 17*9$, and single
checked by 97 business men, or 23*7$; insufficient emphasis
on the social business subjects, double checked by 65 busi
ness men* or 15*7$, and single checked by 105 business men,
or 25*4$.
In the opinion of business men in Louisiana there are
certain vocational commercial subjects that have a personal
use value aside from their vocational Implications that make
them worthy of consideration as a part of the high school cur
riculum for all students, both vocational and non-vocational*
These subjects are business English, commercial arithmetic,
typewriting, and bookkeeping*

Each classification of busi

ness men with the exception of those classified under gov
ernment ranked business English in first place as of most
personal-use value.

By business classifications commercial

arithmetic was ranked second by retailers, wholesalers, manu
facturers, transportation companies, and utilities; typewrit
ing was ranked second by insurance companies, banks, publishers,
and the miscellaneous group*

A total number of 181 business

men, or 43*8$ of those replying double checked commercial
arithmetic as being of most personal-uSe value, and a total
of 171 business men, or 41*4$ double checked typewriting as
being of most personal-use value*

Bookkeeping ranked fourth

In the list of subjects of most personal-use value as double
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checked by 118 business men, or 28.5$ of those replying.
However, bookkeeping was single checked by 187 business men
as being of some personal-use value.

Shorthand ranked fifth,

retail selling sixth, advertising seventh, office practice,
eighth, and office machine practice ninth*

These latter five

subjects received relatively few checks as compared with the
first four subjects mentioned*
Business men in Louisiana are generally agreed that lit
tle or no guidance is exercised in selecting pupils for the
vocational commercial courses in the high schools.

In reply

to the question, "Does the commercial department in the high
school, as you know it at present, tend to enroll students
who are average in ability, below average, or all kinds?11
268 business men, or 76$ of those replying, answered "all
kinds,®

However, 53, or 15$ of those replying, gave it as

their opinion that average or above average students elected
the commerce courses, and 32, or 9$ of those replying, stated
that their experience with the graduates of the commercial
departments of the high schools led them to believe that com
mercial graduates were below average In ability.
Business men in Louisiana are In agreement with educa
tors that vocational commercial courses in the high school
should be opened only to thoB e whose

interests, aptitudes,

and abilities, assure reasonable success in their chosen
vocations.

Of the 415 business men returning the check lists,

293, or 71,8$, would make this the basis for selecting high
school students for the vocational commercial subjects*

However, 115 business men, or 28,2$ of the total number reply
ing, would leave the commercial courses open to all students.
None were in favor of using the commercial department as the
dumping ground for inferior students*
Business men of Louisiana are overwhelmingly in favor of
practical cooperative training in high school commercial edu
cation*

A total of 356 business men, or 83.2$ of those reply

ing to the questionnaire, stated that they were in favor of
this phase of vocational commercial education*

There was

some disagreement as to whether the student should be paid
for part-time cooperative training*

Nevertheless, 235 busi

ness men, or 58*2$, were in favor of paying a small wage for
this type of work, while 101 business men were in favor of
cooperative training without pay*

Only 68 business men, or

16.8$, were not in favor of cooperative training*

Those not

In favor of practical cooperative training were in most cases
engaged in a type of business where this type of training
would be impractical from their point of view*

The greatest

per cent of negative answers were received from transporta
tion and communication companies and banks*
Business men in Louisiana are firmly convinced that com
mercial teachers should become more conscious of the necessity
for a better coordination between business training in the
school and the pupil in the position*

These business men be

lieve that the teacher training program in business education
should include some practical business experience*

A total

of 280 business men in all classifications, or 68.4$ of those

3.54
checking this item indicated that they considered business
experience for the prospective commercial teacher of great
importance*

A total of 109 business men, or 26*7$ of those

checking this item indicated that they considered business
experience of some Importance for prospective business teachers,
while only 20 business men, or 4#9$ of those checking this
Item indicated that they considered actual business experi
ence for prospective commercial teachers of little or no
importance*
From the replies received in answer to the final ques
tion on the check list, "tfhat is your chief criticism of the
product of the high school commercial department?n It would
seem that business men have not confined themselves to criti
cisms of the high school graduates whom they employ, but rather
have directed their criticisms toward the system of education
i

that produced these employees#*
grouped into five categories#

These criticisms may be

The first Is directed against

the curriculum; the second calls attention to a seeming lack
of vocational guidance; the third points out a lack of co
operation between the schools and business; the fourth finds
fault with the teachers; and the fifth Is directed against
the commercial students#
The chief deficiencies of the curriculum as the business
man sees It are as follows:

^■See appendix*

Lack of emphasis on the fundamental tool subjects,
such as English— with emphasis on spelling, punctu
ation, grammar, penmanship, letter writing, and
diction— and arithmetic*
Too narrow— limited to the traditional skill sub
jects, shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.
There should be more background subjects, such
as elementary economics, business organization
and management, business law, etc*

Job opportu

nities not taken into consideration; more specific
training for the types of commercial jobs found
in the community*
Has not kept pace with modern business methods*
Nineteenth century business methods being taught;
lack of modern equipment in the commercial de
partment*
Lack of emphasis on developing desirable personal
traits considered essential for success in the
business world*
Lack of emphasis on developing occupational in
telligence, that is how to adjust to the first
job, limitations of initial jobs, promotional
opportunities, the necessity for further study,
the importance of Initiative and self-reliance,
etc.
Vocational skill subjects should be placed in the
last two years of high school and there should be
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twelve years of public school, or post-high school
vocational courses of one or two years*
With reference to guidance the following criticisms
were found:
1P A tendency for inferior students to be placed in
the commercial department*
2. Only students who show aptitudes and abilities for
the type of work for which they are preparing
should be encouraged to pursue vocational com
mercial courses.
3. Commercial courses may be opened to all students
as electives, but vocational and non-vocational
students should be segregated*
4. Lack of adequate information relative to job
requirements•
The schools and business are not working together to
produce vocationally competent employees in that:
1. Theory and practice are not coordinated*
2. Students are not given opportunities to put into
practice the skills being developed in schools.
In regard to commerce teachers in the high schools* the
following criticisms were found:
1. They are immature*
2. They are not acquainted with modern business
methods*
3* They are lacking in practical business experience.
4. They lack initiative*
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Practically all criticisms directed against high school
graduates might he classified under one or the other of the
above categories.

A number of business men mentioned the

immaturity of the high school graduate, their lack of seri
ousness of purpose, sense of responsibility, initiative, de
pendability, etc*

Many times they mentioned that these high

school graduates were not qualified for commercial positions
without considerable additional training on the job*

While

calling attention to the deficiencies of the product of the
high school, business men were not unaware that all of these
deficiencies were not chargeable to the schools*

The In

creased complexity of modern industry and commerce has pro
duced a problem that has not been easy to solve*

The college

diploma of 1958 Is worth about the same as the high school
diploma of 1908*

Business and Industry are hiring college

graduates today where they hired high school graduates thirty
years ago*

Despite the fact that green men are carefully

hand-picked by industry and commerce in many Instances, they
still are not able for some time to step into jobs of any
degree of permanence*

Many organizations have found it

necessary to establish training schools to bridge the gap
between school and the job*

Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RE COlftR5ENDAT IONS FOR TEE REORGANIZATION
OF SECONDARY BUSINESS EDUCATION
IN LOUISIANA
The purpose of this chapter is to present briefly the
conclusions and recommendations deduced from the findings
presented in the preceding chapters.

The procedure will be

to take up in order the following problems which have been
derived from the study#
(A) An evaluation of the place of secondary commercial
education In the scheme of education as a whole.
(B) An evaluation of the place and present status of
secondary commercial education In the public high schools of
Louisiana as it is now administered.
(C) An evaluation of the aims of secondary commercial
education In Louisiana based upon the statements of school ad
ministrators, teachers, representative business men In Louisi
ana, and leaders In the field of secondary business education.
(D) An evaluation of the present commercial curriculum
in the secondary schools of Louisiana based upon modern trends
in secondary commercial education, objective?- agreed upon by
national leaders In secondary commercial education, administra
tors and teachers in Louisiana, and the suggestions and criti
cisms of representative business men in Louisiana, with recom
mendations for a plan of curriculum reorganization.
(E) The need for further study in the field of secondary
commercial education.
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The history of commercial education In this country dates
back to colonial days*
for business*

Its aim was to give technical preparation

Throughout tho colonial period and down to the

last decade of the nineteenth century* commercial education
was largely a matter of private venture*

The private business

college era began in the third decade of the nineteenth cen
tury and the business college has grown and thrived with ever
Increasing impetus down to the present day*

In the early

*90*3 of the last century the single channel through which
business education had developed breaks up Into three streams*
One of these streams represents the continued efforts of the
private business school*

Another one comes into existence

with the establishment of the Wharton School of Finance of
the University of Pennsylvania* and the Amos Tuck School of
Commerce at Dartmouth*

The third stream represents the dev

elopment of commercial education In the high schools of this
country*

Public commercial education patterned itself largely

upon the business college type, which caused public commercial
education to suffer In the long run*
Prior to 1390 private commercial education dominated the
field of business training*

Of the total number of pupils en

rolled In commercial courses, 85% were In private commercial
schools*

This lead has been decreased gradually until In

1954, 92$ were enrolled in public high schools.

In 1934 it

was estimated that approximately 1,600,000 students were en
rolled in commercial courses in the public high schools, and
In 1956, it was estimated that this number had increased to
approximately 2,000*000 students, while the secondary school

n

population was estimated at approximately 7,000,000#

r*v

This

dynamic and expansive crowth has placed commercial education
at the front of all secondary vocational education, and no
single subject field in the secondary school equals it in
popularity#
future#

Indications point to a continued growth in the

*»©w conceptions of aims and objectives will lead to

a greater variety of courses and curriculums and the extent
sion of public commercial education to the junior college#
By this means, the weakness of the high school commercial
training, due to the lurrnturity of students, will be largely
overcome#
These tendencies in commercial education are indicative
not only of the changes that have taken place in the social
and economic systems of the nation, but a wider conception of
the meaning of public education? a conception that is Inclusive of vocational education as an essential part of the edu
cational program#
The Status of Secondary Commercial Education
in Louisiana
There are 569 state-approved high schools In Louisiana
(1936-37)#

Commercial subjects are offered In 148 of these

high schoo-s#

These 148 state-approved public high schools

enroll 13,195 students in commercial courses, and employ
185 commerce teachers#

The traditional courses, bookkeeping,

shorthand, and typewriting, predominate#
most popular commercial suvjects

bookkeeping is the

130 high schools offer this

subject, or 81*1$ of the schools offering commercial subjects*
Two years of bookkeeping are offered in 69 high schools*
Typewriting ranks second in popularity with 115 schools offer
ing this subject, or 78*3$ of the schools offering commercial
subjects*

Shorthand ranks third with 92 high schools offer

ing this subject, or 62*2$ of the schools offering commercial
subjects*

Commercial geography and arithmetic are general

requirements in all high schools, and were not considered in
the statistical data*

Other commercial subjects found were

commercial law, economics, business English, junior business
training, and office practice,

however, only 9 schools of

fered commercial law, 5 schools offered economics, 5 schools
offered junior business training, 3 schools offered business
English, and 1 school offered office practice*

In a majority

of the high schools the commercial curriculum consists of com
mercial geography, arithmetic, and bookkeeping; or commercial
geography, arithmetic, bookkeeping, and typewriting; or com
mercial geography, arithmetic, bookkeeping, shorthand, and
typewriting.

Only one school offered as many as 7 units

commercial work*

of

The program in this school consisted of

two years of shorthand, two years of typewriting, two years
of bookkeeping, economics, commercial law, commercial geog
raphy, and arithmetic*
In actual practice there has been no radical change in
the commercial curriculum in Louisiana during the past seven
teen years.

However, the present State Course of Study for
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High Schools suggests a wide range of commercial subjects*
The addition of these subjects is left largely to local
initiative*
There are 108 commerce teachers in the public high
schools of Louisiana who teacli only commercial subjects,
and there are 77 commerce teachers who are called on to
teach one or more non-commercial subjects.

The academic

and professional training of these teachers is relatively
superior.

Only seven teachers of the 185 commerce teachers

employed in public high schools do not have a degree.

Eight

commerce teachers have the master's degree, and 170 commerce
teachers have the bachelor*s degree*
Because of the meagemess of the commercial curriculum
in many small high schools, commerce teachers have had to
prepare to teach other than commerce subjects.

An examina

tion of commerce teachers* transcripts indicated that in
practically every case the commerce teacher who had a raixed
schedule is teaching the subjects of her minor specializa
tion*
The median tenure of commerce teachers in Louisiana is
increasing*

The median tenure for the session 1930-31 was

2*4 years, and for the session 1936-37, it was 3.5 years*
Commercial teacher-training facilities are now adequate
to supply the demand for new beginning teachers and replace
ment turnover*

Fifty per cent of the beginning teachers for

the session 1920-21, were drawn from other states.

This

same percentage was drawn from other states for the session
1924-25#

For the session 1936-57, 95$ of the new beginning

commerce teachers were trained in Louisiana*
The general supervisory control of commercial education
in Louisiana Is exercised directly by a State Department of
Education, which functions under the State Superintendent of
Education*

There is no state director or supervisor of com

mercial education*

The influence of tlie State Department of

Education is the deciding element in the determination of
major policies and guiding principles in commercial educa
tion*

The attitude of the State Department of Education

toward commercial education is conservative and experimental,
awaiting a more definite determination of aims and values be
fore committing itself to a program of expansion in commer
cial education*

The Department and high school principals

and commerce teachers have shown that they are aware of the
unsatisfactory state of commercial education as at present
administered.

They have indicated that they believed that

consnercial education as now organized was not yielding the
values that it should.
However, coimnerclal education in the high schools of
Louisiana is not in a worse state than in the high schools
of many other states.

An examination of surveys and research

studies made In other states, state and city courses of study
in commerce, and the general body of literature in the field
of secondary commercial education reveal the inadequacy of
secondary commercial education in many states*

Idl
The State Department of Education has set up a commer—
cial curriculum for the high schools which provides for a
minimum of three units and a maximum of five units of work
in commercial subjects.

The general requirements and limi

tations governing credit in commercial subjects permit a
minimum of one-half unit and a maximum of five units to be
counted toward graduation.

Not less than one unit in short

hand or bookkeeping may be counted toward graduation.

A

separate and definite commerce curriculum, implying a welldefined sequence of subjects is possible in only a very few
high schools, and this is largely restricted to stenography
and bookkeeping.

In most high schools the commercial sub

jects are treated as free electives.
Evaluation of Aims
It has been shown that when commercial courses were
introduced into the high schools these courses were borrowed
from the business college and were of a narrow, technical
nature.

The aim of the private business college was to train

young people for immediate entrance into the business world
as stenographers, bookkeepers, and general clerks.

The aim

of the private business college was strictly vocational*

In

the days when business was less competitive and social and
economic life less complex, this aim was admirably served by
the private business college.

'When the high school borrowed

the business college curriculum, they also borrowed the busi
ness college objective.

The fact that the vocational aim did

1 65

not appear to be justifying itself in the light of results
obtained, and the fact that the respectability of the com
mercial subjects was questioned by administrators and teachers
of academic subjects led the friends of commercial education
to advance the claims of formal discipline for their subjects*
When Thorndike1s study^* of mental discipline appeared, however,
such doubt was cast upon faculty psychology that commerce
teachers, as well as teachers of non-commercial subjects, be
gan to look for further justification for their subject matter.
An examination of the literature in the field of commer
cial education indicates the following trends In the alms of
secondary business educationt
1. To provide technical skills adequate for an initial job,that is, preparation for simple office work. Today, curriculums
are being set up on the basis of job analyses and occupational
research,
2. To develop an ability to deal successfully with prob
lems of everyday life, that is, adapting business education to
the need of social and civic life, This means giving necessary
business information and skills to all pupils for use in per
sonal, social, and civic life.
3. A realization of the fact that there is no conflict be
tween commercial education and general education, that Is,
secondary eosxaercial education Is not something Isolated and
apart from general secondary education but a part of the whole,
^■Edward L. Thorndike, "Mental Discipline in High School
Studies," Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. XV (January
and February, 1924), pp. 1-22 and SS-§8.
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and all the accepted objectives of secondary education are ad
mitted to be objectives of commercial education*
The vocational objective has in no way been cast overboard
by the leaders in the field of secondary business education*
Keither has the vocational aim of secondary business educa
tion been negated by business men*

However, there is a dis

tinct trend away from strictly vocational objectives toward
social-businesa objectives, i.e., training for consumption,
or for personal use, and orientation.

They see no conflict

between general education and vocational education*

All of

them see difficulties in the way of setting up a program of
secondary commercial education with technical skill subjects
as the core and training for stenographic, bookkeeping, and
"I
clerical jobs as the sole objective*
It was shown in Chapter III that approximately 90% of
all enrollments in commercial education In Louisiana High
Schools occurred in three subjects:
ing, and shorthand*

bookkeeping, typewrit

Commercial education in Louisiana high

schools as It exists at the present time Is primarily voca
tional*

Eighty-five per cent of the high school principals

and teachers who checked the questionnaire gave this as an
objective of the commercial curriculum In their high schools*
Business men in Louisiana by direct statements and by Impli
cation, placed chief emphasis on the vocational objectives of
high school commercial education#

Mnety-f ive and a half per

cent of the business men who checked the questionnaire indi
cated that there was a distinct need for vocational commercial

■^See Tables XIII and XVI*

education on the high school level*
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These business men logi

cally contended that If vocational preparation Is the chief
objective of high school commercial education# as they believe
it to be, that vocational guidance must play an increasingly
important part In commercial training if it is to have either
real vocational or educational significance*

Business men

and educators in Louisiana agree that vocational commercial
courses should be opened only to those whose interests# apti
tudes# and abilities assure reasonable success in their chosen
vocations*

Of the 415 business men returning the check list#

295# or 71*8$, would make this the basis for selecting high
school students for the vocational commercial courses*
A far larger proportion of our population than ever be
fore is in school today*
aptitudes# and abilities*

There is a vast range of interests,
The high school population of today

is not as selective as it was a generation ago*

Business has

the right to expect that some sort of prognostic testing and
guidance will prevent misfits from preparing for and gaining
admittance into the wrong occupations*

Hence guidance is a

worthy,objective of high school business education*

This

means that the pupil must have his interests and abilities
tested; that he must study occupations and have some try-out
experience before making a choice; that he must be helped
through wise counseling to analyze his abilities and interests
that he must be guided Into a school program of studies that
will give him the best preparation for the type of work for
which he has the greatest aptitude and in which he may be
come economically independent*

3.68
At the present tine we have no reliable tests that, alone,
can be used for guidance in directing students into the vari
ous commercial curriculums,

The few that are available, such

as clerical-aptitude tests, personality tests, shorthand prog
nostic tests, etc,, cannot be used alone as criteria for de
termining the selection of pupils for various commercial cur
riculums, ^
Stuart has this to say of guidance for commercial stu
dents :
Guidance, to he really reliable must begin with
intelligence and personality testing accompanied by
careful exploratory work in subject matter in the
junior high school.
In the senior high school, guid
ance needs to be supplemented with definite prerequi
sites for electing subject matter.
These prerequisites
must be based upon scientific study and research as well
as upon experience. The first year of a continuous
subject should be a trial period, and no pupil should
continue the second year without an A or 13 grade for
this first y e a r fs work. The serious mistake we have
made in the past has been to allow pupils In commer
cial courses to continue In a subject when they are C
material* Business does not want C pupils, and at
present, business does not noed to employ C material.
The C pupils are the making of unhappy adults who
drift f r o m one position to a n o ther,^
If teachers are to guide students into commercial work,
they must not assume that all pupils can master all commer
cial subjects.

If pupils are not mentally equipped to do

the mathematics of an academic course, there is little

^iary Stuart, "Are there any really reliable guidance
techniques for directing students in the various commercial
curricula,” National Business hducation Quarterly, Vol. V,
No, l (Oet./TSSB)'/ v T T T . -------------- --------^ Ibld., p, 26,

likelihood that they will achieve vocational sueceae In
bookkeeping, which demands mathematical accuracy#

Surveys

have revealed positive correlation between aaccess in the
mastery of shorthand and success in the mastery of a foreign
language#

the mastery of these subjects requires a strong

English background# which should include an extensive vocabulary# English sense# an ability to construct sentences#
aiid an ability to punctuate properly#

Unless# then# a stu-

dent possesses this English background# it seems useless for
him to attempt the study of shorthand#

Natural liking for

work in an office# without adequate native ability# Is not
sufficient justification for taking commercial work#
The four periods of vocational guidance# as far as com*
msrelal work Is concerned# according to Nichols# are as fol
lows
First# the general period during which the neces
sity for vocational choice and training will be emphaaised and much general information regarding the vari
ous fields of soelal service will be made available to
pupils not yet ready to make a vocational choice#
Second# the prevocational period during which#
through counseling# exploration# try-out courses#
careful consideration of aptitudes# and Interests
with appropriate testing# and such other means as may
be devised# pupils should be helped to decide upon
the best approach to business to adopt#
Third# the early vocational period# during which
specific preparation for the initial-contact job should
be given along with the development of an appreciation
of the Importance of the choice of an ultimate objective
toward which to strive after entering upon employment#

*F# 0# Nichols# Commercial Education in the High School#
pp# 260261#

-----------------

—
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Fourth* the early employment period* during which
the worker should he helped in the effective us# of
all that he has learned and in discovering how to make
experience yield its largest educational return as he
forges ahead toward his ultimate goal#
From what has been said above* it is clear that vocation
al guidance la a part of vocational education*

Hot all voca

tional guidance is identified with vocational education* but
in all vocational education there must be vocational guidance*
Here is an opportunity for the commercial teacher to render
Immeasurable service to boys and girls seeking a business
career#
Julian Hall* Fersonnel Director of the Detroit Bank*
the oldest bank in Michigan and one of the largest banks in
the Halted States* stated in an address delivered at a ses
sion of the Department of Business Education of the National
Education Association held in Detroit on June 29* 1937;
Employers would welcome any opportunity to get
closer to the schools* which* after all* are their
primary source of man-power supply* We are eager to
cooperate with the schools in every way possible*
Hall1a statement expresses the sentiments of most busi
ness men*

There is need for closer cooperation between busi

ness education and business#
gain from the schoolroom*

The business man has much to

The business teacher in turn has

everything to gain from business*

It has been shown also that a majority of students who
take commercial courses do so for non-vocational use of them
after graduation# Their plans and subsequent use of these
subjects both Indicate that these students would profit much
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more from general* non-*technical courses than from the narrow
offerings now available*

$he conclusion* therefore* is that

while the vocational aim was placed first by high school ad
ministrators* teachers* and business men* this aim is really
defeated*

These school administrators* commerce teachers* and

business men are aware that the present commercial curriculum
la not adequately meeting the vocational objectives*

This is

evidenced by the fact that 54$ of the school administrators
admitted that the commerce curriculum in their high schools
were not adequately meeting the objectives*

Business men

pretty generally agreed that the graduates of the commercial
departments of the high schools were not adequately prepared
to fill successfully initial Jobs in which they were employed*
Louisiana business men frequently made statements similar to
this* “They are not able to apply the knowledge gained in
high school to practical business*

Their training has been

superficial along abstract lines and not about the basic facts
of business,*1
School officials* commerce teachers* and business men In
Louisiana are giving consideration to the general* the cultural*
and the consumer values of the commercial curriculum*

Sixty

per cent of the school administrators who checked the question
naire gave as an objective of secondary business education*
“To give certain concepts and understandings which would be
valuable to students as consumers*11 "To broaden the field of
cultural education** was checked by forty-three per cent of
the school administrators.
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Likewise* the business men in theIp criticisms of the
product of the high school commercial department made this
and similar statementsi

"The student appears to hove prac

tically no insight into an interpretation of basic economic
principles and fundamentals so necessary to qualify him as
a progressive citizen, let alone as a business person*11
If boys and girls of high school age are to be trained
effectively to meet their personal, social* and civic obli
gations such as managing their own personal and family busi
ness affairs* to gain some knowledge of business methods and
of the financial problems of local* state* and national gov
ernment, and to gain knowledge and appreciation of our vast
commercial life* courses which will provide an educational
background of commercial thinking which everyone needs irre
spective of future vocation must be provided*
Evaluation of Curriculum
The co:.': erclal curriculum in the public high schools of
Louisiana was shown in Chapter XXI of this study to consist
of a rather limited group of commercial subject® administered
in most cases as free electives from among which students
might choose from one-half unit to five units*

Ninety-five

high schools offered three or more units of com ©rcial work
in the traditional commercial subjects of shorthand* type
writing* and bookkeeping*

Differentiated commercial cur-

riculums consisting of specific groups of commercial courses
for secretarial work* salesmanship* accounting* and other
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types of commercial training were provided in only a few of
the largest high schools 9 and the differentiation here con*
slsted of a secretarial course and an accounting course#
Commercial education on the secondary level In Louisiana is
in urgent need of reorganisation if the aims and objective®
set up in Chapters III and IV are to be realised#
The most significant deficiency of the high school com
merce curriculum# according to 416 representative business
men In Louisiana# is the lack of integrating all educational
activities in the development of employable personalities#
It should be noted that ^personal traits11 Is not a sub*
Ject or a group of subjects#

In fact# no one subject nor the

commercial teacher alone ean be depended upon to develop
ethical character#

The problem of personal development Is one

that concerns all teachers#

Then# too# these qualities of

personality are to a great extent innate# and the extent to
which they can be developed in individual cases will be deter
mined by natural endowment#

Nevertheless# business men are

in hearty agreement that technical proficiency is only on©
requisite for success and promotion in the business world#
It is claimed by these well qualified persons that shorthand#
typewriting# bookkeeping# and those other technical and aca
demic subjects of the curriculum# constitute less than 50$ of
the qualifications and equipment necessary for making good
in business; that personality and the things we enumerated
as attached to personality# comprise more than 50$ of the
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requirements for success*

These employers want young men and

young women as employees who can meet and handle people, who
will represent the business and the employer to the public in
the most favorable manner, who will build goodwill on the part
of the public toward the firm for which they are working, and
who have qualities that make them promotional material*
Can personality be improved, or is it something inherent—
an intangible something with which an individual is born?
Knox, in his excellent essay, says that.
Personality need not be left to fate. Modern
analysis shows that a large body of acquired emo
tional, intellectual, and habitual responses are im
portant aspects of personality. If this be true,
development of personality become amenable to those
principles known to govern habit formation, acquisi
tion of ideals and values, the operation of judgment,
etc. Personality is modifiable, and its improvement
may be made the object of conscious attack* Analysis
of your own personality and constant practice will
produce the highest type of personality, which has been
characterized as the "outward and visible sign of an
inward and spiritual grace*” Personality is the result
of right thinking* It is not produced by following the
line of least resistance* It is produced by doing the
thing that ought to be done when it ought to be done
whether we like it or not*1
Are business men correct in their criticism of the youth
of today?

Doubtless they are*

la it the responsibility of

the schools to assist boys and girls to acquire those essen-,
tial elements which are considered so necessary for success
in the business world?

Emphatically yes*

The schools have

done a good Job on the whole in teaching subject matter, but

^James S* Knox, Personal Efficiency* Chicago:
Publishing Company, 1519, p* 101*

The Gregg
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have they met their full responsibility in teaching boys
and girls?

Evidently they have not, if we are to accept the

evidence of business men*
How should these desirable traits be inculcated and by
who®?

Nichols has this to say In regard to teaching ethical

principles «
*••Ethical principles may be learned and accepted, but
until the pupil*s life is modified in accordance with
them, and the habit of automatic conformity with them
Is established, there can be no real progress toward
ethical living...* No amount of preaching can be relied
upon to develop desirable characteristics. Not even
example can be counted upon too heavily in this matter.
Practice to insure habituation is essentIon..•the class
room should be regarded by commercial teacher and pupil
alike as a business workshop-office or store. Each
classroom should be on a par with the most up-to-date
and efficiently managed business office or store. Com
mercial teachers should possess the personal character
istics and occupational intelligence which they are ex
pected to develop in their pup5,ls. They should regard
themselves, not only as teachers, but also as thoroly
qualified office or store managers as far as is neces
sary to deal with comparable situations that arise in
their daily contact with their pupils* In other words,
they should be business like in the best sense of the
term and hold their pupils up to the highest possible
standard of business conduct every day. When commer
cial teachers so conduct their school activities as to
merit the unqualified commendation of high-grade busi
ness men who are competent to Judge them as office or
store managers, as well as of those competent to judge
of the merit of their teaching, employers will have
less cause for complaint about the undesirable personal
traits of graduates of commercial departments. Business
teachers must find out just what standards of conduct
are required by most exacting business concerns and seek
to hold themselves and their pupils up to those standards
at all times. Thus only can essential business habits
be established during the formative years of secondary
school training.^-

^Nichols, Commercial Education in the High School, op. cit.,
pp. 15Off.
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While it is not the duty of the commercial teacher alone,
or the function of any particular subject to develop these
qualities, commercial teachers may veil take the lead in find
ing vays and means of developing boys and girls into accept
able employees of ethical character.
Business men in Louisiana would like to have the schools
place more emphasis on the fundamental tqol subjects, such as
English— with emphasis on spelling, punctuation, grammar, pen
manship, letter writing, and diction— and arithmetic.

Defi

ciency in the fundamental tool subjects was the most frequent
criticism of the high school graduate by business men in
Louisiana.
Are business men justified in their wholesale condemna
tion of the product of the high school on this score?

Or are

they thinking in terms of the deficiencies of those office
workers responsible for getting out the correspondence, or
those workers whose job includes calculation?

Are there not

many positions in the commercial world where these fundamentals
do not play as large a part as is supposed?

Is it not possible

that one or two unfortunate experiences with a stenographer
who could not spell led the employer to a wholesale condemna
tion of the schools on the score that they neglected this
very important phase of education?

Is It not possible that

an applicant might be well grounded in arithmetic, and yet be
found lacking In ability to solve the problems peculiar to a
particular office?
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Writing is important in office work, and high school
graduates should write well*

Perhaps there is justification

for the severe criticism of business men on this score*

More

attention should be given to developing a legible hand writing*
Employers should not take it for granted that all high
school graduates are equal because they have received equal
educational opportunity*

Over seven million boys and girls

are in high school this year*
near morons to very brilliant.

They range all the way from
Weak students and strong stu

dents are graduated from high school each year*

Boys and

girls graduate from high school who cannot spell, calculate,
read well, nor write a legible handwriting*

This means that

employers will have to he more discriminating in selecting
employees, for regardless of the training received by these
below average students, they very likely will always mis
spell words, add up figures incorrectly, and fail to under
stand and carry out instructions*

High school graduates vary

widely and will continue to vary widely in these respects as
compulsory schools laws continue to keep all boys and girls
in high schools*
Boys and girls who are preparing for positions in the
business world should be well grounded in these fundamentals*
It is doubtful that these tool subjects are being neglected,
but it is quite true that all boys and girls do not have equal
ability to acquire these subjects adequately to meet the require
ments in certain types of jobs.

Finally, they are not the ab

solute sine qua non for attaining suecess in all business occu
pations*
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Approximately one-third of the business men returning
the check list felt that the training in the technical busi
ness subjects is too meager for practical business use.

Forty-

three per cent of the school administrators cooperating in
this study recommended more emphasis on vocational skills,
and 42^ of them recommended more emphasis on secretarial
training beyond that required for stenographers*

No doubt

repercussions have been heard by these principals from busi
ness men who have hired high school trained stenographers and
general clerks*
Apparently the technical skill subjects receive inade
quate attention in the small high schools*

As noted in Chap

ter III, the small high school most frequently offers only
one year of shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping*

The

small high school cannot hope to turn out skilled technicians
with their meager offerings, and with commerce teachers who
are only part-time commerce teachers and who are frequently
conducting two classes at the same time*

And it has not been

proved that a great deal of emphasis should be plaeed on
the technical skill business subjects in the small high school*
Job opportunities In secretarial and bookkeeping work are too
scarce in the rural community*
The business man certainly has a right to expect techni
cally proficient stenographers and bookkeepers from the high
schools in the larger towns and cities, If these high schools
teach vocational shorthand, vocational typewriting, and voca
tional bookkeeping*
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Likewise, about one-third, of the business men returning
the check list felt that more attention should be given to
teaching the nature and purpose of business*
Employers are interested in securing employees who are
able to adjust to the first job, who are aware of the limita
tions of initial jobs, who are interested In further study in
order to advance themselves to higher positions, who can see
the relationship between their job and other jobs in the busi
ness, who have knowledge of the personal qualifications that
are considered attributes of suecess for their particular
job and the job higher up# who understand that the employer’s
time should not be wasted, who understand that business is a
great social service, and who can think and analyse the prob
lems which confront them from day to day in their work*
ly the commercial teacher has
duce vocational understanding*

a

Sure

wonderful opportunity to pro
There is a wealth of material

in each vocational subject that can be used to produce occu
pational intelligence*

However, there must be a conscious

aim on the part of the teacher to produce it from the subject*
Insufficient emphasis on training for general clerical
jobs ranked fifth as a most significant deficiency of the
high school commerce curriculum, according to business men
in Louisiana*
As only about Q% of office workers, and an infinitely
smaller per cent of business workers in general are stenog
raphers, and as it was pointed out previously that a majority

of high school boys and girls secure Jobs in the distributive
occupations and in general clerical work, not only in Louisi
ana, but in the country as a w ole, the significance of this
deficiency is well worthy of consideration#

For example,

Kiser, office manager of the United States Rubber Products
of Detroit, stated that approximately 60 of the 500 office
employees of that company are engaged in stenographic, dicta*
phone, and typing operations#
operators or clerks#*

The remainder are machine

A survey mad© of Job opportunities in

Hew Orleans by Abrams showed that general clerical Jobs were
more numerous than any oilier type of Jobs#®

By clerical Jobe

is meant that type of office work which is don© by file clerks,
transcribing or voicescribing clerks, duplicating operators,
billing clerks, switchboard operators, posting clerks, com*
puting machine clerks, and the ^©noral clerks who know how
to assemble papers, sort, check, clip, etc#, and who can op*
erate the various small devices and machines needed and used
in the modern office#

It io difficult to draw a line between

the bookkeeper, the stenographer, and tho clerical worker, as
many tinas their duties overlap#
&ore time should be Olvon to Intensive training in the
operation of the more commonly used types of office mechanical

Abstracts from Stenographic Report, Department of Busi*
ness Education, H# E# A#, reported in the National Business
Education Quarterly« Vol# VI, No# 1 (Oct#, IbS^'J, p# 34#
8Ibld.. Vol. V, No. 1 (Oct., 1936), p. 17.
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equipment than is generally allotted in the average high
school.
today.

The mechanization of office work is the tendency
Clerical practice is a new subject in the commercial

curriculum and, on that, is destined to be of increasing im
portance.
School administrators and teachers in Louisiana are aware
of this deficiency in vocational commercial education, as
evidenced by the fact that 47$ of those replying to the ques
tionnaire stated that more emphasis should be placed on cleri
cal skills other than shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.
Among the changes contemplated or recommended by the high
school principals returning the questionnaire it is interesting
to note that the recommendation ranking second in frequency
was adding a course in merchandising and salesmanship.

Appar

ently business men were not as alert to the possibilities in
this field as educators.

Insufficient emphasis on training

for the distributive occupations was ranked sixth among the
deficiencies of the high school commerce curriculum by busi
ness men.

Retailers and wholesalers ranked this sixth and

seventh respectively as a most significant deficiency of the
curriculum.
It Is surprising that those engaged In the distributive
occupations have not given this deficiency of the high school
curriculum a higher ranking.

The city of Hew Orleans excepted,

this type of training is not found in the high schools of
Louisiana,

Perhaps those engaged In distribution have trained
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their personnel so long in their own part-time and continuation
schools and by the apprentice method, that they are not fully
aware of the possibilities of pre-vocatlonal training of this
type in the high schools#

As was pointed out in the previous

chapter, our present economic order is stepping up the age of
initial employment*
1 nger.

Boys and girls will remain in school

They cannot be expected to accept Juvenile positions

and learn the details of their Jobs through experience*

Em

ployers could not afford to pay required minimal wages to such
employees while they were learning the Job.
The Census of Business in 1955 reported a total of
8,597,274 owners and employees in the five major fields of dis
tribution*

Approximately a minimum of 1 out of each 8 gain

fully employed workers in this country is engaged in a dis
tributive occupation— the third largest in number.
In an address delivered before the Department of Business
Education of the National Education Association in Detroit on
June 29, 1957, Williams, Director of Retail Selling in the
Omaha Technical High School, had this to says^
With increased costs of operation, plus the in
creased tax burden, many of the so-called non-producing
departments of the lar^e stores have been greatly cur
tailed, If not entirely eliminated, significant of
which is the training department*
Consequently more and more of the burden of train
ing sales people has failed upon the public school

^Rae C. Williams, “Retail Selling and Store Management,
National Business Educetion Quarterly, Vol. VI, No. X (Oct.,
p. 64*
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where* In my opinion* It should fall. The schools
are awaking to the fact that good training In re
tailing can he given in the public high school*
which will make a valuable employee for the store*
as well as furnish a pleasant and remunerative oc
cupation for the worker*
On June 8 * 1936* the President signed the George-Deen
Act*

The passage of that Act by Congress has served to con

centrate attention on this neglected aspect of business train
ing*

The George-Deen Act authorizes the annual appropriation

of #1*254*000 for salaries and necessary travel expenses of
teachers* supervisors* and directors of* and maintenance of
teacher training in, distributive occupational subjects*
The Act will probably play but a small part In the plans
of administrators who are in charge of schools that now give
training in selling.

Federal funds are available, under the

Act, only to part-time schools or classes which* for the
most part* are attended by people who are already engaged in
one aspect or another of selling*
Only 65 business men of the 415 returning the check list
felt that a lack of emphasis on the social business subjects
was a serious deficiency of the com erce curriculum.

While

6Q$ of the high school principals answering the check list
gave as one of the objectives of business education In the
high schools of Louisiana* ”to give a better understanding
of our business and economic System,” yet only 38$ of them
recommended giving more emphasis to consumer economics* and
only 20$ of them recommended more attention be given to
general economics.
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The social business subjects are those that give the
students information about business and economic relationships*
The aim of social-business education is to give high school
boys and girls a knowledge of business principles that will
make them better citizens*

Technical skill is essential for

initial jobs* but without some background of business knowl
edge* an understanding of the fundamentals of economics, and
reasonable familiarity with occupational requirements, a boy
or girl may become stranded in a low-level job*

There is

need for placing more emphasis on giving information about
business practice rather than the practice itself*

Nichols

says,*
Call these economic background subjects what
you will, but include them for every pupil In the
vocational business department* Commercial geog
raphy, or economic geography; business organiza
tion, or business management, or business princi
ples, or fundamentals of business, or just plain
business; economics or business economics, or
economics of business; commercial law, or business
law, or legal principles of business; any of these
will do* Or if you prefer, abandon the traditional
course titles, and use business principles I, busi
ness principles II, and business principles III*
It doesn't matter, so long as the right things are
taught*
The social business subjects contribute to both producer
and consumer, and are not necessarily to be classified as
strictly vocational subjects, except In that all education
may be said to be vocational*

Doubt as to the advisability

*F. Q* Nichols, nSome Readjustments in Vocational Busi
ness Education." Modern Business Education, Vol. II, No. Ill
(March, 1936), p* 3*
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of placing much emphasis on vocational training in small
high schools, especially of the on© business teacher type,
has been expressed in many quarters,

Most assuredly, then,

high school pupils should he given a knowledge of business
principles that will make them better citizens.
Both educators and business men believe that there are
certain vocational commercial subjects that have a personal
use value that should make an appeal to all high school pu
pils,

The subjects most frequently mentioned were business

English, commercial arithmetic, typewriting, and bookkeeping.
Perhaps business English should be integrated with the regu
lar English courses*

Typewriting, bookkeeping, and com

mercial arithmetic have a personal use or consumer value
that will appeal to all high school students.

Instead of

teaching these subjects from the vocational viewpoint, it
ie suggested that, in the small high school, they be taught
from the personal use viewpoint.

For example. In bookkeep

ing, Instead of requiring the student to work out a set of
books and study about one particular type of business from
the vocational viewpoint have him learn the principles of
bookkeeping so that he can make Immediate use of them in his
own personal record keeping and in keeping books for his
extracurricular activities.
The small rural high school predominates in Louisiana,
as It does In most states.

Students who elect commercial
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subjects In small high schools may he divided into two groups
those who will settle down in the home environment and those
who will seek jobs in the nearby cities*

It is not always

possible to determine early to which group each boy or girl
belongs*

Some of them will know what they are going to do.

They will stay on the farms, or carry on the small town busi
nesses.

These small town enterprises such as the general

store, the grocery store, the hardware store, the drug store,
the gasoline station, the automobile agency, restaurants,
lumber yards, etc., will engage many of them.

None of these

enterprises suggest the need of stenography, although some
of them indicate a possible need for some typing ability*
Bookkeeping of a highly specialized nature need not b© taught
with the accountancy profession in view as an ultimate goal.
The office machine skills need not be objectives for these
boys and girls.
It is suggested that the commercial curriculum be
limited in the small high school, and that the aims stated
in the previous chapters be provided for in the order of
their Importance.

The small high school cannot offer suc

cessfully all courses which individually its pupils may need
or desire*

In one- or two-teacher commercial departments,

offerings in commerce must be restricted.

The small high

school must first meet the need for general education which
has as its aim preparation for citizenship.

College entrance

requirements should not dominate the general educational

program of the small high school any more than should a busi
ness education program in the small high school be patterned
after a large city high school program*

In order to meet

the non-vocational aims as well as the vocational aims, courses
of a general educational nature rather than skill courses
should be the first charge upon the resources of the commer
cial department.
No attempt will be made here to set a specific program
of business education for the small high school*

Sach high

school's program will be determined by community needs and
its own limitations of equipment, teaching staff, and build
ing facilities*

However, it is urged that the training of

the ordinary small businessman or the young man who wishes
to go into a general business occupation, and the task of
providing non-vocational pupils with the proper training fbr
ordinary doily business affairs be considered*

Those who

want vocational business training of a highly specialized
character in preparation for office positions should go to
the large city high school or private business school*
The following subjects are suggested as appropriate
for the small high school in order to meet both vocational
and non-vocational needs of Its students:

Junior Business

Training* This course is variously named, training for
everyday business, general business training, etc.

By what

ever name it is called, the subject should emphasize funda
mental economic principles for the consumer as distinguished
from the producer*

This is primarily a non-vocational
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course, though It has decided vocational values*
business students, hut every student in school
this course.

Not only
should pursue

It may he covered in one semester if it is

limited to the content in mind, and is properly placed in the
first year of high school.

The course in Junior business

training should he a fused course consisting of corrective
penmanship* business arithmetic applied to specific business
problems, the spelling of words used in business, preparation
for such junior clerical jobs as are open to those who leave
school, and to furnish orientation and background for further
business courses offered In the high school.
Commercial and Economic Geography, with emphasis on the
great problems of production, distribution, transportation,
and consumption, to orient the pupil in the economic world of
which he Is a part*
Bookkeeping. A one-year course, preferably in the third
year of high school*

This course should be taught from the

viewpoint of personal-use as distinguished from vocational
usefulness*

This is a vocational subject In the larger high

schools, although recent trends in bookkeeping texts reveal
a marked tendency to make the subject of more general value*
The new approach emphasizes the ability to make a business
analysis of any enterprise at any time, rather than routine
bookkeeping alone*

There is also a tendency to reduce the

laboratory work and to increase the time given to lectures,
discussions, and a study of business procedures.

For those
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schools offering only one year of bookkeeping it might even
be postponed to the last year, placing it as close to actual
entrance upon a business position as possible.
Commercial Law, with a more or less complete abandonment
of its vocational implications in favor of a greater emphasis
on the contributions it can make to the social, ethical, and
cultural development of the coming citizen.
Retail Merchandising and Store Practice. This course
should be offered in the final year of the high school course*
This course has a decided place in the vocational curriculum
when it is considered that the major part of high school grad
uates and drop-outs are employed in this occupation* Emphasis
should be placed on the needs of the rural merchant.
Salesmanship. This course is closely related to the
above course.

The work in salesmanship should include actual

demonstration and practice in making preparation for the sale*
making approach, establishing confidence, answering objections,
showing or demonstrating the article, closing the sale, etc.
Typewriting, for personal use.

This course could be in

tegrated with office practice designed to improve the procedures
in small offices as distinguished from specialized procedures
common to large offices.

A one-year course in typewriting for

personal use might be advisable for all high school students*
Commercial arithmetic could be integrated with junior
business training and bookkeeping*
Business Organization and Management, with the needs of
rural enterprises definitely in mind. This could be a one~unit

course In the eleventh grade.

Material for such a course has

been fairly well organized and textbooks are available.
Merchandising, salesmanship, personnel problems, finan
cial problems, etc*, may be offered as a single, comprehen
sive course in Principles of Business, with emphasis on the
needs of the individual proprietor as distinguished from the
corporate form of management.
Likewise, typewriting may well be integrated with other
fundamental office procedures and bookkeeping in a single
office practice course*
With employment conditions as they are now and as they
will no doubt continue to be, it is hard for the small high
school to justify a continuance of the training in the tra
ditional skills, with which even the large city high schools
are finding difficulty*
CoEsnercial departments in a few large high schools of the
state having three or more commerce teachers, may make a bet
ter differentiation between the non-vocational and the voca
tional groups than is possible in the program suggested for
a one-teacher department*
offer four majors:

The curriculum may be expanded to

general business, secretarial, account

ing, and salesmanship and advertising*

The specialized voca

tional subjects in the several sequences should be left until
the junior and senior years*
Practical cooperative training should be provided.

A

more effective guidance program and a better selection of
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students for the vocational business classes should he con
sidered*

Business men and educators are urgent in their

recommendations that these two factors in business education
he seriously considered.
The problem of cooperative training is on© that is not
very well understood by some business men and some educators
alike.

It is not something which is thrust on the business

man as a burden, and which he, out of the kindness of his
heart, tolerates because he is a public spirited citizen and
interested in schools.

If practical cooperative training Is

worthwhile, the business man is as much benefited economically
as the boys and girls who participate in it. There must be
wholehearted cooperation on the part of both school adminis
trators and business men.
mutually beneficial:

Each must realize that It Is

to the school, in turning out vocation

ally competent employees; to the business man, in securing
vocationally competent employees whom he has had a part in
training.

If this work Is carefully planned by both the edu

cator and the business man it need not be a ”nightmare," as
one business man expressed It, to either educator or business
man.
The curriculum in commerce for a one—teacher department
might consist of the following subjects:
Second Year
Junior Business Training, 1st semester; Commercial and
Economic Geography, 2nd semester.
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Third Year
Bookkeeping, new approach, two semesters; personal
Typewriting, two semesters.
Fourth Year
Typewriting and Office Practice, to develop skill in
clerical duties of non-stenographic and non-bookkeeping na
ture, 1st semester; Commercial Law, 2nd semester,

Prlnci-

pies of Business, including merchandising, retail selling,
personnel problems, financial problems, etc,, two semesters.
This program would give the commerce teacher five peri
ods a day as a teaching load, which is probably all that
should be undertaken in a one-teacher department.
It will be noticed that no commercial work has been
recommended for the first year in small four-year high
schools.

It would be better, perhaps, to attempt a program

of guidance and exploration in the first year and postpone
the selection of a special curriculum until the beginning
of the second year.
The above curriculum correlates with the recommendations
proposed by 55 principals of state-approved high schools and
415 business men In Louisiana who returned the questionnaire.
There is a keen interest on the part of both educators
and business men in the high school commercial curriculum.
That a majority of school administrators and business men
are not satisfied with the present curriculum as set up In
the high schools is evidenced by the changes which they sug
gest, There is no indication of a decline of Interest in

high school business education*

Only on© principal of the

fifty»five answering the questionnaire recommended giving
less attention to the business subjects*

Only five busi-

ness men of the 415 returning the check list felt that there
was no need for vocational business education on the high
school level*
It is not the purpose of this study to challenge the
validity of the contentions of business men in regard to
the effectiveness of education in the high schools of Loui
siana* Whether or not they are qualified to offer construc
tive suggestions for the improvement of secondary business
education from a scientific viewpoint is not to be deter
mined here*

Undoubtedly many of them are*

It is sufficient

to note that these business men employ the product of the
high school In their businesses, and help to support the
public school system In the state, and whatever constructive
criticisms they offer must have some weight In a democratic
society*

Likewise, whether or not high school principals In

the state of Louisiana have familiarized themselves with the
problems of business education in their own high schools, or
on the secondary school level in general. Is not challenged*
It is known that many of them have* These school adminis
trators collectively determine the curriculum in the high
schools of the state, and Individually, its effectiveness
In their several schools*

Their criticisms and suggestions

must be given consideration In any study that proposes to
advance the program of secondary education*

The interest in high school business education is vital*
Its place In the scheme of secondary education is firmly es
tablished# The objectives of business education on the high
school level are In the process of revision*

Curriculums are

being revised to meet these changing objectives*

As the final

factor determining the success or failure of an educational
program is the ability of the classroom teacher to Impart knowl
edge effectively, the problem of commercial teacher training
is one that needs further study,

Curriculums need to be set

up which will train prospective commercial teachers for the
small high schools with emphasis on consumer education and
the social business subjects* There is need for diversified
commercial.teacher training curriculums for training prospec
tive teachers for the larger high schools with enqphasls on
vocational preparation and job competency In the several oc
cupational fields open to boys and girls of high school age*
One phase of business teacher training that stands in urgent
need of further study Is the practicability of requiring ac
tual business experience for prospective commercial teachers*
How much business experience should be required? What kind
of business experience? How shall It be administered? The
problem of constructing commercial teacher training curricu
irass which will provide both academic and professional train
ing In keeping with modern trends in secondary business educa
tion offers a rich field for further study*

APPENDIX A
BLANK USED TO COMPILE DATA
FROM STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

BLANK USED TO SECURE DATA FROM THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

1* Name of High School___________________
2* Name of Commerce Teacher_________ ____
5* Number of Years Experience________ ____
4* Experience in Present Position
5. Commercial Subjects Taught_____________
6. Enrollment in Each Commercial Subject
7* Grade Placement of Each Subject________
8* High School Enrollment________________
9* Teaching Combinations of Commerce Teacher
10* Training of Teachers of Commerces
Degree_____ Institutions Conferring____
Major Specialization________________
Minor Specialization

APPENDIX B
LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

L o u is ia n a

S ta te

U

n iv e r s it y

and

A g r ic u l t u r a l
COLLEGE

and

m e c h a n ic a l

C o lleg e

B A T O N ROUGE, LA,

OF COMMERCE

I would appreciate it very much if you will give
me five minutes of your valuable time in checking the
inclosed list of objectives of high school business
courses and list of changes which you would recommend
in the high school commercial curriculum.
What do you consider to be the objectives of the
high school commercial curriculum? If you agree with
one or more of the seven objectives listed, or if
there are other objectives which you have in mind,
please indicate under Section I on the inclosed list.
Under Section III check the changes you would
recommend. If you have In mind additional changes
not mentioned, indicate in the blank space provided,
I am making a study of secondary business educac
tion and your assistance in checking the inclosed list
will facilitate this study immensely.
Sincerely yours

,

^/otAJO

Howard M, Norton
Department Secretarial Science
HMN rTAC

I, Below is a list of objectives of high school business courses.
Please check the objectives of the business course in your high
school.

II.
III,

1.

To give introductory training for entrance into busi
ness as bookkeepers, stenographers, and typists,

2.

To give preparatory training for specialization in col
lege.

3.

To give a better understanding of our business and
economic system,

4.

To give certain concepts and understandings which would,be valuable to students as consumers,

5.

To broaden the general field of cultural education.

6.

To meet the public demand.

7.

To meet the individual needs of particular students
who are better adapted to this field of education,

а.

_________________________________________________

Do you believe that your present commercial curriculum is
adequately meeting the objectives? Yes
, No
•
Which of the following changes would you recommend?
1.

More emphasis on vocational skills.

2.

Elimination of the vocational skill subjects,

3.

More emphasis

on consumer economics.

4.

More emphasis

on general economics.

5. • More emphasis on clerical skills other
hand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.
б.

thanshort

More attention to cooperative business education,

7, Shortey and more general courses in bookkeeping.
8, Bookkeeping courses more closely adapted to local
conditions.
9, More emphasis on secretarial training beyond that
required for stenographers,
10, Giving less attention to the business subjects.
11, Using the business subjects as a basis around which to
build a broader program of general education,
12, Requiring a course of personal use typewriting
students.

of all

14*

Advising all students to take a course in personal use
typewriting,

15,

Dropping the shorthand course from the curriculum,

16,

Dropping the bookkeeping course from the curriculum,

17,

Adding a course in merchandising and salesmanship,

18,
IV,
V.

.
_________________

When was the commercial department added to your high school?
Do college entrance requirements affect your pupils choice
of the commercial course? Yes
9 No______ •

VI,

Docs your high school library contain reference material for
the commercial department? None
, Very Little
A
fair proportion______ ,

VII,

How many of the following office machines do you have in the
commercial department?

,

______Adding machines
______Calculating machines
Comp t ome t er s
______Bookkeeping Machines
B illing Machines
______Mimeograph
Ditto
Pict aphone

APPENDIX C
LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO BUSINESS MEN

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
University, Louisiana
J a nuary 8, 1938

Dear Sir:
There is need for a better u n d e r s t a n d i n g b e t w e e n bus i n e s s leaders and
school leaders l o o k i n g toward t h e improvement of business studies in the high
school.
The bus i n e s s m a n has a right to feel that the schools should strive
to meet his demands in the suppl y of s e r v i ceable and a d a p t a b l e employees.
If
the business m a n w i l l c o operate w i t h the e d u c a t o r in the p l a n n i n g of the cur
ricula that will m a k e this possible, there w i l l be little cause for j u s t i f i 
able complaint that the product of the h i g h schools is not m e e t i n g business
needs.
As a leader in the business world,
following q uestions?

will you give m o y o u r reactions t o the

I. Taking into c o n s i d e r a t i o n emp l o y m e n t opportunities of boys and girls of hi g h
school age, do y o u b e lieve that th e r e is a ne e d for vocational business e d u c a 
tion on the h i g h school level?
1.

Yes

2.

V e r y little

3.

No.

II. What arc the d e f i c iencies
know it?

of the h i g h school commerce c u r r i c u l u m as you

Below are seven items.
Double c h o c k the items that yo u c o n sider of m o s t sig
nificance; check once the items that you c o nsider significant; do not check
the items th a t y o u c o nsider of little significance.
1.

Lack of emphasis on fundamental tool subjects,
arithmetic, grammar, and business English.

such as spelling,

2.

T r aining too m e a g e r in the t e c h n i c a l subjects,
typewriting, and bookkeeping.

such as shorthand,

3.

Insufficient emphasis o n the oocial-b u s i n o s s subjects, such as eco
nomics, commer c i a l law, com m e r c i a l geography, h i s t o r y of commerce,
etc.

4.

I n sufficient emphasis on t r a i n i n g for the dis t r i b u t i v e
such os retail selling, e l e m e n t a r y merchandising, etc.

5.

Insufficient emphasis ori t r a i n i n g for general clerical jobs, such as
file clerks, calculating, bi l l i n g and posting, duplicating, and other
m a chine o p e r a t o r s .

6.

I n s u f ficient emphasis on d e v e l o p i n g personal t raits considered d e 
sirable in the business world, such as accuracy, responsibility,

occupations,
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promptness, neatness, honesty,
get a l o n g w i t h people, etc.
7.

III.
IV.

thoroughness,

initiative,

a b i l i t y to

I n s u f f i c i e n t emphasis 011 d e v e l o p i n g occupat i o n a l intelligence, that
is, w h a t b u siness has t o offer them, w h a t t h e y mi g h t expect to earn,
w h a t the chances for a d v a n c e m e n t are, h o w to adjust to the first job.

What

is the n a t u r e of yo u r business?

VJhat v o c a t i o n a l commercial subjects should be re t a i n e d because of their
value in e v eryday life other t h a n b u s i ness?

Double c h e c k those w h i c h y o u t h i n k of most value; check once those of some
value; do not che c k t h o s e w h i c h y o u t h i n k are of no personal use value.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
V.

VI.

Typewriting
Shorthand
Bookkeeping
Office m a c h i n e practic e
Retail selling

Advertising
Office p r a c t i c e
Commercial arithmetic
Business E n g l i s h

Does the commercial de p a r t m e n t in the high school,
present, t e n d to enroll students w h o are
1.

Average

2.

B e l o w av e r a g e

3.

All kinds

as y o u k n o w it at

or above a v e r a g e in ab i l i t y

On w h a t basis should hi g h school boys and girls be e n c o uraged to take the
c ommercial courses?

Check one .statement.

1.

Commercial courses

2.

For students w h o s e abilities,
able success

3.
VII.

6.
7.
8.
9.

ope n to all

students
aptitudes,

and

interests assure r e a s o n 

in the i r cho s e n v o c a t i o n s

Commercial courses for

in f e r i o r students

Are y o u in f a v o r of pract i c a l coo p e r a t i v e t r a i n i n g in h i g h school c o m 
mercial e d u c a t i o n in w h i c h t h e student w o r k s part time in the office,
store, etc., e i t h e r w i t h or w i t h o u t pay, and. attends school part time?
Check one statement.
1.

Yes, w i t h p a y

3.

Yes, w i t h o u t p a y

3.

No

VIII.
y o u b e l i e v e t h a t h i g h school c o m m e r c e teachers should be required
to have actual business exper i e n c e be f o r e b e i n g certified?
Check one s tate
ment .
1*

Of great importance

2,

Of some

3.

Of little or n o

importance
importance

IX. Yfhat is your chi e f c r i t i c i s m of the
cial depa r t m e n t ?

product

of the n i g h school c o m m e r 

H o w a r d Ivi. No r t o n
Co l l e g e of Commerce
L o u i s i a n a State U niversity
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Teach<
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Bus*

BookShorthand
IT

Elm Grove

r ckaa-

Kercial
Law

'' T1

w

Busi«

Eoo-

flee
Prae
tloe

ness
Eng

oial

lish

7

Plain Dealing
Belcher

Hoeston

19

Mooringsport

2

16

20

12

20

Oil City High

1

15

29

12

22

Vivian

2

57

93

116

C* E# Byrd

5

77

165

160

Fair Park

2

89

46

SO

58

DeQuincy

1

16

23

14

11

L&Grange

1

34

21

15

L&kc Charles

2

25

64

30

60

Sulphur

1

55

Vinton

1

7

13

54
32

128

10
29

15
co
o

19

■SO

24

18

28

A ' ' ' ' '1Ti: '

School
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24
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2
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1

27
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1

4

Homer

2

24

13

56

Haynesvi11o

3

19

69

75

Lisbon

1

11

7

11

Summerville

1

33

IB

17

Ferriday

1

17

15

Grand Cane

1

Logansport

1

13

Mansfield

1

30

Pelican High

X
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24

7

21

16
18

26

2

22

15
41

31

60

30

13

36

10
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16

23

9

Baton Rouge

2

36

42
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1
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15
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1
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1

23
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12

13

Colfax

1

2

3

15

10

Dry Prong

1

9

3

6

37

Pollock

1

15

18

21

10

Selma

1

10

14

Jeanerette

1

12

13

Loreeuville

1

Plamiemine

1

30

9

St* Gabriel

1

17

22

Shady Grove

1

9

16

White Castle

1

12

20

Jonesboro

1

6

8

24

Gretna

1

24

44

21

U

25

7

29
5

16

5

17

30

24
9

41
19

28

16

O
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16
5
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Metairie

25
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12
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23

30

16

38
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1

Welsh

1

16

Lake Arthur

1

34

Lafayette
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74

50

71

78

165
9

Lookport

1

8

22

Raceland

1

14

25

19

Thibadaux

1

28

35

11

Hiea

1

Louisiana Tech*

1

Sirosboro

1

Tallulah

1

Bastrop

1
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1

22
4
11

26
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17

12
10
4

13

10

55

26

14

7
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70
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No*
Toaohere

Shorthand
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IT
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keeping

Typing

“T T ^ T I

Hall Summit

1

9

33

Delhi

1

9

29

10

Manghara

1

29

55

52

Rayville

1

20

20

51
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1
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1
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7
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1
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9

8

X

22
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9
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2
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1

14

8

27
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1
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Leon Godchaux

1

45
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25
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1

3

28

39
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2
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22

9
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I

10

41
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1

6

15
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1

29
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2

24

12
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2

51

19
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7
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1
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16
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2

31

14

30
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1

17

8

15
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1
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16

8

11

21
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19

4
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22
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STATE-APPROVED PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA TEACHING COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
Session 1936-37
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Jos* M* Davidson

1

12

7

15

NewelIton

1

18

29

14

Waterproof

1

16

24

6

Terrebonne

3

83

88

41

Bernice (Union)

1

Abbeville

1

27

21

24

52

Kaplan

1

18

12

25

47

Maurice

1

21

20

Leesville

1

21

12

32

Bogalusa

2

30

13

20

Frahkrlinton

1

8

25

Ht* Hermon

1

10

8

Bernice (Tfebster)

1

Shangaloa

1

16

1

30

Cotton Valley
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39

28

24

23

9

9

50
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23

4
18

21

14
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Table 3QQCIJ
STATE-APPHOVED PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA TEACHING COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
Session 1956-37

School

No*
Teach
ers

Shorthand
I
n

Book
keeping
I
II

Sibley

1

12

Dayline

1

25

Minden

3

Heflin

1

7

Serepta

1

18

Springhill

1

20

Winnfield

2

25

Gams Mill

1

Epps

1

11

Oak C-rove

1

39

Pioneer

1

26

Julias Freyhand

1

15

Neville

2

22

TOTAL

135

30

33

25

19
26

44

Typing
i
ii

Bus.
Train
ing

C/03H—
mcroial
Law

53

'“W Eco
nomy
ics

fice
Prac
tice

iSusiness
Eng
lish

Commer
cial
Geogra
phy

25

19
35

20

20
U

15
11

18

36

15

29

25

59

59

2010 387

3797

1221

3523

893

135

176

183

38

83

738
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TaUle XXXI la
COMBINATIONS TAUGHT BY COMftERCIAL TEACHERS
IN LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS
_____ Seaalon. 1956-37___________
Bookkeeping only * * • ................................ 3*
Bookkeeping and Typewriting , , , ....... •
16*
Bookkeeping, Typewriting, and
Commercial Geography
4v
Commercial Geography and Geometry
1
English and Civics
1
Commercial Geography and History.....................1
Commercial Arithmetic and Commercial Geography * * « , 2#
Arithmetic • • • * • « • , • ......... ♦
1*
Algebra and Government , • * ............ • * , * * *
1
Algebra and Junior Business Training • • • • * , , * •
1
Chemistry
Commercial Geography and French and Athletics . * . * 1
History and Biology, . . . . * ............. * , • . 1
History * . , , . ........................
Business English and American History •* • • « • • •
1
Civics and Geography
1
French •
A l g e b r a .................... . ............. • • « 1
Bookkeeping and
Junior Business and History
,,*•
1
Spelling and English » , , , • » «
**..*
1
Junior Business Training • • * • « • * » * » » * » « •
lv
Arithmetic •
2*
Geography
..*••*,
2
Arithmetic, Algebra, and General Science ............
1
Geometry, Physical Education, Civics, and Commercial
Law •
* . • • * • * • « * * « • • #
1
Algebra, History, and Mathematics .................. 1
History and Chemistry • • • • •
• 1
Arithmetic and Commercial Geography • • * • • • * , .
1
Latin, Mathematics, English and Science * * * * • • •
1
Commercial Law » » • » ........ • • • . , » « • « • •
2*
Chemistry •
, , • * • 2
Economics, Algebra, and Arithmetic............ • • • 1
English and Library
..........................
Algebra and Arithmetic • ...........................
1
Algebra, History, and Arithmetic » « * • * * • • • * «
1
Commercial Geography, Economics, and History * ♦ * • * 1
Commercial Geography ....... • » • • « • • • * « * •
1*
English
• • 1
Biology . . . . ..........................
vindicates teachers teaching only commercial subjects.
This table should be read as follows:
was taught by three commercial teachers.

Bookkeeping only

1
1

1

1
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Table XXXIIh
COMBINATIONS TAUGHT BY COMMERCIAL TEACHERS
IN LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS
____________ Session, 1956-57______
Shorthand only
1*
Shorthand and Typing only * • • • • • • » • • • « , . * •
7*
Shorthand, Typing, and
Commercial Law, Commercial Geography, Physical Edu
cation, and Civics • • * . . . ....... • • • * . .
1
English
1
Physical Education
1
Geometry
1
Chemistry, and Physical Education
• « , , * ' * » » • 1
Shorthand and
Office Practice, and Business English
1*
Arithmetic............... 1*
Shorthand and Bookkeeping •
6*
Shorthand, Bookkeeping, and
Music, Spelling, and Mathematics
1
Commercial Law, Geography, History < « • • • • « • • « 1
Algebra, History, and Spelling « * « • * • • • • • • • 1
History
1
Business Training • • •
• • • « * • « • •
1*
Shorthand, Typing, and Bookkeeping » ....... » . • . • 42*
Shorthand, Typing, Bookkeeping, and
Arithmetic and physical Education
3
Arithmetic ........ •
1*
Algebra
1
Commercial Geography and Spelling » • * • • • » • * •
9*
Commerclal Geography • * «
°
. 2*
Commercial Arithmetic and Commercial Geography . .
. 1*
Geometry and Chemistry
......................
Spelling • * • • • •
* . . . . . * * • ♦ • .
2*
Athletic Coach » • * ....... .
♦ • »«..*• 1
Algebra and Arithmetic • • • * . . ............ . . . 1
General Science • * • • » • • • » * • » » • • • • • * 1
English , • • • • « » •
. . • • • • • •
2
Social Science • • • • «
••••»•
1
History • • • • « • ............... • • • « . • • •
1
Spelling and Mathematics.................. .......
1
Civics ......... . .......
1
Geography and Civics * ............... 1
vindicates teachers teaching only commercial subjects.
This table should he read as follows: Shorthand only was
taught by one commercial teacher.

2
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Table XXXIIc
COMBINATIONS TAUGHT BY COMBERCIAL TEACHERS
I LOUISIANA HIGH SCiiOOIS

Session, 1936—37
Typing only •
Typing and
Alo0 bra, History, and Civics * ....... . . . . . . .
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . ...................
Commercial Geography and English
Physical Education and American History •
General Science, Geography, and Arithmetic . . . . . .
...........
English and Arithmetic
History, French, Latin, and Social Science
Arithmetic • • . • • • • .........
Civics
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biology, English, and Mathematics •
General Science, Biology, Physical Education, and
A l g e b r a .........
. . .
Business English . • • • • • • • . . . .
. .
Library .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physical Education • • • • •
......
• • • • • .
Economics o n l y ...........
Economies and
Commercial Geography and History
Civics and F r e n c h .....................
Commercial Law and
Physical Education, and Chemistry . . . . . . . . . .
Commercial Geography and English and History • • • • •
Latin and Algebra .
............. .
Arithmetic and Chemistry . . .
• ••«.**

1*
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1#
1
1
1
lv
1
1
1#
1

vindicates teachers teaching only commercial subjects*
This table should be read as follows;
taught by one com ercial teacher*

Typing only was

1
1
1
1
1
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Table XXXIIIa
OKS TAUGHT BY COMMERCIAL '
IN LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS
Session* 1951-52
Shorthand, Typewriting, andbookkeeping . . . . . . . .
51#
Shorthand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping and
General Science •
1
History * • • • » • • • » .................... •
1
Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . ....... • • • • . .
2
Spanish
Commercial Geography * ............................. 13#
Commercial Arithmetic •
3#
Geometry •
1
Latin
............ .......... .
. 1
English, 8th Grade • . .............. . . * • • •
1.
Athletic Coach . • • • • • • ................. . . 1
Shorthand only • • • • * • •
......
1*
Shorthand and Typewriting only
5*
Shorthand, Typewriting and
Commercial Geography.............• . *• .........
2#
Spanish
1
■vindicates teachers teaching only commercial subjects.
This table should be read as follows: A combination of
shorthand, typewriting and bookkeeping were taught by 31 com
mercial teachers*

1
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Table xpclllb
0NS TAUGHT EY COW'EBCIAL '
IK LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS
Session, 1931-32
Bookkeeping o n l y .................... .......... * ,
Bookkeeping and Shorthand . . . . . . . ....... . • •
Bookkeeping and Typewriting
Bookkeeping, Typewriting and
Commercial Arithmetic • « • • » • • • • • « • • • »
History •
Athletic Coach . . . . . . ........... . . . . . .
Commercial Arithmetic and Commercial Geography * . *
Commercial Arithmetic and history . . . . . . . . .
Algebra . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geometry
Commercial Geography and History . . . . • • • • • •
Algebra and Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bookkeeping and
Algebra and Geometry •
Home Economics
...........
Algebra, Geometry, and Chemistry
» ..
.........
Shorthand and Commercial Arithmetic
*
Arithmetic, Commercial Geography, and Spanish . . ♦
Arithmetic, and Civics
Arithmetic, Civics, and History
French, Commercial Geography andGeneral Science . .
Economic History o n l y ......... ............. .

1#
1*
6*
5*
1
3
1*
1
2

3
3
2
6
1
2
4*
1
1
1
1
1#

^Indicates teachers teaching only commercial subjects
This table should, be read as follows:
was taught by one coicmercial teacher.

Bookkeeping only

APPENDIX E
CHEEP CRITICISMS OP THE PRODUCT OP THE HIGH SCHOOL
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE
BUSINESS MEN IN LOUISIANA
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Very little, If any, knowledge of commercial
arithmetic.

Too Halted* ©toy must have praetieal experience
before they are capable of holding a position.

Hot sufficiently acquainted with late methods to
give criticism.

Seemingly very little emphasis on distributive
trades. It is our opinion that very few high school
students appreciate the opportunities offered in the
retail field.
see
Hot enough serious consideration given to that
part of curriculum.
«e«
\

The high school graduate has no idea of what the
business world is like. It is an entirely new world
to him, and he has to take quite a while to adjust his
point of view. Itfs like attempting to change a child
into an adult over night.
4HH»
Too little praetieal experience or knowledge.
4MMfr
lack of praetieal application of knowledge acquired
for business.
see
Students appear to have only a meager
to such courses as elementary bookkeeping,
shorthand* and practically no insight Into
pretation of basic economic principles and

Introduction
typing* and
an inter
fundamentals

224
SO B t M I M R to qualify thin «TfD U ft progressive
eitisaa, lot alone ft business person.
«h m *

Beading, writing, English and arithmetic ara
sadly neglected, without which one newer becomes an
educated person, nor ean these limitations he easily
w w r e c M . Bnoeuragsnent to students to gat praetieal
experience, hattar fits than for profitable employ*
nsnt after graduation. Shey know by the tine they
graduate that sOhool knowledge is fundamental but
experience must be had before they are worth ranch
in business.
*
L2w&4i
fc
w
w
they know some shorthand, m m typing ant nothing
else* not m m prepared for the business world is jay
observation. 1*1© teachers have no praetieal experience
of which tfcey should ho required to hair© at least two
offtoo experience hoforo being allowed
#©#
Bsnfttw Of not serious* green*
■M
W
ww

Sack of ability to adjust theory to practice*
Vo saleaaanshlp of praetieal value* hack of thorough
ness*
at*
Ycm g m e n and women coming out of hi$b school
should well consider as their slogan "Wot evening hut
dawn#" A high school education is nice to have, hut
experience is necessary in business todays

Slipshod, not precise and aoourates

lack in self"Confidence and cannot plan or out
line their work.
4HH*

225
XMfe of latoiligoat wppliewtiQB of what he or
«*»• *“ • I m k w A i Jmk of xwal ambition, and a aerlooa
dafloloeoy in thoughtful eonaideratlon and oourtemr
toward ottwrw ter atudanta m @on*ral. Boro oaphaeia
upon thoao particular thing* la of great iaportama
in the training of ftatnsw loader* in t£* world of
eonaaraa and tualneaa.

Insuffiolm a t training In typewriting* shorthand,
frsnftr, and arithoetio. IT student has this founds**
tion, he oan be of service in an organisation While
•learning from praetieal experience.*
e»e
the laek of thoroughness in those eemaereial
subjects that are taught.
e#e
Students should have opportunity to apply the
knowledge as they study# this naans that they should
seek in the business world during school tens or during
smaar period.
eae
United to typing, shorthand, and bookkeeping* I
a eonplete business course should he provided for
those who eannot attend college, available, of course,
to all*

there is not enough equipaent to give every child
a Sbsnee to be useful in life*
9«®
Have to be educated along business lines after
they start work~-apparently, few take school seriously*
*90
Fallur. to t**eh p»ra»n*hip««90# oannot writ* •
good hand.

So nany of our high school students who take a
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business course ape really too young to understand
business practices* After V or 8 years experience as
a teacher In the high school and seme twenty odd years
of business experience, I am more convinced than ever
that there are many essential things which should be
taught high school students and that a business course
Should supplement M e high school education instead of
being a part of it*
*HfrO
lack of qualities named in part 6 of question #2.
■3HH3-

I feel that this has been covered in your previous
questions, but it is a matter of vital Importance. The
outstanding error we have is the fact that the boy or
girl working A c has only the training of the high
school seems to be in a foreign field. They are "full
of* theory and i&en- the actual facts are put before
them, they are at a total loss. They need an In
structor who has had actual experience*

Only a fair knowledge of the three most important
fundamentals* English, spelling, and arithmetic* If
a beginner is well grounded In all three, he has a
foundation to build upon and wllSHcrat that knowledge,
he is doomed to failure.
You are taking a very Important step with this
questionnaire, and 1 am also wondering why It is
thought good business to permit so many students to
enter college who do not have the mental capacity to
absorb a high school education.

Think they know It all without any actual
experience.
###
Lack of proper teachers.

Inadequate practical training.

Set sufficiently trained to take their place in
the business world.

I believe that one outstanding laxity on the part
of all the schools is their failure to teach the
students the value of money and methods of saving and
budgeting money, x believe that students should be
taught something about investing their savings—
types of investments to be encouraged and types to
be avoided. It has been my privilege to employ many
fine young people in my business, and to me, the
outstanding defect in their business training was
their inability to handle their personal finances.

Should be compulsory for all students to take
shorthand and typewriting.

Courses now taught are too elementary to be of
any value to the average business m m or to the
business world*
4HHIInability to apply fundamentals in actual work.
see
After the student leaves the high school commer
cial department, he should be required to spend some
time in an office before he is eligible for graduation
from school.

Too theoretical— insufficient practical knowledge
passed on to them by Inexperienced teachers.
■SUMS
It seems to us that It would be helpful to have
a plan that would provide some actual experience for
the student before his first job— would mean so much
to the student and also avoid dismissal in many cases
of individuals who apply for Jobs stating that they

can do the work--later finding it too complicated and
difficult to accomplish*
4HH*
Hot qualified for commercial work without con
siderable additional training.

TTse of Dictaphone by all commerce students* The
opportunity for competent people to acquire the train
ing as Dictaphone secretaries are tremendously Increas
ing year by year* Today you will find practically all
modern commercial schools teaching same* The need and
value of such a course were recognized by Lyons and
Carnahan* national book p u b l i s h e r s , Who are now dis
tributing text books prepared by Miss Ivy Monk***.
Our own experience was such, that to furnish the
cojwnercial world with properly instructed young people
we found It necessary to install such a school for
the purpose of teaching the "Dictaphone Business
Practice Course* * »• *there are a great many corpora
tions and many individual firms where nothing but
Dictaphone dictation Is employed, and necessarily, if
a graduate is to be thoroughly qualified to accept
employment, then it is important that this training
be included in their course*

Lack of initiative— very slow in accepting
responsibilities* Too apt to waste time*

Poor in English and arithmetic— poor handwriting*
Weed character improvement— especially responsibility
and ambition.

Incomplete and Insufficient training*

It Is my feeling that the graduate of a commercial
high school, having started such a course because he
was only on average person, finishes that course only
with a thorough technical knowledge of machines and
methods* He has no understanding of the economics of

the world, he Is most times entirely ignorant of a
class straggle, he has had little or no contact with
a commercial life and no laboratory experience in
business* He enters the commercial atmosphere without
training as to how to get along with his fellow
employees, and most times finds himself maladjusted
to the situation and people about him* ’There is a
clash of personalities Which reflects in his work* I
would recommend the addition of courses in economics,
finance, and other political sciences (with much out*
side reading)$ courses to train for more specific
employment, i.e., credit, traffic, promotion; oppor
tunity to be "farmed out" to a commercial firm for
actual experience with pay, and a real vocational
guidance program which as one part of their procedure
would carefully {but early in the scheme before they
have been trained) analyse the personality of the
student in order to recommend suitable employment
for them.

Often unable, without considerable schooling on
the Job, to give practical expression to his or her
classroom training. Frequently deficient In ability
to spell and use properly many words and terms common
to commerce and industry. Too many are interested
merely in the Job and its short range prospects,
rather than in the business and their value to it
over the long-range. Too few are properly grounded
in the fundamentals of conduct— or standards— so
important to their success and advancement. Employers
would rather lead than drive their help, and there is
need for more self-reliant, alert, and able workers,
unafraid of responsibilities and willing to adjust
themselves to the business.

Have little. If any, conception of business.
Hot sufficiently trained in accuracy. lack initiative
and ambition.

Training too meager in typewriting, shorthand,
grammar, arithmetic, and spelling.

Insufficient training— not good at any one thing—
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shorthand, typing, or bookkeeping/ lack of an aim or
plan#
Want a job* is their beginning and end. ifo
conception of future possibilities or what they should
be paid.

Students lack any training or Instruction as to
the best way to market their abilities or make of
themselves the type capable of assuming responsibilities
which follow promotion* They lack the quality of
Initiative or original thinking and ability to use a
typewriter, etc. These are not natural or God given
skills* • They are acquired at school. The capacity
to market these skills should also be developed by
the schools, together with the viewpoint and person
ality development which is necessary to raise theSe
young people from the teeming field of mediocrity. f
Hie rarest thing In the field of business is young
people who can move to positions of responsibility
where jud&nent, initiative, and the capacity of
leadership are required. Only those unusual ones
who naturally have these qualities or who are aspired
to obtain them have the chance to move ahead. Schools,
colleges, or universities make no effort, so far as 1
know, to provide or encourage them. I am definitely,
of the opinion that graduates of all high schools,
from all universities, in all professions, should have
included in their courses, a thorough and Carefully
planned course in salesmanship in so far as it applies
to the marketing of the knowledge and skill they spend
years and dollars to acquire. Uobody would consider
giving a young person years of training to cover the
purpose of every part of an automobile entirely within
the walls of a classroom, by teachers who had never
driven a car, and upon graduation put the student
behind the wheel alone in heavy traffic.

I have answered hastily the questions on the
enclosed. I think, however, that I can better answer
the last question by writing In reference to same. My
chief criticism of the product of the high school com
mercial department is that the stenographers came to
us absolutely incompetent in the necessary fundamentals.
They know little about English, proper paragraphing,
proper spelling, etc. They have very little vocabulary
to the degree and extent that we are forced to take
them In the office end put them through a long train
ing period before they are of any value. In other

wovdc, l&staad of the schools doing tbs work. It It
accessary for the office to do tho work. 'Jo have a
large auBfb«r of cnplojreoc In the office— about
aeventy-fIva. no have found It best to pick the
brightest girls possible fron the cctaaoreial schools,
tfcen nit than an at a nodost salary, ana build thsn
tV* wlflh tekss several year*. Occasionally vs find
cos who is very bright and apt. but, la general*
apparently they have read but little— have no control
over the Sngllsh language and do not seas to kncwr ho*
to thick or reason. It appears to m that there Is
naoh lacking in the oomoroial sehools. 1 believe
that this oaa be reaedlod to saae degree by requiring
all teachers to have two or three years In office
training before they are given the privilege of teacha business course. It will certainly be & greet
to business if you can improve the eltaatlem*

a

They are too p ro m to believe that they haire
watered subjects that can only be really learned
through experlenct*# Their principal general fault
la one of attitude.
###
iAek of thoroughness, and too little attention
to fundamental business details *

isaoy students are too theoretical* Aphasia on
7 and no* 3 should tend to correct this* Students
Should be more thorou^ily grounded in the **5 R*#**1 It
la pitiful to hear high school graduates speett of
Mese* anti/or "doao% etc*, and all too w a y cermet
express themselves. Far too many cannot em i add
accurately* I should like to auggeat that a good
dictionary he required to be used by every student*

Students are taught mechanically to follow a
pattern with too little emphasis on the reason or
thought underlying* bovelope little adaptability to
practical application* ?oo m a y graduates m m poorly
trained in many subjects, particularly grammar* It
Is likely that better results would be had If Items
1 and 6, Section II would be tau$nt thoroughly to the
exclusion of all others, since on intelligent boy or
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girl with good character and the will to do a good Job
can be easily trained to do most tasks* These quali
fications are a better reoonmendation than any special
ized vocational training in business subjects taught
either in high school or college.

During the time of our experience, there has
seldom come to our attention where any of our newly
employed office and store personnel had any amount
of vocational business education while attending high
school* All of those whom we have engaged for office
work, etc*, had only taken a course, or had finished
in some private business school, we believe that the
State Educational System should be revamped so that
more stress is placed on vocational training, both
business and trad®. Too many of our boys and girls
leave hi^s sehool with only academic training, which
does not prepare them for business or the manufacturing
fields*
You are, no doubt, aware that only a very small
percentage or those who finish high sehool, or who
either have a few years of high school, ever attend a
university or college* We are convinced that the
curriculum should be changed to better fit these
young people so that they might start earning a
satisfactory income without having to receive additional
training at private institutions or in the school of
•Hard Knocks *w
4BH*

Courses are too limited, hence lack of interest
after they graduate, unless they enter college*

Wot any practical experience*

PTom interviews with a number of them, there is a
decided lack of self confidence*

The importance of the commercial department is not
stressed enougjh* The world has got to the point where
everyone needs some knowledge of commerce and its

closely connected allies. How days, more than ever
before, training is demanded for all vocations.

Ike average high school does not have a teacher
who knows natch more about the commercial world than
the pupil whom he or she teaches.

2he pupils receive some Infoim&tion on m n y
subjects but are often not expert in anything, i.e.,
you can*t find one who actually has knowledge of
filing and finding in an office.

The high school student does not seem to acquire
a sense of responsibility. Deficiency in vocational
training on the high school level apparently is the
cause for many of them going to business college
after high school graduation.

$hey show that a lack of emphasis has been
placed upon practical application of knowledge
acquired in study*

Hot enough vocational training in the rural
high schools.

Inability to adjust to the Job because of lack
of practical cooperative training.

Insufficient training which is usually caused
by a lack of equipment and time required. It is high
time that our high school training advance beyond the
nineteenth century requirements.
VrtHr
I have yet to see on© who has been sufficiently

trained to be of any value in business.

Lack of individuality, initiative, and ambition.

HHOLSSALERS
Lack of spelling, English, and mathematics,
«4Bt
The present course is not thorough*
4HH*
Too much theory and too little practice*
Practical cooperative training should help* Select
those students whose ability along commercial lines
has been ascertained to take the commercial courses,
esc
Lack of responsibility and initiative.
see
Most of them are still full of play and require
such time and patience to adjust themselves to work.
The few exceptions are the ones who advance rapidly,
«*«•
Lack of teaching them to be thorough and accurate
efficiency is most important at all times. Lack of
interest in what one Is doing. Teach students to be
loyal to the firm they work for.

lack of dependability to carry a duty to a
definite conclusion— to report results— military
training would correct these traits. They might not
like it with all the pacifist propaganda floating
around, but they are no good unless they axe in
calmest, sincere, cooperative, and dependable*
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As ft
I find that tha avaragc higjb, school
produet Is fairly equipped to do general work; at least
to a degree to be readily adaptable to new systems and
Ideas. There is a tendency, however, to turn out many
students who are definitely not suitable for commercial
fields* Proper vocational guidance and analysis would
do much to eUtgLnats this.
jy a ji

W^WrWr

Laek of knowledge of the English language and of
spelling. Here concerned about the pay check than
about the work.
see
Sending graduates out into the business world
happy with their grades of 85 or better but without the
knowledge that in successful business, there is no time
for correction of errors or omissions, and employee’s
work must all rank close to 100$. Many graduates go
from lob to Job and finally lose faith in themselves,
when if they had been properly qualified and fully
Informed regarding actual business requirements by
more competent teachers, they would have recognised
that their instructors, and not themselves, were at
fault. This is especially true, 1 am convinced from
considerable observation, of certain so called busi
ness college graduates.
JHHt
They don’t know how to apply the little infor
mation they have.
Jajasa
WWW

laek of development of responsibility. The
course does not take into consideration enough that
high school may be all the schooling the pupil will
ever receive.
asm
WWW

Insufficient training in fundamental subjects,
particularly gramnar and spelling, and not enough
specialising in the so-called commercial subjects.
Ton make use of the expression, ^Business English".
There does not appear any difference between the
English used in business and that used in any other
profession* Thorough training in English grammar is
essential, no matter what line is to be later followed.
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Insufficient practical application of theoretical
knowledge while in training, i.e*, the text says
*thisf, end thia ia the way it is applied to a
specific bus!ness today plus a part-time practical
application of the student *s knowledge would assist
his to march right into his work when the opportunity
of permanent employment comes*
I believe that the accumulation and using infor
mation of this sort will not only provide a high
school commerce student of a better caliber, but
will also give this student more opportunities for
advancement In business life*
4HHfr
Students come out of high school without having
a sense of responsibility and lacking in essential
qualities of accuracy* neatness, etc*
see
the graduates are taught too many different
phases in too short a while to fully comprehend or
see through the value, therefore, they are not very
thorough and do not adapt themselves easily to the
fIratjob because of laok of understanding of the
haste principles of consneree* 1 feel that It is
better to specialise in one phase only after getting
the foundation*
***
lack of adequate personal experience in lines
taught by teachers, and also lack of ability to put
the subject over.
4MMfr
They do not get enough actual experience*
see
It is that they have a smattering of typing, book
keeping, Shorthand, etc*, and When they attempt to
apply for a Job 95% of them are hopelessly at sea In
trying to do stenographic work, with the result that
the average business men after a few experiences,
hesitates about giving a beginner a chance, preferring
to have experienced help*
see
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Penmanship— In so far aa formation of figureb la
concerned. Business English Is not enough— every com**
mere ial graduate should have full regular high school
courses In English the same as preparatory to college*
Commercial graduates should be trained to check consis
tency of results with the problem involved* Example—
we have production reports which Invariably result in
figures showing hundred thousands* Commercial graduates
will figure reports and turn in as correct an answer
either in millions or thousands due to an error la cal
culation* To my mind, the error itself is not as
serious as the fact that an answer in millions (when
an answer in hundred thousands is usual) did not indi
cate an error had been made* % l s Is due to the fact
that the task was performed mechanically* We need
thinkers with their minds on their task and not just
on an answer*
We need stenographers who can read their letters
with enough Intelligence to detect statements made in
the letter which m y not be consistent or may be con
tradictory* If the notes have been transcribed
incorrectly, the stenographer can make necessary
corrections. If the boss made a mistake, the stenog
rapher endears herself to him by allowing him to make
correction immediately Instead of just learning about
it a few minutes before the close of the day*
•JBHfr
Lack of emphasis on fundamental subjects* Train
ing too meager on technical subjects* Lack of interest
and lack of character*

Have had little opportunity to judge* While an
executive of a bank, I found that high school commer
cial students were not properly grounded In a spirit
of loyalty to the employer, and the vast majority of
present day students seem to think that hard work and
concentration were not necessary to stepping up to
better places* They were too much Inoculated with the
idea of "laiasez fairs11* The new educational idea In
high school of not failing a pupil is calculated to
turn out a crop of pupils or students devoid of ambition*
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I have found that they are not able to apply knowl
edge from high school to practical business* Their
training has been superficial along specific subjects
and not about the basic facts of business.

High schools and commercial schools of the South
have not kept pace with business methods.
JtSSJhC.

in rw

Insufficient.
«S*
Our schools need most of all twelve years. Our
graduates are too young and not sufficiently trained
to enter the business world.
##&
Students are taught theory only, with no attention
paid to the praetieal phases of the problems they will
encounter on the job.

Impracticability and one other serious general
deficiency s The youth of today needs to abandon the
idea so prevalent— of Paternalism— that the world or
someone owes me something and when it cesses fro® out
side sources, it generally Is accepted as a matter of
course*
XJUtt
,
W wW

From the viewpoint of office work* lack of train
ing in Items 1, 2, and 5 of question II* These are
standard in practically every office and the student
well grounded In these can usually get a job from
which to learn the methods and practices of the line
of business in which he is engaged*
e#»
Too theoretical.
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lack of separating the wtfheat from the Chaff,w or
rather of trying to teach a boy only fit for a black**
smith or farmer to be a stenographer— the terms need
are Illustrative only* Also a lack of teaching
thoroughly the fundamentals; arithmetic, iSnglish, etc*

The high school course should provide the student
with the necessary tools for filling a position in busi
ness in general— such as knowledge of arithmetic, book
keeping, shorthand, typewriting, spelling, grammar, and
rhetoric * Once a student gets a job, his advancement
and future depend a great deal on his native intelli
gence, energy, and character, which cannot be taught
in school* If the school equips him for a start hat
business, It has done all It can do, and has actually
dene a great deal* It is the function of a high school
or eollege to turn out efficient employees, who may
or may not turn into executives* I donft think any
school except experience can create an executive for
any form of business.

Sot thorough enough and to sente extent not
practical.
***
See question VI* Select students with more care
considering aptitudes, etc*
ee#
As a rule needs only practical experience to
complete learning.
4HHt

Incomplete and insufficient training.

Seem to turn them out too fast, professors too
young, male and female# Teachers who are too you can
not secure discipline* Seems to me a teacher handling
ptzplls of high school age should have some experience
in handling employees, at least have enough experience
to broaden his viewpoint* I do not find pupils in the
high schools who have respect for teachers— something
missing*
***
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Due to the youth of high school graduates, they do
not take their positions seriously* They ere usually
planning a nightTa activity instead of trying to i»prove their positions. Tour question relative to
cooperative training I will have to answer in the
negative. I realise that it is splendid for the
student, hut it is a nightmare for the management.

The average boy or girl is forced to go to a busi
ness college after they graduate from high school*
eee
Usually inferior students take the commercial
course* She good ones enter college*

Lack of thoroughness in any one, two, or three
divisions. These "products" seem to have a little
knowledge on different phases of this work but require
considerable training after they get out of
school.

Lack of training in business English and spelling*
innr

Usually have no inkling of what is required in
business as to deportment or responsibility.
***
They should be better fitted in one or two sub
jects, so they could state to the employer just what
they could do*

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION
lack of knowledge of business fundamentals.
*:hh *
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lack of ability to use the typewriter and poos*
penmanship* Some students Just out of high school
have such poor handwriting that they are almost unfit
to do railroad clerical duties*
see
Too elementary, perhaps owing principally to the
youth of pupils* Tendency on part of pupils to treat
subjects lightly and “get by.*

Insufficient training in the technical subjects
required in the vocation selected by student. Too
many other subjects not of importance to the vocation
chosen by the student included in curriculum*
WWW

Impractical teachers, teaching students of poor
abilities and no aptitude for subject taught, resulting
in an unsatisfactory product*
see
Bo not impress student with the importance of
subject in connection with business world.
■W» *
Vnrw

The only criticism I have to offer Is that in so
many cases the student who has completed the high
school commercial course considers that his training
Is complete* Although the high school course is more
or less complete, as far as it goes, every student
should enroll in a business school, where the entire
time is given to this purpose, whereas in the high
school, that is in the majority of eases, just one of
the subjects is taken by the student* VShen the student
who considers himself well equipped for a job in coming
out of high school enters the business world, he is apt
to find a lot of little things coming up, confusing and
discouraging M m , and causing him to lose the much
needed confidence of the beginner.
4HH*

Their knowledge is far overestimated in their own
opinion*
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Personal traits considered desirable in the busi
ness world, such as accuracy, responsibility, prompt
ness. neatness, honesty, thoroughness, initiative,
ability to get along with people, etc*, are not
developed*
ininr
i

Because of the selective system we maintain for
new employees, and partially because we have not had
to hire large groups at one time, we have found new
employees from commercial high schools very satis
factorily trained* We know, however, of a number who
receive diplomas who, by reason of backwardness in one
or more subjects or because of a level of intelligence
below the upper brackets, are not ready for commercial
jobs* Some system should be employed to keep these
students an extra year— either make the ocurse harder
so that subjects will have to be taken over, or require
a higher grade In AX£ subjects* Requirements for
office work are not too rigid, and those students of
bare average intelligence would be fitted for office
work or routine jobs if they were kept an extra year
repeating subjects on which their grades were not
ABOVE average*

UJSBRAHCE
Insufficiently trained*
speaking* Clock watchers*

Poor English.

Poor

Www

lack of push in teachers#
■
W
Tnrw

Ability to spell— lack of confidence— and a
general lack of ability to adapt themselves to the
practical phases of the business world*
MJLX

Poor in sentence construction, letter writing,
and spelling.
«««

perewmlliy fiwrelopaent. Do not develop
jESblfclon nor inspire entfcusiaaa. ihere Is a decided
lank ct m d h a a i a on the teportanee of punotoallty,
dependability, honoaty, thoroughness# ete.
mmt
tmalt of diselpllnei laek of attention to detailsj
no sense of responsibility.

43*0
Xhe product has net learned encm$i of
com*
mereial practices or methods, nor Jma ho or she been
drilled tboroujisly in the essemtiaX subjects preparatory
for use in the business worlds
*s«
they do sot bake their work seriously e»ou$u
probably due to the feet that they do not regard their
Jobe at the momnt as a life work*
ewe
ihe average produet of the high eehool coBsaereial
department ia fairly well trained technically hut
lacks peraonal traits of understanding sad interest*
Most secretaries are adapted to routine work* hut have
little originality or visi<m--pasaibly due in sons
eases to the fast that their backgrowd acid heme
environment has been unfortunate, end the schools have
not overeom* this deficiency,
**»
the teachers do not seem to have had any practical
experience and their pupils go out into the world
seeming to have very little idea of shat it is all
about* Granted that this is sometime the fault of
the student, it is sadly true that many students have
to be *unteugfrtw sc m of the things they learned
before they are useful in an office* ^very student
Who expects to be a stenographer should 1 m m hoe to
spell.
W4H»
the majority X know use commercial courses as
an elective to avoid sons more difficult or distasteful

courses* It Is very unusual, to find a graduate who is
well grounded In fundamentals* particularly spelling
and grammar*
wW
Mostly the lack of good teachers for such courses,
lack of equipment in schools. Course not complete
enough.
*k h *
Cannot give constructive criticism as my contacts
have been too limited.
3KKSHot sufficiently trained in any particular field
and not taught enough of the responsibilities of life
following their high school days*

Hany teachers conducting courses who have had no
business experience. Theory taught. Very few, if
any* are prepared for commercial work without taking
private business school courses.

lack of actual commercial experience before apply
ing for work that require# a combination of experience
and theory.

Doing as well as possible.
see

BANKERS
Hone in particular* they show up quite well with
time and experience.
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Use product of the high school commercial depart
ment, as well as the product of college commercial
departments, are as a general rale lacking In actual
experience in the business world. I think your Ho. VII
Is one of the most Important questions*
jjkjfcja
-Ml Ml w

Penmanship seems to he neglected through the entire
public school course, very few high school graduates
write a legible hand writing*
*e*
There semes to be & lack of fundamental knowledge
and accuracy, perhaps too academic, as though studying
without a purpose* Part time actual business training
should help.
dSdSAt

WWW

Insufflclent equipment and Instruction* A high
school graduate should be ready for a job as the
average boy or girl cannot afford to leave home for
instruction.

Hot practical enough— too much theory*
ww W

My chief criticism of all commercial courses is
that the student Is led to believe that If he will
complete a prescribed course a business Utopia is
opened to him*
They are not fully grounded in English, arith
metic, and letter writing, and last but not least
the vast majority seem never to have taken a lesson
In penmanship.
eee
Lack of practical knowledge of everyday problems*

TOo great an adherence to theory and not
sufficient practical knowledge*
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X* Hat practical. 2* Do not appreciate accuracy*
3. Lack thorough, knowledge of fundamentals of ftaglish,
mathematics, spelling, and simple economies* 'Bvery
office has different routines* see n 6— if superior
in their traits and the fundamentals^ they will develop
Into excellent business employees.
see
We have found that the academic course gets the
cream of the crop, those Who cannot make the grade in
academic drift to commercial. We have finally made
graduation from academic course an employment require
ment. naturally there are many exceptions.
wWw

If students were taught bookkeeping, typing, and
use of office machines, they could find employment
and develop by experience into accountants, secretaries,
and executives.
tofttit,
WWW

Generally speaking, 1 believe that the location of
a high school is an important factor in determining
what course Should be offered to properly equip boys
and girls who will graduate. X have In mind the high
school at Lafayette, with a college at hand which
should be sore interested in preparing Its students
for college work, than would the high school at
Oakdale. Wot knowing, X should judge that a greater '
percentage of students not located In a college center
are dependent on high school for their training for
business than would students of high schools In
Lafayette, Baton Bouge, Mew Orleans, etc.
■lfW
.Jf.
it
W
W

Wot willing to show their ability— first question
how much they will make and hew long they will have
to work. This seems to be the idea of too many of
the younger generation. If they were willing to show
their ability, they would get more consideration from
employers.

they do not have a thorough knowledge of any one
subject, but are half efficient in many.
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I wish to eaaraend you in your effort for coopera
tion between business anti school executives, and which,
in ioy opinion, will bring about great strides in favor
of practical education, and which will also result in
decided benefits to business in the employment of
beginners.
X therefore unhesitatingly set down the following
answers to your questions, based cm ay experience in
employing and training young people entering the busi
ness worlds
©aphaticslly yes there is a need for voational
business education on the hl^i school level*
All of the items under Humber II, in my opinion.
Should be doubled cheeked, and to which might properly
be added suggestions as to a courteous and efficient
manner of answering the telephone and personal contacts
with customers or clients.
X believe that typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping,
office machine practice, commercial arithmetic, and
business Knglish have great personal use value and
should be taken by all high school students*
Xt has been my experience that the product of
the high school commercial department is below average
in ability*
X do not believe that any course should be opened
except to those students who have aptitude for the same,
and commercial courses certainly offer no future for
inferior students.
In my business, a part time student would be of
no value, and the use of services would, in most cases,
be a favor to the student and should be considered as
a part of his education.
Xt is my opinion that It is absolutely essential
for teachers of eonsaeree to have had actual business
experience, and your question Humber IV can be best
answered by the fact that so many commerce teachers
have had no such experience.

Should be better trained in school to do general

office work bo it will not take three to six months
for them to be of value to a business firm*
wflnr

High school cannot replace the colleges of
commerce or the business schools for this work, and
If too much of the student*s time is taken up with
It, he will miss some of the essentials of education
in the arts and sciences that he should have but will
not get in the colleges of commerce or business
schools, or in business life*

PRIMERS Aim PUBLISHERS
They know typewriting and shorthand but nothing
of general office duties, nothing of office practice,
and nothing of business courtesy.

The usual high school commercial department
ignores the history and background of business and
concentrates on details which the student often can
not intelligently apply because he does not under
stand the reason for their use*
Generally the English, spelling, grammar,
punctuation, construction, and diction of high
school students are very poor* They are usually
much more proficient mathematically than they are
in language* The fundamental reason for this
deficiency is that the usual course In the English
language is so insufferably dull that the student
unconsciously develops a resistance to learning it*
It may also be that by removing the necessity for
the study of the Latin language we are depriving
students of the knowledge of basic roots* I n this
connection possibly a small degree of attention to
the Anglo-Saxon roots might prove of advantage.
The teacher who will devise an interesting means of
teaching grammar will do the entire fabric of educa
tion a service*

To the best of my knowledge the average high
school commercial department teacher does not have

ft clear understanding of the problems that the student
will encounter In regular business life, since our
experience proves that the student or applicant lacks
the knowledge that is needed in our everyday business
practice.
wee
She failure to teach the students the fundamentals
of education* i.e.* spelling, grammar, rhetoric, and
again— spelling*
WWW

Be does not know where he is going and won*t
sake up his mind where he wants to got
d
tWdfcWdft
Wf
Typists usually poor* Bookkeepers usually fair*
Spelling and grammar invariably poor and only fair*
_w w.

W T T W

1 believe that there is a great need for voea*
tional business education on the high school level;
that is, if it is going to be constructive*
X believe that there Is a tremendous lack of
eaphasls on fundamental subjects such as spelling*
grammar, arithmetic, and business English* We will
not employ In the business office or the editorial
department less than a high school graduate, and
Ye Gods what they do put overt There Is Indeed a
tremendous lack of constructive work in that line.
see

UTILITIES
Lack of sufficient training* Present courses
apparently taken as an easy way out.
eee
We find that the major trouble with our younger
employees seems to be the lack of willingness to
assume responsibility*
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Ho criticlsm-*~but one suggestion: To impress
trnoai students who are talcing commercial courses that
their success in the business world depends entirely
on how thoroughly they retain the fundamentals of
business training*
4H*#
I believe that a large Share of students who
take such courses are not earnestly interested in
really learning something of value but take them
to avoid Latin and other subjects which are usually
thought to be more difficult*
WWW
jasaja

Insufficient development of traits covered in
Part II, #7, and the lack of practical training*
see
I am not sufficiently familiar with the high
school commercial department to offer any criticism*
Ity belief is, however, that the opportunities in the
business world for & student of high school age are
limited to routine types of employment, with limited
responsibilities, and that the sacrifice of a sound
training in the fundamentals such as English,
spelling, etc*, in favor of a meager training along
commercial lines is a mistake*

Insufficient general training* Ho Idea of what
to expect in business world# Wo attempt to develop
personality. Emphasise #6, teach the mechanics, and
you have filled 90% of the requirements.

GOVKRHMEHT
It is that the classes are not long enough to
allow perfect explanation of subjects. Classes are
so short that students are rushed through subjects
without getting full benefit of all the class subjects
as some w e not as apt to catch on as quickly as others.
ewe
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His complete ignorance of what is expected of him
once he gets a Job. This Isn’t generally true of girls
applying for stenographic positions or as machine
operators, but it is of the average high school boy,
who enters commerce with very little knowledge of what
it’s all about.
###
lack of general knowledge of office routine,
business problems, and lack of general ability to
follow instructions given only once. Also, this
group would greatly benefit by instructions on how
to get along with other employees and how to deal
with and handle customers or callers in a business
office* Most important Is to teach this group to
have a certain amount of self assurance and to
develop a willingness to assume responsibility*
Last, but not least, an effort should be made at
developing the personality of each individual as
this is all important in any position.

Hot sufficient intensive and broad technical
training.

More emphasis should be put on correct spelling
and good business English.
ee#
I have before me your letter of January 8,
addressed to employers of people in the Coimnercial
and Industrial World. It has to do with the training
of such persons as engage in office activities for the
purpose of determining the adequacy of such training,
and possibly the elimination of such subjects as may
not be of value in today’s business world. I regret
that I have not kept such statistics as would enable
me to answer, with a degree of accuracy that would be
satisfactory, all of the questions contained in this
questionnaire. If it is important that I should
answer, then I shall endeavor to compile such infor
mation as In my judgment would be helpful. I might
here state, however, that without the compilation of
these statistics on training, I may be apt to over
emphasise some phases of training which may not meet

with general approval in the business world* Sly
reason for this feeling is long experience in the
educational world, preparing of curriculum for com
mercial high school students, etc* on one occasion
it was my privilege to conduct a series of meetings
which brought together, for round-table discussions,
teachers or high school commercial subjects, and
business executives* Hie purpose was to enable the
high school teacher to better understand the business
executive, so that in the preparation of the student
a more definite goal might be kept in mind* My
general belief is that young people are permitted to
complete the work in commercial subjects at too early
an age and thereby enter the business world before
being adequately prepared for life* I lean to the
requirement of more general education and less
extensive training in commercial subjects during
each of the years spent in commercial high schools*
Hie result is, of course, a longer period of time
spent in the high school, with better general educa
tion as a foundation for future development, and,
what Is more important a more advanced age to make
the start in the commercial world* Many of these
youngsters being sent out into the business world
with inadequate training are the cause of the low
standard of value placed on service rendered by the
group* X regret that X have not all of the infor
mation which I could prepare on this subject, but
wish to say that I am greatly interested in the
study and would appreciate very much a report of
your findings*

lack of thoroughness! lack of knowledge in
English and arithmetic*
###
Immaturity— incompetence tmtll campus-itis wears
off* Too prolonged period of teacher-pupil relation
ship instead of quick adaptation to employer-eraployee
status* Tendency to lean on more mature workers#
Tendency to disregard the unwritten law of prestige
of seniority*

Knowledge too general# Hot enough emphasis
placed on basic requirements.
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Have been trained, in most cases, in theory only*
I think every high school teacher of commercial subjects
should be required to have several years of actual
business experience.

Inability to act on their own Initiative.
Personally, I have a strong preference for college
trained persons, and wottld not select a person trained
for business only In a high school. Thus from my
viewpoint there would be few opportunities for high
school boys and girls.

The product of the high school commercial depart
ment as I know them have acquitted themselves favorably
in their positions in the business world* However,
they should have more practice on office machines.

Lack of academic preparation and practical train
ing, which results In an Inability to adjust to condi
tions and circumstances and an inability to realise
the depth and seriousness of any task or problem.

High school commerce curriculum too narrow. There
is a great need for people more versatile in the com
mercial field. Too many simply master shorthand and
typing and call themselves commercial graduate®.

OIL

k W

GAS INDUSTRY

They expect to get the top position without
working up through the ranks.
•JKH*
Hot sufficient
Better to give more
equipment# I am in
without pay for the

time given to each subject*
time to one subject. Insufficient
favor of cooperative training
apprentice. It would be very
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helpful to the student with the proper interest and
ability, but would he too much to ask of the business
nan whose tine spent in training would represent quite
an expense— to say nothing of the loss of good will as
a result of possible offense to business prospects by
inexperienced students*

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESSES
Irresponsibility*

High school graduates do not have sufficient
educational background to make competent help*
SHS-&
After twenty-five years experience in placing
these students with various clients, 1 find the
students are deficient in the fundamentals, such as,
spelling, arithmetic, English. Business does not
expect the students to be highly trained In commercial
subjects, but they have a right to expect them to be
educated in the fundamentals* I find good typists
who cannot spell or even write a good letter* Book
keepers know the fundamentals of bookkeeping, but
cannot compute simple Interest or add, subtract, or
multiply*

Average too green, too much theory*

Penmanship is not mentioned* I think It Is one
of the most important factors in business training*

They are backward in this department.
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Teachers do not have sufficient business experience*
Methods are not practical for business training*

«HHfr
Sot thorough enough.

e**
On the whole, X believe that the chief weakness of
the high school commercial graduate is his lack of a
thorough knowledge of English grammar* Of the tech*
nical subjects, I believe that his training In short
hand and typing is strong enough to give him a work
ing basis* His training in bookkeeping is too meager
in isy opinion to give him a firm enough grasp of the
subject so that he may advance with the opening of
better opportunities. Finally, the deficiency in the
high school commercial course;which needs most to be
filled is that covered by Subsection 6 of XI above,
(Appendix C).

lack of fundamentals, such as, English, spelling,
punctuation, neatness, letter composition, and
accurateness In transcription of shorthand notes*
•JHMfr

I would say generally that it is the writer *s
opinion that we should train our high school students
more on the vocational lines than we are now teaching
them* Our young boys and girls now are graduating
from high school without being properly equipped to
enter employment, except as a very inexperienced
qualified skilled worker. If we had courses In our
high schools teaching business and vocational subjects
and giving our young people more of a practical view
of earning a living, it would, to my mind, be much
more than the present academic training courses that
we are now giving them. I do not mean that we should
not continue the present academic courses, but rather
I believe that we should Include other vocational
courses In addition to what we are now giving them.

***
Hot enough emphasis on fundamentals— particularly
grammar, spelling, and business English.

2m
His failure to realise that his value to an employer
Is based more on what he learns after commencing work
than on what he knows at the time of commencement. He
is lacking in the knowledge of fundamental subjects,
thereby finding it difficult to learn as quickly as he
should. Specialization in high school is creating a
deficiency in general knowledge and the ability to
learn.

The usual graduate of a high school commercial
department is unable to produce results which should
conform to the length of his training. This, I
attribute to the extreme youthfulness of the average
high school graduate.

■in**
Teachers, on the whole, are not the best.
Students, on the whole, not the best. Students too
immature to learn the subjects taught. Students
would be better off if they stuek to academic
courses for high school and attended school another
two years for the business subjects.
All in all, I believe that high school teachers
of commerce should have some practical experience.
Same practical persons are poor teachers; some teachers
do not know enough to impart knowledge; others have
that ability more than some practical persons.

-JHH*
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